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Art fairs Analysis

Artissima fair in Turin returns with zero Covid restrictions

and moderate sales

As with year's previous, work at lower price points does well at Italy's most cutting-edge
commercial art event

Jenny Dogliani

5 November 2022

Work by Kate Newby at the stand of Art Concept at Artissima 2022.

"Artissima fair in Turin returns with zero Covid restrictions and moderate sales" in The Art Newspaper, 05.11.22
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Zero masks, zero restrictions, catering and all services at full capacity—in the first post-

pandemic Artissima fair in Turin (until 6 November), Covid is now a distant memory.

Collectors, both Italian and international, have returned in large numbers from Europe and

some even from America, thanks to the galleries—foreign for the most part, at 59%. There is a

strong presence from Germany, Switzerland, France, Brazil and US.

The difficult years are not over, however. The pandemic has been followed by the war on the

borders of Europe and an energy crisis. Art is still a refuge commodity and the desire to buy is

there, but the market is more reflective, especially for an experimental and cutting-edge fair

like Artissima, where 42 galleries are showing for the first time and where several artists are

making their Italian debut.

Meeting museum directors, art advisors and curators remains one of the primary motivations

for many exhibitors, who typically present works of reasonable size and prices in the

medium-low range: most are under €50,000, with a minority of works up to €400,000. In rare

occasions, works approach €1m (but this is for exposure rather than sales).

Given that expectations were calibrated, the first day was satisfactory. Recent drawings in the

range of €1,000 to €5,000 by Ana Prvacki, a 46-year-old artist of Yugoslavian origin whom the

Italian public got to know around 15 years ago at the Castello di Rivoli, sold well to Italian,

Brazilian and German collectors at 1301PE (Los Angeles), according to its director Brian O.

Butler.

A veteran of Artissima, and a member of the fair's selection committee for many years, the

Viennese gallerist Gregor Podnar is also present in the Drawings section, with Dan

Perjovschi's plates (€3,500 each). His booth in the main section features paintings, sculptures

and photographs, ranging from €4,000 to €120,000, by Robert Gabris, Ivan Kozaric, Julije

Knifer, Anne Neukamp, Nobuto Tsuchiya, Oho and Prioz Bizjak. "On the first evening we

made a few small sales. Times are still difficult and the flow of collectors is not comparable

with the best years, but it has returned to growth and this gives us hope for the coming days,"

Podnar says.

The lower end of the market typically performs well at Artissima, as evidenced by the

numerous sales below €10,000 on the first day. At the Galerie Urs Meile, based in Lucerne and

Beijing, there was interest in photographs, sculptures and paintings by Swiss and Chinese

artists of different generations and prices, ranging from €3,400 by Maio Miao to €30,000 by

Urs Lüthi, with works by Mirko Baselgia, Marion Baruchi, Chen Zuo and Ju Ting at price

ranges in between. "We have been coming back for a few years, we have made many

important contacts who come back to see us, something has already been sold," says gallery

owner Karin Seiz.



In the same vein, Neck de Bruijn's Amsterdam gallery Upstream offered a series of videos by

the Dutch artist Jeroen Jongeleeen at €8,500 each. "They depict Jongeleeen creating drawings

by running through the landscape for hours on end, an intervention that mixes Land art,

drawing, video, performance, conceptual art, painting, minimalism, light and colour; some

pieces have already been sold, to Italian and German collectors, but we are here more to meet

directors and curators than anything else," De Bruijn says.

Benedetta Spalletti of the Vistamare gallery from Pescara offers cautious but well-intentioned

collectors an overview of her gallery's artists, from the historical ones, such as Ettore Spalletti,

Joseph Kosuth and Mario Airò, to the younger ones, such as Anna Franceschini, Lorenzo

Scotto di Luzio and Claudia Comte; prices range from €6,500 to €270,000. "On the first day we

laid the foundations for sales that I hope will be formalised in the coming days. People take

time to mature their decisions, but there is a good flow of collectors. I have been doing

Artissima for many years and I know that it can always bring surprises," he says.

Happy with the first sales, Peres Projects (Berlin, Seoul and Milan), which is returning to

Turin with a selection of loyal artists and some new entries, from Shaung Li, Donna Huanca,

Ad Minoliti to Rafa Silvares, and prices ranging from €4,200 to €125,000. "The first day went

Peres Projects's stand at Artissima 2022



well; we have been doing Artissima for many years, since 2014 we had not returned until last

year, we hope to continue well over the next few days," says the gallery's director Benedetta

Tuzzi.

At the highest price points, 'home' artists, both Italian and from Turin are doing well. They

include Piero Gilardi, at Biasutti & Biasutti with recent works, and Giorgio Griffa, at the

Roman Lorcan O'Neill with canvases from the 1970s, 1990s and the last 15 years, which are

priced from €9,000 to €70,000, and are much appreciated by Italian and German collectors.

"We are happy with the first sales, all in the middle range, we hope that the trend will

continue," says director Laura Chiari.

Further confirmation came from Tornabuoni, the modern and contemporary art giant that

brings post-World War II art to Turin: a focus on Optical art (Alviani, Scheggi, Dadamaino,

Castellani and new entries such as Francesca Pasquale), a small excursus on colour and

abstractionism (Fontana and Albers, Dadamaino and Biasi) and a tribute to Turin-based Carol

Rama and Mario Merz; prices ranged from €30,000 to €400,000, and even close to €1m. "We

have made some substantial sales, to well-known collectors who already have works by these

artists", in particular "foreign collectors who are looking for more important works by artists

from Turin or by Albers, who is well-known and appreciated by Anglo-Saxons and rare to

find", says gallery director Ursula Casamonti.

More caution, on the other hand, was found for lower-priced works by lesser-known artists

such as Emel Kurhan, Aret Gicir and Silvia Bingaz (from €3,000 to €8,000) on the stand of

Oktem Aykut (Istanbul), at their third Artissima. "Sales are not going very well, but they are

not our priority, we are here to meet people," says gallerist Doğa Öktem.

Art fairs Art market Artissima Turin

COOKIE SETTINGS
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Marché de l'art Actualité

À Turin, Artissima se bonifie

Resserrée, la foire, qui accueille plus de galeries étrangères, a ainsi attiré davantage de
collectionneurs internationaux. L’édition 2022 se poursuit jusqu’à dimanche.

Alexandre Crochet

4 novembre 2022

Vue du stand de la galerie mor charpentier, Paris. Au centre, urnes de Rossella Biscotti. Photo : A.C.

Contrepoint aux événements « mainstream », Artissima apporte jusqu’à dimanche

6 novembre un bol d’air frais au pied des Alpes, dans la capitale du Piémont. Ici, ce sont les

artistes émergents, les projets monographiques singuliers et les redécouvertes qui sont –

littéralement – au centre de la foire, à travers les secteurs Disegni (dessins), Present Future,

Back to the future, mais aussi les 15 galeries récentes de New Entries et les focus de

Monologue/Dialogue. Cette année, « Artissima est bellissima », a résumé lors d’un dîner la

collectionneuse et mécène Patrizia Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, qui expose dans sa fondation

Lawrence Abu Hamdan, Diana Policarpo ou encore les énigmatiques portraits de Victor Man.

Une façon de souligner le travail accompli par le nouveau directeur artistique de la foire, Luigi

Alexandre Crochet "A Turin, Artissima se bonifie" in The Art Newspaper, 04.11.22
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Fassi, qui connaît très bien son sujet : il a été le curateur du secteur Present Future de 2010 à

2017, et a aussi grandi et étudié à Turin.

« Nous avons réduit le nombre de galeries, passant de 208 exposants en 2019 à 174 en 2022, confie ce

dernier. Nous avons davantage ouvert la foire aux galeries étrangères, qui représentent 60 % des stands.

Ce qui crée une émulation pour les galeries italiennes, et les incite à se surpasser ». Le renouvellement

est important, avec 42 nouveaux participants. Si ce choix a fait des déçus parmi les exposants

transalpins non repris, il permet de resserrer la foire qualitativement. Riche notamment en

enseignes allemandes, Artissima accueille cette année des galeries d’Europe centrale et de

l’Est, un appel d’air bienvenu, des galeries originaires notamment de Bucarest, Vienne,

Budapest, Varsovie… Résultat : une fréquentation italienne, française et belge (des Gensollen

aux Guerlain), allemande, mais aussi hongroise ou bulgare, et même Marc Spiegler, patron

pour quelques mois encore d’Art Basel…

Gérée par une fondation publique non commerciale, Artissima permet aussi aux exposants de

prendre plus de risques qu’ailleurs, avec des vidéos, des installations, des œuvres plus

complexes, à l’instar des cartes marines en soie pliées de 2020 par Elisabetta Benassi et qui

servaient aux pilotes de guerre à se repérer en terrain ennemi pendant la Seconde Guerre

mondiale, chez Magazzino (Rome) ; ou d’un piston broyant un morceau de bois, par Arcangelo

Sassolino, chez Repetto (Londres). Ou encore de l’installation de matériel médical, seringues

et autres ustensiles simplement posés au sol, pour 14 000 euros, sur le stand de la galerie

Isabella Bortolozzi, de Berlin, « portrait en creux de l’artiste, James Richards, et de ses amis et

réflexion sur la maladie », explique la galeriste, pour qui Artissima se distingue notamment par

ses secteurs curatés par de jeunes commissaires…

Installation de James Richards, galerie Bortolozzi, de Berlin.

Photo : A.C.



Leur cible principale : les institutions transalpines et les dix prix décernés sur la foire. Dont

un nouveau, créé en association avec la banque Intesa Sanpaolo, qui vient d’ouvrir un nouvel

espace à Turin, Gallerie d’Italia, dédié à la photo et à la vidéo. De Larry Achiampong à Alice

Dos Reis, il accueille sept œuvres vidéo présentées par des exposants de la foire, une extension

inédite de celle-ci hors les murs.

Réputée pour être une foire dont la dynamique repose d’abord sur les achats institutionnels, et

le « networking », avec un rythme plutôt lent, le démarrage de la foire a cette année pourtant

été marqué par un certain nombre de transactions. La galerie mor charpentier a conclu de

nombreuses ventes avec des Allemands, des Suisses, des Autrichiens, des Espagnols et même

un Bulgare ! « Nous avons fait en une journée, le jour d’ouverture, ce que nous avons fait l’an dernier en

une semaine », confie Alex Mor. Sur son stand consacré aux dévastations de la nature, le

Castello di Rivoli a notamment acheté cinq jarres de Rossella Biscotti faites à partir des

cendres d’oliviers anciens attaqués par une bactérie dans les Pouilles, à 6 000 euros pièce. Une

autre institution en a acquis d’autres. L’enseigne a cédé notamment des œuvres de Nohemi

Pérez ou de Teresa Margolles. « Nous avons été surpris par cette rapidité, inhabituelle, explique Alex

Mor. Le public est meilleur, les invités ont été écrémés, c’est plus VIP. Le format un peu plus petit de la

foire permet d’échanger plus longtemps avec les visiteurs ».

Vue du stand de la galerie Art : Concept, solo-show de Kate Newby, Artissima, Present-Future, 2022,

Turin.

Courtesy the artist and Art : Concept, Paris. Photo : Sebastiano Pellion di Persano



Dans un registre plus historique, la galerie East (Strasbourg) peut se féliciter. Cette jeune

enseigne ouverte il y a un an a fait mouche pour sa première participation à une foire avec son

solo show dédié à Wolf Vostell, pionnier de Fluxus disparu en 1998, au sein du secteur Back to

the Future. Un artiste « qui inspire beaucoup de jeunes artistes et qui a eu de nombreux projets en

Italie », précise le galeriste. Une pièce de 1972 faisant allusion aux attentats des J.O. de

Munich, proposée pour 28 000 euros, a été acquise par un collectionneur américain du

Wyoming concentré sur la contre-culture, via son conseiller venu à la foire. Chez Art :

Concept, l’installation poétique de coquillages en porcelaine faits à la main de Kate Newby,

montrée au Palais de Tokyo au printemps dernier dans « Réclamer la terre », attendait preneur

cet après-midi, mais une plaque de la même artiste a été acquise par une institution italienne.

Un cru qui s’annonce prometteur.

Artissima , jusqu'au 6 novembre 2022, Oval Lingotto, Turin, Italie.

Marché de l'art Foires et Salons Artissima Italie Art Contemporain Luigi Fassi
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Left: Kate Newby’s “Come Back Tomorrow Night and I’ll Tell You” (2022), ceramic, found glass (Floresville, 
Texas), and minerals. via the artist and Laurel Gitlen, New York; Photo by Charles Benton

Right: “Want to Start at the Beginning?” (2022), white brass, silver, stoneware, Limoges porcelain and glaze (9 
pieces). Kate Newby; via Laurel Gitlen; Photo by Charles Benton

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK

Frieda
John Vincler « Art That Rose Through the Cracks » in The New York Times, 09.10.22  



Art That Rose Through the Cracks
Three exemplary exhibitions draw attention to public space, from community 
gardens to rooftop sculptures.

By John Vincler
Oct. 9, 2022

In the 1980s, newly arrived in Manhattan, in exile from her native Chile, the artist Cecilia Vicuña found beauty in 
the crumbling buildings and waterfront, the broken sidewalks and vacant lots of TriBeCa, before it traded its grit 
for boutique galleries.

She’d paused to photograph the weeds and plant-life growing up between the cracks, sometimes embellishing 
them with thread or highlighting their geometries with chalk. These “Sidewalk Forests” (1981), as she called 
them, monumentalize the transitory, transforming what could be seen as brokenness or neglect into a vision of 
nature’s insistent reaching toward the sun.

“Life Between Buildings,” organized by Jody Graf, assistant curator at MoMA PS1, connects the development of 
community gardens in New York in the 1970s to the work of artists, including Vicuña and Gordon Matta-Clark, 
who began using overlooked outdoor sites — especially abandoned or seemingly unusable space in the city — 
in their art.

The exhibition traces a history of art taking place in the neglected corners of the city, where nature sometimes 
seems to have been built over and largely pushed out. Two other exemplary current shows — Miles Huston’s 
“Cinderella Had a Farm,” at Gordon Robichaux, and Kate Newby’s “We Are Such Stuff,” at Laurel Gitlen — also 
ask viewers to consider their immediate surroundings, drawing their attention to communal public space...

On the Lower East Side, Laurel Gitlen gallery features two tile works that Newby, the sculptor and ceramist, calls 
“murals.” Hung like paintings, they incorporate found objects, specifically glass, gathered from specific locales: 
the neighboring streets of New York, in “I Hate and Love” (2022) and Auckland, in the artist’s native New 
Zealand, for “It’s Close” (2022).

A print is almost hidden in the closet-like office space, and a large work of cord — made of blown glass, 
handmade rope, bronze and wire — stretches across the narrow gallery for the exhibition’s title-work, “We Are 
Such Stuff” (2022). But these works account for less than half of the show.

Seeing the rest of the exhibition feels like being let in on a secret. It continues in the building’s underused 
semipublic spaces upstairs. A cavelike industrial space behind the building’s elevator-mechanical room houses 
two works of towering wall-mounted columns of overlapping, gently arching tiles like terra-cotta shingles. Around 
the corner, through a door onto the building’s roof is another mural work incorporating glass from the artist’s 
current home in Floresville, Texas.

Back downstairs, the gallerist reached in her pocket to show one of three “pocket works” by Newby in the 
exhibition. This one, called “Want to Start at the Beginning?” (2022), included a cast white brass replica of a soda 
can pull-tab and other rocklike objects made of stoneware, silver and Limoges porcelain. The work felt at once 
precious and subversive to touch and intentionally requires that the person working in the gallery begin a 
conversation with gallery visitors.

Gitlen also called my attention to the rooftops of neighboring buildings where colorful ceramic “rocks” were 
mounted by Newby, in “Go Often” (2022) and “I Can’t Wait” (2022), both visible only distantly atop the 
architecture’s ridgeline. Because of how the gallery sits near the top of its white building, oddly situated on a 
triangular lot, the view of the city is freed from the rigidity of the grid.
Cooperative Village spreads out panoramically, just south of the 24 community gardens on the Lower East Side, 
which have been mapped and documented by the Japan-based artist and composer Aki Onda in a room at PS1.

While you have to squint to see Newby’s work in the distance from within the gallery, these flashes of color must 
also be a mysterious addition to the daily views of people looking out their windows in the neighborhood.

The works here aren’t just ceramics; they are landscapes. As Vicuña found forests in the sidewalk cracks, the 
intervention of Newby’s sculptures demand that we look out around us, and consider how we all must share and 
find space together.

Cooperative Village spreads out panoramically, just south of the 24 community gardens on the Lower East Side, 
which have been mapped and documented by the Japan-based artist and composer Aki Onda in a room at PS1.

While you have to squint to see Newby’s work in the distance from within the gallery, these flashes of color must 
also be a mysterious addition to the daily views of people looking out their windows in the neighborhood.

The works here aren’t just ceramics; they are landscapes. As Vicuña found forests in the sidewalk cracks, the 
intervention of Newby’s sculptures demand that we look out around us, and consider how we all must share and 
find space together.



Chance and Impermanence

A conversation between Kate Newby and

Daria de Beauvais

by Daria de Beauvais, Kate Newby

Published on 27.07.2022
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Kate Newby, work in progress at CRAFT

(Limoges), 2022. Courtesy of the artist

 

 

Kate Newby, The edge of the earth (detail),

2022. Bricks, mortar, produced with the

support of Rairies Montrieux (Les Rairies).

View of the group exhibition "Reclaim the

Earth", 2022, Palais de Tokyo (Paris).

Courtesy of the artist and Art : Concept

(Paris). Photo: Aurélien Mole

 

 

Kate Newby, it makes my day so much better if

i speak to all of you. (detail), 2022. Porcelain,

minerals, found glass (Paris), produced at

CRAFT (Limoges). View of the group

exhibition "Reclaim the Earth", 2022, Palais

de Tokyo (Paris). Courtesy of the artist and

Art : Concept (Paris). Photo: Aurélien Mole
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Kate Newby, Try doing anything without it,

2022. Bricks, coins, wood, found glass (Paris,

Texas), produced at Rairies Montrieux (Les

Rairies). Courtesy of the artist and Art :

Concept (Paris). Photo: Nicolas Brasseur

 

 

Kate Newby, Rob Duncan Megan Daniel

Margaret Lynn Samuel Deb Nico Marilyn

Sarah Henry Mieko Kate Ruth Mike Briana

Justine Grace Romesh Josefine Madison

Nerissa David Nina Gabrielle Dayle Isabelle

Ana Lilith Christian Ruby Sophie Millie

Michaela Loretta Laura Christina Alison Olly

Miriam Fred Lise Hazel Simon Mia Anita

Caroline Anna Prak Nadya Alba Xander

Flavia Emma Stef Areez Bella Rachel

KirstyKateNicola Emerita Tim Megan Ruby

Fina Felixe Ella Eva Ben Julian Bena Huhana

Max Lily Tina Rose Bill and Teresa (detail),

2021. Assorted clay, glaze, mortar. View of

the exhibition YES TOMORROW, 2021,

Adam Art Gallery Te Pātaka Toi

(Wellington). Courtesy of the artist and

Michael Lett (Auckland). Photo: Ted

Whitaker

 

 

Kate Newby, work in progress at Rairies

Montrieux, 2022. Courtesy of the artist

 

Among the fourteen artists in Reclaim the Earth, currently on at

Palais de Tokyo in Paris, is Texas-based Aotearoa artist Kate Newby.

Curated by Daria de Beauvais, the exhibition seeks to uncover the links

between body and land, replacing notions of domination and

sublimination of humans over the natural world, reconsidering our

relationship as one instead of kinship and alliance. 

In this piece, Newby talks with de Beauvais about the production of

new pieces commissioned for the show, Newby's process of collaboration

and materials-driven artworks, and the ecological themes in her

practice and Reclaim the Earth.
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DARIA DE BEAUVAIS I’ve been following your work closely for

a few years now. I remember quite vividly for instance your subtle

intervention at the SculptureCenter (NY, 2017), and with fondness

your beautiful project at the Kunsthalle Wien (Vienna, 2018) where

we met for the first time. 

KATE NEWBY Yes, I remember meeting you very clearly. The

exhibition I can’t nail the days down at Kunsthalle Wien was made

up of around 6,000 bricks forming a large carved floor piece that

viewers were able to walk over. I had just finished laying it out (one

of the largest projects I have made to date) and came back early in

the morning with a coffee to soak in the final work. I saw your

children before I saw you because they were running and jumping

over the clay tiles in the ground outside. It was a profound moment

for a chance meeting. The Kunsthalle is a glass pavilion so I

created a parallel work on the hill outside. The city of Vienna had

excavated the subway system below the Kunsthalle, and the local

art school had kept the remaining clay. It was using this clay that I

created handmade tiles which were then inserted back into the

ground like a drain of some kind.

DB You’ve grown up in Aotearoa New Zealand, and are

currently based in rural Texas after living for several years in New

York City. How have these different contexts informed your

creative process? 

KN I think New York taught me a lot in regards to

learning how to trust myself and my instincts for making the sort

of work I want to make. At the end of 2020, I relocated to

Floresville in Texas, in a rural landscape that couldn’t be more

different from where I grew up. The possibilities Floresville has

offered me mark an opening up of my practice and have really

pushed the improvisational quality to my work. There I have

developed an open air studio where I can work with the elements

around me with a new intensity. Sunlight and rain, grasses and

sand, wildlife and extreme temperatures: they have all given me

the opportunity to interact closely with a unique environment.
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DB During lockdown you spent a lot of time in

Aotearoa New Zealand, producing your solo show YES

TOMORROW for the Adam Art Gallery Te Pātaka Toi

in Wellington.

KN I did! I feel super grateful for that experience. The

early stages of the pandemic in 2020 really took away many things

like travel and exhibitions. I spent a lot of time in my own thoughts

so when I had the opportunity to make YES TOMORROW with

Christina Barton it felt like something I had been saving my

energy up for. 

I was given the entire building to create my project. There is this

interesting aspect of the Adam Art Gallery where you enter on the

top floor, then you can see down for three floors. There are also

windows that look outside and over a loading dock. My works for

the exhibition incorporated these different viewpoints, including

the loading dock, where I inserted a tile mural. It meant a lot to

make this exhibition in my home country and I had a lot of support

from my family, friends and artist community. 
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Kate Newby, I can’t nail the days down, 2018.

Ceramics, concrete. View of the exhibition "I

can’t nail the days down", Kunsthalle Wien

(Vienna), 2018. Courtesy of the artist and

The Sunday Painter (London). Photo: Jorit

Aust

 

 

Kate Newby, I can’t nail the days down

(detail), 2018. Bricks, found glass, bronze,

coins, ceramics, silver, brass, white brass.

View of the exhibition "I can’t nail the days

down", Kunsthalle Wien (Vienna), 2018.

Courtesy of the artist and The Sunday

Painter (London). Photo: Jorit Aust

 

 

Kate Newby, Not this time, not for me., 2017.

Mortar, concrete color, silver, white brass,

bronze, porcelain, cotton rope, glass,

stoneware. Glass fabrication: Leo Tecosky.

View of the group exhibition "In Practice:

Material Deviance", 2017, SculptureCenter

(NY). Courtesy of the artist and Cooper Cole

(Toronto). Photo: Kyle Knodell

 

 

Kate Newby, A desert, plain and dry. (detail),

2017. Pit fired stoneware, salt fired

stoneware, porcelain, earthenware, sand.

View of the group exhibition "In Practice:

Material Deviance", 2017, SculptureCenter

(NY). Courtesy of the artist and Cooper Cole

(Toronto). Photo: Kyle Knodell

 

 

Kate Newby, Rob Duncan Megan Daniel

Margaret Lynn Samuel Deb Nico Marilyn

Sarah Henry Mieko Kate Ruth Mike Briana

Justine Grace Romesh Josefine Madison

Nerissa David Nina Gabrielle Dayle Isabelle

Ana Lilith Christian Ruby Sophie Millie

Michaela Loretta Laura Christina Alison Olly

Miriam Fred Lise Hazel Simon Mia Anita

Caroline Anna Prak Nadya Alba Xander

Flavia Emma Stef Areez Bella Rachel Kirsty

Kate Nicola Emerita Tim Megan Ruby Fina

Felixe Ella Eva Ben Julian Bena Huhana Max

Lily Tina Rose Bill and Teresa, 2021.

Assorted clay, glaze, mortar. View of the

exhibition YES TOMORROW, 2021, Adam

Art Gallery Te Pātaka Toi (Wellington).

Courtesy of the artist and Michael Lett

(Auckland). Photo: Ted Whitaker

 

 

Kate Newby, What Kind of Day Has it Been,

2021. Screed, pigment, glass, silver. View of

the exhibition YES TOMORROW, 2021,

Adam Art Gallery Te Pātaka Toi

(Wellington). Courtesy of the artist and

Michael Lett (Auckland). Photo: Ted

Whitaker

 

DB I invited you for the group exhibition Reclaim the

Earth that I curated for the Palais de Tokyo (Paris, 2022). It was

obvious for me early on that you should be part of it! This project
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traces the trajectories of artists with different approaches to

natural elements, irreducible to their mere materiality, considered

both as medium and tool—cultural, historic and political vectors

being revitalised in a context of ecological emergency. What did

this project evoke to you?

KN I think a lot about the materials I use, where they

come from, and what will happen to them after my projects. It was

a meaningful process for me to participate in this exhibition and

the overall ideas struck a very deep cord. Each artist was coming

from their own specific position and it was incredibly valuable to

have time with the other artists and their work. I feel challenged to

continue creating works that take into consideration the process of

how things are formed, and not just what the final outcome

looks like. 

DB The fourteen participating artists, from different

generations and non-western cultural backgrounds, tell us that we

are not just "face to face with a landscape", nor "living on Earth",

but that we are part of it. 

KN I think this is a super interesting part of the

exhibition and I loved that the involved artists all made works

quite consciously with the large ecosystem that surrounds us all.

What were some of the more surprising moments for you in the

research process? Did you find that your thinking changed from

some of your initial ideas about what this exhibition could be? 

DB Working on Reclaim the Earth was a journey, with

the artists and the scientific advisors (Léuli Eshrāghi and Ariel

Salleh) as my travel companions. It has indeed evolved through the

almost three years it took to complete it. But in a sense it is still

not "complete", I feel this is just the beginning! 

It was good to work on replacing relations of domination and

subordination with kinship and alliance. I feel the time has come to

leave behind the obsolete model of an extractive society and put
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humans back into their rightful place: not above all, but among all

—finally overcoming the Nature/Culture partition that Europe has

inherited from the "Enlightenment" in the 18th century.

Simplicity and authenticity were important concepts for this

project. Your site specific interventions seem very simple, but in

fact they question the buildings and institutions that welcome

them. For instance at the Palais de Tokyo, several hypotheses we

had been working on couldn’t be completed because it is a

protected building.

 

KN We had many rounds of suggested artworks and a

lot of back and forth with the Palais de Tokyo building services. I

think the process of finding what work we could push over the line

to get approval only strengthened the final projects. The work had

to be distilled into its most essential form, and each time I made a

proposal it became more clear to me that the works should not just

be placed on top of the building, instead I wanted my work to be

inserted into the space where it was getting exhibited.

DB Yes, I feel your works are part of the building and

its history now! Actually the two site specific interventions you

have made will stay after the exhibition ends. You always spend a

lot of time in the buildings and surroundings of the art institutions

inviting you. What is your process? How do you connect to local

stories, materials and knowledge?

KN When I am developing projects, I try to think

about the actual building itself as a non-hierarchical space. I think

about the columns, the cracks, the broken bits because every detail

is as important as the big white walls. The Palais de Tokyo is a

really significant building and institution, but I try to forget about

all of that when I am on site and looking around.

I also talk to people a lot. I reach out to friends, to colleagues, to

strangers. During site visits I try to walk around as much as I can
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and I visit companies or potteries or anything really. I do a lot of

awkward cold calling which is uncomfortable but often necessary.

My goal is to build up an idea and an understanding for process, for

materials, and for local histories. 
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Kate Newby, work in progress at CRAFT

(Limoges), 2022. Courtesy of the artist

 

 

Kate Newby, work in progress at CRAFT

(Limoges), 2022. Courtesy of the artist

 

 

Kate Newby, it makes my day so much better if

i speak to all of you., 2022. Porcelain,

minerals, found glass (Paris), produced at

CRAFT (Limoges). View of the group

exhibition "Reclaim the Earth", 2022, Palais

de Tokyo (Paris). Courtesy of the artist and

Art : Concept (Paris). Photo credit: Aurélien

Mole

 

 

Kate Newby, it makes my day so much better if

i speak to all of you. (detail), 2022. Porcelain,

minerals, found glass (Paris), produced at

CRAFT (Limoges). View of the group

exhibition "Reclaim the Earth", 2022, Palais

de Tokyo (Paris). Courtesy of the artist and

Art : Concept (Paris). Photo credit: Aurélien

Mole
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DB In the Palais magazine 33 dedicated to Reclaim the

Earth, you’ve made a visual essay including words you found by

chance on site.

 

KN The words I use for my titles and for these artist

pages are always taken from the spaces and sites around me while I

am working. I don’t make them up myself, I pluck them from

something I have read or even sometimes heard. I see the process

of titling my work in the same way that I work with materials and

forms. For this visual essay I collected words during my site visit

to Paris. Some of the phrases come from a CD by Houria Aïchi, an

Algerian singer, that I found in one of the squares where the brick

pieces are. Others are from street posters and the names of stores. 

 

DB Can you tell me about the collaborative project it

makes my day so much better if i speak to all of you? You call these

"puddles", transforming them into a natural phenomenon one

wouldn’t expect indoors.

KN Excavation and subtraction are a huge part of my

work. For it makes my day so much better if i speak to all of you, this

happened through the collection of broken glass from the streets of

Paris by myself, friends, and staff from the Palais de Tokyo. The

pieces of glass were some of the largest and the smallest pieces I

have worked with. I never alter the sizes when the glass is

collected. I made all the porcelain forms in Limoges, a city

historically known for this extremely fine and white clay, and

shaped them to the glass shards I placed at their bottom. 

DB By bringing these elements together (combining

them intimately through the firing process), you produced an

upcycled work – the material is transformed, magnified, creating a

multitude of microcosms. It feels like the tide has left an assembly
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of shells on the Palais de Tokyo concrete floor. You have been

developing this process in different contexts, what made you use it

here and how did you choose to use porcelain?

KN Each of my three production opportunities were

very specific to France. I worked with bricks at Les Rairies

Montrieux, a factory making bricks for generations. I also worked

at Atelier Loire in Chartres to create my glass panes, using the

process of jaune d’argent which is a specialty of that particular

workshop. The opportunity to work with Limoges porcelain seemed

to make sense. I didn’t want to use any old clay when there was this

historically significant  porcelain available. I’ve never made one of

these works with only one clay body so I enjoyed the challenge of

figuring out how slight shifts and changes in scale could affect the

outcome of the work. I worked a lot with texture made by my

fingernails and hands because the clay picked up every

little detail. 

DB With you wish.  you wish, you’ve performed a work

of repair, on the Palais de Tokyo main entrance. How did you get

interested in this specific location, knowing that this door is as old

as the building (built on the occasion of the Exposition

internationale des arts et techniques de la vie moderne in 1937)?

KN Depending on how you view the exhibition, this

work is either the beginning or the end, with the brick work

installed outdoors and the porcelain work inside the exhibition

space. Using the entrance to the Palais de Tokyo was an

opportunity to create work for this threshold between interior and

exterior spaces. These doors are huge and a defining moment of

entering the building. They have old and thick glass panes, I have

never seen anything like them. There were a few perspex panes,

replacements for the glass ones that had been broken over the

years. By making five new panes to replace those in plastic, it felt

like an act of giving to the building. These window panes

undermine and interrogate the assumptions, history and purpose

of windows as a key architectural element. 
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DB I love the fact that you used jaune d’argent (a

cementation color which pigments the glass during its firing), a

process that appeared in the West at the beginning of the 14th

century and revolutionised the technique of stained glass. There

are also imprints of the texture of your fingers, the touch of your

hands, and the presence of natural elements such as light, rain, sun

or wind on the surface. This work is only fully revealed when the

Palais de Tokyo is closed to the public (from midnight to noon) and

its doors are shut

KN It was interesting for me to have a work that one

could only see when the building was closed. I am always interested

in having works that are less mediated than those inside of

institutional and gallery spaces. At the same time, it’s very easy for

one to miss them entirely. That’s something that comes with the

territory of using spaces that don’t ordinarily host works. 

DB You’ve also worked in the lower courtyard, a public

space overlooking the Seine river. The edge of the earth is composed

of handmade clay bricks on which you imprinted some body parts.

But the patterns you created are abstract, evoking fossils as much

as dinosaur footprints: it’s as if this work had always been there!

Through this subtle intervention, you propose a re-reading of

the site.

KN Each square has its own personality and I see

them as an extension of the surrounding landscape. There are two

different clay bodies, fired at three different temperatures, in gas

kilns but also in traditional wood fired kilns. It was a feat to be able

to do this. The team at the Rairies Montrieux brick factory were

really committed to producing the work to the best of their

abilities. It still amazes me that they transported the bricks to us

without a single one missing. 
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Kate Newby, work in progress at Ateliers

Loire (Chartres), 2022. Courtesy of the

artist

 

 

Kate Newby, you wish.  you wish., 2022.

Glass, jaune d’argent, produced at ateliers

Loire (Chartres). View of the group

exhibition "Reclaim the Earth", 2022, Palais

de Tokyo (Paris). Courtesy of the artist and

Art : Concept (Paris). Photo credit: Aurélien

Mole

 

 

Kate Newby, you wish.  you wish., 2022.

Glass, jaune d’argent, produced at ateliers

Loire (Chartres). View of the group

exhibition "Reclaim the Earth", 2022, Palais

de Tokyo (Paris). Courtesy of the artist and

Art : Concept (Paris). Photo credit: Aurélien

Mole

 

 

Kate Newby, you wish.  you wish. (detail),

2022. Glass, jaune d’argent, produced at

ateliers Loire (Chartres). View of the group

exhibition "Reclaim the Earth", 2022, Palais

de Tokyo (Paris). Courtesy of the artist and

Art : Concept (Paris). Photo credit: Aurélien

Mole

 

DB You said that you wanted this work to live and be

lived with.
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KN While I was still in Paris I would go and check on

the bricks and every time I went there, something different was

happening: some people would be sitting on the bricks in groups,

kids would be running up and down the slopes of the carved forms, I

saw some energetic skateboarding as well.  This work was created

through the act of subtraction and excavation to form holes,

puddles, and various textures. The idea was that the work would

create space rather than take up space, and in turn the work would

create a new life for the five dirt squares that have remained

unused for years? Decades? 

DB These squares have been unused for a very long

time, and it is beautiful to give them another life in relationship

with their environment – the building, the city, the Seine and

the trees…

Most of your projects are very collaborative and inclusive, with

everyone playing a role. I remember how the install team was

engaged in the work with you, as you all bravely kept going under

the pouring rain…

 

KN Yes, absolutely. I couldn’t do these sorts of

projects without people supporting me every step of the way. From

the moment we dive into production research, to when I am onsite

producing the works in workshops, to when it comes to install

everything, I work very closely with everyone. This community

becomes a part of the work somehow in the final realisation of the

project. Installing the bricks was particularly gruelling because we

didn’t have easy access to the site. Not only that, but it was a work

that I had never installed before so I couldn’t exactly say how to do

it. I’ve worked with bricks a whole bunch, but never going several

layers deep in a highly trafficked area in public space. I think

everyone was super patient and supportive of one another, even in

the rain. 
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DB At the same time of making your works for the

Palais de Tokyo, you produced a solo exhibition, Try doing anything

without it, at the Art : Concept gallery in Paris. How did you

address working on two projects at the same time, in the same city

but in different contexts?

KN I thought of them in the same way, in the sense

that I wanted to find out comfort zones and limits for the works

within the exhibition. I try not to distinguish between non-

commercial and commercial projects but instead respond to the

space and what interests me about it. 

I often find myself diving into projects with about 60% planned and

the rest up for improvisation. For the Palais de Tokyo I worked

with a solid mass of bricks that was inserted into the ground and

for the Art : Concept show I carved tiny spaces into the clay so that

shape could host glass shards. The bricks then slotted together to

form a wall. Thus one brick project was horizontal and the other

vertical. I felt very fortunate to explore the same materials from

different approaches. I had to make very clear decisions so that

each project had its own outcome, even if it had the same process. 

 

DB I’m fascinated by how you transform everyday

materials and landscapes (both indoor and outdoor), creating

situations that demand a special attention from the viewer. You

always develop a strong relationship with the environment, how do

you do so?

KN One of my driving forces is the transformation of

very simple materials, and then connecting that with things

outside of my control like the weather. There is an alchemy that

can happen when transparent glass is connected to sunlight, or

when a hollowed out brick puddle is filled with rain during a storm.

Starting from this position means that site and environment are

key informants for the resulting work. Because of this there is a
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symbiotic relationship that my work has to the environment that it

is shown within. 

DB Most of your interventions are site-specific, which

means you need to come and work locally. How do you engage with

the context? Would you say that your works "belong" to a place?

KN I think my works participate with a "place" and

try to fit in, but I am always aware that the interventions are never

permanent and that these sites are hosting the work. I sometimes

wonder if it’s a codependent relationship – the site needs them and

they need the site. 

For me it’s really important that I can make my work as locally as

possible when I am working on exhibitions. It means that I am

asking questions more than I am providing answers or solutions. I

also think it’s important that these works don’t get shipped from a

studio. I like turning up empty handed and working with

collaborators, with limitations, and with possibilities that wouldn’t

have been possible if I wasn’t on the ground. I think this method

makes the work naturally a part of where it’s getting exhibited. 
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Kate Newby, work in progress at Rairies

Montrieux, 2022. Courtesy of the artist

 

 

Kate Newby, installation in progress at

Palais de Tokyo (Paris), 2022

 

 

Kate Newby, The edge of the earth, 2022.

Bricks, mortar, produced with the support of

Rairies Montrieux (Les Rairies). View of the

group exhibition "Reclaim the Earth", 2022,

Palais de Tokyo (Paris). Courtesy of the

artist and Art : Concept (Paris). Photo

credit: Aurélien Mole

 

 

Kate Newby, The edge of the earth (detail),

2022. Bricks, mortar, produced with the

support of Rairies Montrieux (Les Rairies).

View of the group exhibition "Reclaim the

Earth", 2022, Palais de Tokyo (Paris).

Courtesy of the artist and Art : Concept

(Paris). Photo credit: Aurélien Mole

 

 

Kate Newby, The edge of the earth (detail),

2022. Bricks, mortar, produced with the

support of Rairies Montrieux (Les Rairies).

View of the group exhibition "Reclaim the

Earth", 2022, Palais de Tokyo (Paris).

Courtesy of the artist and Art : Concept

(Paris). Photo credit: Aurélien Mole

 

 

Kate Newby, Try doing anything without it,

2022. Bricks, coins, wood, found glass (Paris,

Texas), produced at Rairies Montrieux (Les

Rairies). Courtesy of the artist and Art :

Concept (Paris). Photo credit: Nicolas

Brasseur
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Kate Newby, Try doing anything without it 

(detail), 2022. Bricks, coins, wood, found

glass (Paris, Texas), produced at Rairies

Montrieux (Les Rairies). Courtesy of the

artist and Art : Concept (Paris). Photo

credit: Nicolas Brasseur

 

 

Kate Newby, work in progress at Rairies

Montrieux, 2022. Courtesy of the artist

 

DB I like this idea of sourcing materials and working

locally. It also seems that chance and impermanence are strong

elements of your creative process and in what you want to achieve.

KN Yes, they are. I think a lot about this. I get worn

out planning exhibitions through emails ahead of arriving and

getting to work. But when I am working on site I feel that

momentum takes hold of the situation and things just start

happening. I leave lots of room for chance and to determine parts of

the work. For example, it was from a walk down the Seine before I

headed to the brick factory that I saw some piles of dirt that had

been sculpted around a tree that was no longer there. It was this

form that provided direction for what I then carved on my bricks. If

I had tried to plan things from Texas, it would have felt more

superficial. It takes a risk when I don’t plan it all out but this way

of working leaves space for localised details to emerge in the work. 

DB Chance is also part of the curatorial process when

you commission an artist with new works, it’s about trust and

leaving a door open. 
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KN You are extremely well informed about the artists

you work with. I was always amazed to hear how much of my work

you had seen over the years—not only New York or Vienna as

mentioned before, but also Wellington, Sydney, Villeurbanne,

London… The development of our project together was very much

a back and forth. I always trusted your opinion because you know

my work extraordinarily well. I felt resistant to having a work

inside the exhibition space but you encouraged this hypothesis. It

makes my day so much better if i speak to all of you is the result and I

couldn’t imagine my work for the exhibition without it. It was

crucial in the end! 

But it must also be demanding and challenging to invite artists and

not know how they will respond. What is this balance for you ? 

 

DB I believe in the possibility of failure and this

possibility makes that most often the result pleasantly surprises

us. But above all I believe in trust, and in a form of companionship

between curators and artists, a long term relationship in which the

exhibition is just one possibility amongst others.

KN Reclaim the Earth has many raw and pertinent

propositions for how we are inhabiting this planet. I know for me it

has further deepened my awareness about our time on this planet

and how we use its resources. Has making this exhibition changed

how you think about creating your further exhibitions?

DB Reclaim the Earth has modified both how I want to

position myself in the world and the way I want to make

exhibitions. Drawing away from a Western-centered vision, the

artists in the exhibition develop new connections with the

environment. Their actions form a complex assemblage of

practices and scales of relationship: with the Earth, with

ancestors, with human and non-human life… Their artistic, social,

cultural or spiritual quests bear witness to the resurgence of
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Daria de Beauvais is Senior Curator at the Palais de Tokyo (Paris) where

her collective exhibition Reclaim the Earth is currently on view. She was

recently co-curator of Antibodies (2020), Future, Former, Fugitive (2019)

and the 15th Biennale de Lyon (2019). She has also curated numerous solo

exhibitions, including Mimosa Echard, Angelica Mesiti, Laure Prouvost,

Camille Henrot, Mel O’Callaghan, Mika Rottenberg... She previously held

positions at institutions (Biennale and Peggy Guggenheim Collection in

Venice; Museum of Modern Art and Independent Curators International

in New York) and commercial galleries (Zlotowski, Paris; Alessandra

Bonomo, Rome; Lili Marleen, New York). She is also a freelance curator,

teaches at Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, writes for various

journals and publications, and regularly participates in committees and

juries.

  

knowledge: knowing how to think, knowing how to do, but above all

knowing how to be in the world.
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Reclaim the Earth, urge artists at Paris’ 
Palais de Tokyo 
Art| 4 hours ago | By Amy Serafin| Photography: Aurélien Mole
Reclaim the Earth, urge artists at Paris’  Palais de Tokyo 
In celebration of Earth Day 2022, we discover the group exhibition ‘Reclaim the Earth’, a
wake-up call for humans to reconsider our relationship with the planet

Megan Cope, Untitled (Death Song), 2020. Drills, oil drums, violin, cello, bass, guitar and
piano strings, natural debris, iron thread, metal, rocks, gravels. Stereo sound.
Acknowledgment: Hoshio Shinohara. Courtesy the artist and Milani Gallery (Brisbane).
Seen on the walls are paintings on textile by Judy Watson
‘Reclaim the Earth’ is both the title and the rallying cry of a new group exhibition at the 
Palais de Tokyo  in Paris. It looks beyond the Western model to other ways of existing
in the world, where humans are an integral part of the environment rather than a
dominating, and often destructive, force. ‘I am convinced that artists are like sentinels,
warning us about the problems of society,’ says exhibition curator Daria de Beauvais.
The title comes from a collection of ecofeminist texts published in 1983. It is not a
reference to militant feminism, De Beauvais explains, but rather ‘a term we find a lot in
different struggles – to reclaim a territory, a sovereignty, an identity – and for different
kinds of populations, notably Indigenous.’ Reclaiming the Earth means giving all life
forms equal power to act.
Kate Newby, it makes my day so much better if i speak to all of you., 2022. Porcelain,
minerals, found glass (Paris). Produced at CRAFT (Limoges). Courtesy of the artist and
Art : Concept (Paris)
The show features 14 artists or collectives, half of them Indigenous. The  Palais de
Tokyo  brought in two scientific advisors to ensure curatorial accuracy. In line with the
museum’s own pledge to become more sustainable, 80 per cent of the scenography
materials come from prior exhibitions.
‘Reclaim the Earth’ starts outside, in the urban environment, with two works by the New
Zealand-born artist Kate Newby. Newby does all of her work in situ, using local materials
and techniques, and is a careful observer of her surroundings, including the
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oft-overlooked details of the places she exhibits. Near an outdoor fountain, she replaced
five neglected squares of earth with bricks imprinted with traces like ancestral marks and
fossils. On the building itself, Newby removed five damaged glass panes from the 1930s
front door, inserting stained glass panes into which she pressed parts of her body – a
hand, an elbow, a knee – to create abstract motifs. (The door can only be seen when the
museum is closed to the public.) ‘She notices things nobody else does, and showed me
the building in another way,’ says De Beauvais. 
Newby created one more work by asking the  Palais de Tokyo  team to pick up all the
bits of glass they found on the streets of Paris, then melting the pieces into porcelain
shells that she scattered on the floor like a bed of colourful oysters.
Top, Asinnajaq, Rock Piece (Ahuriri edition), 2018. Video, 4’2”. Courtesy the artist.
Above, Sebastián Calfuqueo, Kowkülen (Liquid Being), 2020. Video, 3’. Courtesy the
artist and Patricia Ready (Santiago)
Two short videos bookend the exhibition, both of them showing artists literally blending
into the landscape. One, by the Canadian Inuk artist Asinnajaq, portrays her emerging
from a pile of rocks, a return to the land and a reference to funeral rites.
The other reveals Sebastián Calfuqueo, a Mapuche from Chile, in a ‘liquid state’, naked
and half-submerged in a river.
Yhonnie Scarce, Shadow creeper, 2022. Blown glass yams, stainless steel, reinforced
wire. Courtesy of the artist and This Is No Fantasy (Melbourne)
In Yhonnie Scarce’s Shadow creeper, a shower of blown glass pieces rains down from
the ceiling. Their form was inspired by yams, which are important to the cuisine of
Aboriginal Australians. Though beautiful, the glass cloud is meant to evoke the effects of
the nuclear tests the British carried out in the Australian desert between 1956 and 1963,
crystallising the sand and leaving radiation that persists to this day.
Megan Cope, a Quandamooka from Australia, has been directly affected by climate
change, her studio destroyed by the recent floods in her country. She created her
installation Untitled (Death Song) (pictured top) prior to the event, in 2020. It assembles
the tools and debris of mining and drilling: soil augers, oil drums, rocks. The
accompanying soundtrack evokes the particular wailing cry of an endangered Australian
bird, the bush stone-curlew. 
Solange Pessoa, Cathedral, 1990-2003. Hair, leather, fabric. Video, 7’. Rubell Family
Collection (Miami). Courtesy of the artist and Mendes Wood DM (Brussels, New York,
São Paulo)
Animism is a recurrent theme of the show, such as in the installation Catedral, by Brazil’s
Solange Pessoa.
She took human hair, used as an offering in pagan rites, and attached it to a backing
several metres long, rolled onto spools like a long, skinny carpet. Unfurled in the space,
it snakes across the floor and up the wall as though alive. 
Huma Bhabha, (from left) Receiver, 2019. Painted bronze. The Past is a Foreign
Country, 2019. Wood, cork, Styrofoam, acrylic, oil stick, wire, white-tailed deer skull, tire
tread. Courtesy of the artist and Salon 94 (New York). God Of Some Things, 2011.
Patinated bronze
Huma Bhabha’s three totemic figures guard the entrance to a small room showing a film
by the Karrabing Film Collective, founded by a group of Aboriginal Australians and the
American anthropologist Elizabeth Povinelli.
With a substance rubbed onto her skin to make it extra-white, Povinelli assumes the role
of the monster in The Family and the Zombie, a satirical tale about Indigenous children
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playing in a natural setting that is increasingly corrupted by objects of consumption. 
Karrabing Film Collective, The Family and the Zombie, 2021. Video, 29’23”. Courtesy of
the artists
In Study for a Monument, a sort of war memorial, the Iranian-born artist Abbas
Akhavan’s fragmented bronze plants lay on white sheets on the floor, like remnants of
weapons, or corpses waiting to be identified.
The plants are endangered or extinct species from the banks of the Tigris and
Euphrates, an area that has repeatedly been subject to conflict and ecological
disturbance. 
Foreground, Abbas Akhavan, Study for a Monument, 2013-2014. Cast bronze, white
cotton sheets. Art Jameel Collection (Dubai). Family Servais Collection (Brussels).
Courtesy of the artist, Catriona Jeffries (Vancouver) & The Third Line (Dubai).
Background, Thu-Van Tran, De Vert à Orange – Espèces Exotiques Envahissantes –,
2022. Photographic prints on Fuji paper, laminated and framed, alcohol, dye. Courtesy of
the artist & Almine Rech (Paris)
To either side of this work are two others in which plants take the upper hand. The
rebellion of the roots is a series of naïve drawings by Peru’s Daniela Ortiz showing, for
example, coconuts falling on the head of Belgium’s interior minister.
Facing it, the Vietnamese artist Thu-Van Tran created a botanical panorama in fiery
colours, superimposing photos of tropical plants in European greenhouses over images
of rubber trees in the Amazon, a comment on how human intervention and colonisation
can lead to mutations and invasive species. The implication is clear: if we don’t reclaim
the Earth, the Earth might just reclaim us. §
Daniela Ortiz, The Rebellion of the Roots, 2020 – ongoing. Acrylic on wood. Courtesy of
the artist & Laveronica Arte Contemporanea (Modica)
Amabaka x Olaniyi Studio, Nono: Soil Temple, 2022. Soil, metal, stainless steel ropes,
fabric (organic cotton, recycled ocean plastic fibre, seaweed fibre). Courtesy of the
artists
D Harding, INTERNATIONAL ROCK ART RED, 2022. Wool felt made with Jan Oliver,
red ochre, gum arabicum, hematite. Courtesy of the artist and Milani Gallery (Brisbane)
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Natasha Marie Llorens, « Reclamation in Whose Name? » in Art Agenda Criticism, 15.07.2022









___Paris-16e

LES CRIS DE
LA TERRE
PalaisdeTokyo
Jusqu'au4septembre 2022
Réclamer la Terre ! C’eVW le cri de ral-
liement Tu’RQ entend soudain V’pOever
de tous les coins de ta planète en regar-

dant les œuvresdes 14artistesextra-

occidentaux, venusd’AuVWrDOLe, de Nou-

velle-Zélande, du Vietnam, d’,rDQ, du
Canada, du Pérou, du Brésil, du Chili,
du Pakistan pour O’exSRVLWLRQ du Palais
deTokyo. Chacund’eux, à safaçon, avec
savoix propre,nous interpelle surnotre
place dansle mondeet proposed’DuWreV
manières d’LQWerDJLr avec le vivant, en
travaillant des éléments minéraux,
organiques, ou desobjets de récupéra-

tion. Ainsi, O’AuVWrDOLeQQe Megan Copea

construit de grands instruments à par-

tir d’pTuLSePeQWV miniers et industriels
abandonnésainsi que de matériaux na-
turels, pour produiredessonsévoquant
les pleurs déchirantsde notre planète
endanger, inspirés du chant gémissant
de O’œdLFQqPe bridé, oiseaumenacé

dedisparition en Australie. La Néo-Zé-

landaise Kate Newby a choisi pour sa
part de nous rappeler avec délicatesse
la beauté et la fragilité du monde par
desmorceauxdeverre fondusdansdes
coquilles de porcelaine disposéessur
le sol. Quant à la Péruvienne Daniela
Ortiz, elle peint dansde petits formats
desplantestropicales « séquestrées»
dansdesjardins botaniques : cesder-
nières trouvent un chemin pourconfron-

ter les autorités à leurs «crimes»,rap-
pelant la nécessitéde soutenir les luttes
anticoloniales. Cet hymnepolyphonique
à la Terre, qui pleure, chante,gronde,
tempête, invite chacun denous à réin-

venter un rapport au monde,aux autres,
à soi-même.

MARIE ZAWISZA

O «Réclamerla Terre»,PalaisdeTokyo,

13,avenuedu Président-Wilson,
Paris-16e, palaisdetokyo.com

DanielaOrtiz,77ïeRébellionoftheRoots, 2021, détail, série encours,
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ABC AUSTRALIA 
https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/the-art-show/kiki-smith-kirtika-kain/13897092 
 
FULL EPISODE 

Kiki Smith, Kirtika Kain and Reclaim the 
Earth at the Palais de Tokyo 
Broadcast Wed 25 May 2022 at 2:05am 
 

 
01:36 

Kiki Smith (supplied); Kate Newby, it makes my day so much better if I speak to all of you (detail), 2022, 
from Reclaim the Earth; Kirtika Kain (supplied).(Kiki Smith (supplied); Kate Newby, it makes my day so 
much better if I speak to all of you (detail), 2022, from Reclaim the Earth; Kirtika Kain (supplied).) 
 
 
The American artist Kiki Smith talks about tapestry and her long career. Her work is 
on display as part of the Sydney Biennale. 

 
My Art Crush: painter and printmaker Kirtika Kain makes textured work exploring the 
oppression and unrecorded history of Dalit people (also known as 'untouchables'), 
India's lowest ranking castes. 

 
Step inside the Palais de Tokyo (in Paris), Europe's largest centre for contemporary 
art, for a tour of the exhibition Reclaim The Earth with curator Daria de Beauvais. 

https://www.biennaleofsydney.art/participants/kiki-smith/
https://www.kirtikakain.com/
https://palaisdetokyo.com/en/exposition/reclamer-la-terre/
Frieda
« Kiki Smith, Kirtika Kain and Reclaim the Earth at the Palais de Tokyo » in ABC Australia, 25.05.22



TERRE D'ACCUEIL
Pour l'exposition « Réclamer la terre », au Palais de Tokyo,
l'artistenéo-zélandaiseKate Newby acollaboré avecl'entreprise
française RairiesMontrieux, spécialiste de la terre cuite.

A
vec sa nouvelle exposition collective, le Palaisde Tokyo appelle à une prise de
conscience.« Réclamer la terre » s'appuie, en effet, surun constat de saconseil-

lère scientifique, Ariel Salleh : « Rassemblerécologie, féminisme, socialisme et
politiques autochtones signifie renoncerà la vision eurocentrique pour adopterun

véritablement global. » C'est par le biaisde14 artistes qui s'emparentdu feu, de l'eau,
de l'air et de la terre, en pensant le monde par-delà nature et culture, que ce message
s'illustre. Parmieux, la Néo-Zélandaise Kate Newby, diplômée de l'Elam Schoolof Fine
Arts d'Auckland et couronnée par le prestigieux prix d'artcontemporain Walters Prize
en 2012. Pour réaliser l'œuvre présentéedans le cadre de l'exposition, cetteplasticienne
acollaboré avec l'entreprise française de Maine-et-Loire RairiesMontrieux, qui fabrique
desmatériaux en terre cuite. Mieux, elle y est restée en résidencedurant une semaine
pour travailler sur lescinq grandscarrés en briquede soninstallation. Avec une truelle,
une perceuseet d'autresoutils conçuspour elle par les techniciens de l'entreprise, elle a
retiré de la matière afin, explique-t-elle, « d'attirerl'attention sur l'essentiel ». Ce parte-

nariat reflèteparfaitement la philosophie de « Réclamer la terre» et les nouvellesfaçons
de tisser desliens inédits entre desterritoires de création, de penséeet de savoir-faire.

Jusqu'au4 septembre, « Réclamerla terre », Palais de Tokyo, 13, avenuedu Président-Wilson,
75116 Paris. Du mercredi au dimanche, de midi à minuit. Entrée : 12 € et 9 €. palaisdetokyo.com

Kate Newby, It makes mydayso much better if i speakto ail of
you, 2022, porcelaine, minéraux, verre trouvé (Paris), produit
à CRAFT (Limoges). Courtesy de l’DUWLsWe et de la Galerie
Art : Concept (Paris).
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Réclamer la terre

Du 15/04/2022 au 04/09/2022 Paris
Prenant acte de la nécessité socialement et politiquement cruciale aujourd’hui de penser
le monde par-delà nature et culture, cette exposition collective suit la trace d’artistes qui
travaillent autrement la matière dite « naturelle » : bois, terre, plantes, coquillages ou
minéraux sont autant de motifs ou de techniques irréductibles à leur simple matérialité.
Ce sont des vecteurs culturels, historiques et politiques que ces artistes s’emploient à
revitaliser dans un contexte d’urgence tant écoféministe que décoloniale, en les
envisageant à la fois comme médium et comme outil.
Une sélection d’artistes, de différentes générations et origines – de l’Australie au
Canada, du Brésil au Vietnam, de la Nouvelle Zélande à la Guyane en passant par le
Chili ou du Pakistan à l’Iran – examinent ainsi des problématiques telles que les liens
entre le corps et la terre (asinnajaq), notre relation primordiale au sol et à tout ce qu’il
porte (Solange Pessoa), la disparition de certaines espèces (Abbas Akhavan),
l’extractivisme (Megan Cope), la transmission de récits et savoirs autochtones (Judy
Watson), le glanage et la collecte (Kate Newby), ou encore la justice sociale et la
guérison collective (Tabita Rezaire)...
Palais de Tokyo,  13, av. du Président-Wilson.
75016 - Paris
www.palaisdetokyo.com/
01 81 69 77 51 - 01 81 97 35 88.
accueil@palaisdetokyo.com
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Erin Keever « Adventures in sound art and installation: Tarel Atoui’s ‘Whispered Pulses’ and Kate Newby’s ‘Feel Noise’ » in Sight 
Lines, 10.07.2022













Célia Marchand Ménard, « ‘Réclamer la terre’, une exposition immersive pour penser notre place parmi la nature » in Natura 
Sciences, 13.05.2022



https://www.lemonde.fr/culture/article/2022/06/17/othoniel-picabia-friedmann-messager-des-expositions-a-parcourir-tout-l-
ete_6130692_3246.html 



e deuil mais a
de O DUWLVWH Asi
saison Réclam
eveut «cri de

5e (5 LA TERRE
- VT D 4 septembre, à Paris
Enfouir son corps sous la pierre, en signe de deuil mais aussi
de renaissance : les images de cette vidéo de O DUWLVWH Asinnajaq,
RULJL H inuit, ouvrent PDJQLᚏTXHPHQW la saison Réclamer la terre

du Palais de Tokyo. Un riche parcours qui se veut «cri de ralliement
autant que prise de conscience », avertit O L VWLW WLR en préambule
de cette invite à renouer D WUHV liens avec la nature et la planète.
Plus T H exposition, un manifeste en plusieurs chapitres qui fait
partie des propositions les plus excitantes du moment.
Pour se défaire de notre vision eurocentrée et faire émerger D WUHV
pensées, la commissaire Daria de Beauvais est allée chercher
des artistes du bout du monde, en Australie notamment.
Leurs propositions sont parfois spectaculaires, à O L VWDU des immenses
sculptures molles de la Brésilienne Solange Pessoa, crinières
qui V HPSDUH W de O HVSDFH D WUHV fois, elles V DYqUH W si délicates
T R pourrait passer à côté. La Néo-Zélandaise Kate Newby a ainsi
pris soin du bâtiment, restaurant par exemple quelques carreaux
de verre de la porte H WUpH Le parcours se poursuit avec D WUHV
ensorcellements, notamment la mise en scène immersive
de la Française Mimosa Echard, alchimiste D MR U K L E.L.
PALAIS DE TOKYO, 13, AVENUE DU 35e , (17 :, 21 (TARIF 5e ,7 ET
PALAISDETOKYO.COM
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Patrick Scemama., « Prendre soin de la terre », in La République de l’art, 22 mai 2022 











Megan Cope, Untitled (Death Song), 2020. Drills, oil drums, violin, cello, bass, guitar and piano strings, natural debris, iron 
thread, metal, rocks, gravels. Stereo sound. Acknowledgment: Hoshio Shinohara. Courtesy the artist and Milani Gallery (Bris-
bane). Seen on the walls are paintings on textile by Judy Watson

Amty Serafin, «Reclaim the Earth, urge artists at Paris’ Palais de Tokyo», in Wallpaper, 22 avril 2022 





Kate Newby, it makes my day so much better if i speak to all of you., 2022. Porcelain, minerals, found glass (Paris). Produced at 
CRAFT (Limoges). Courtesy of the artist and Art : Concept (Paris)



Top, Asinnajaq, Rock Piece (Ahuriri edition), 2018. Video, 4’2”. Courtesy the artist. Above, Sebastián Calfuqueo, Kowkülen (Liquid 
Being), 2020. Video, 3’. Courtesy the artist and Patricia Ready (Santiago)

 Yhonnie Scarce, Shadow creeper, 2022. Blown glass yams, stainless steel, 
reinforced wire. Courtesy of the artist and This Is No Fantasy (Melbourne)

Solange Pessoa, Cathedral, 1990-2003. Hair, leather, fabric. Video, 7’. 
Rubell Family Collection (Miami). Courtesy of the artist and Mendes 
Wood DM (Brussels, New York, São Paulo)



Huma Bhabha, (from left) Receiver, 2019. Painted bronze. The 
Past is a Foreign Country, 2019. Wood, cork, Styrofoam, acrylic, 
oil stick, wire, white-tailed deer skull, tire tread. Courtesy of 
the artist and Salon 94 (New York). God Of Some Things, 2011. 
Patinated bronze 

Karrabing Film Collective, The Family and the Zombie, 2021. 
Video, 29’23”. Courtesy of the artists



Foreground, Abbas Akhavan, Study for a Monument, 2013-
2014. Cast bronze, white cotton sheets. Art Jameel Collec-
tion (Dubai). Family Servais Collection (Brussels). Courtesy 
of the artist, Catriona Jeffries (Vancouver) & The Third Line 
(Dubai). Background, Thu-Van Tran, De Vert à Orange – Es-
pèces Exotiques Envahissantes –, 2022. Photographic prints 
on Fuji paper, laminated and framed, alcohol, dye. Courtesy 
of the artist & Almine Rech (Paris)

Daniela Ortiz, The Rebellion of the Roots, 2020 – ongoing. Acrylic 
on wood. Courtesy of the artist & Laveronica Arte Contempo-
ranea (Modica)



Amabaka x Olaniyi Studio, Nono: Soil Temple, 2022. Soil, 
metal, stainless steel ropes, fabric (organic cotton, recycled 
ocean plastic fibre, seaweed fibre). Courtesy of the artists 

D Harding, INTERNATIONAL ROCK ART RED, 2022. Wool felt 
made with Jan Oliver, red ochre, gum arabicum, hematite. 
Courtesy of the artist and Milani Gallery (Brisbane)

Information:

‘Reclaim the Earth’ runs until 4 September 2022 at Palais de Tokyo, 13 Avenue du Président Wilson, Paris 16e

The exhibition is a collaboration with the Embassy of Australia in France, the Embassy of France in Australia, the Canadian 
Cultural Centre (Paris), the Ecole normale supérieure (Paris), E-WERK (Luckenwalde), Fondation Opale (Lens, Switzerland), Ikon 
Gallery (Birmingham), Laboratoire Espace Cerveau (IAC, Villeurbanne), Madre (Naples), and the Serpentine Galleries (London).



Bérénice H., «Réclamer la Terre, le sursaut écologique, social et artistique du Palais de Tokyo », in Le Bonbon, 15 avril 2022 











Déchets verts
À RETENIR

Des ateliers conseils sur
la santé bucco-dentaire En raisondubroyageetde l’évacua-

tiondesdéchets verts, lesplatefor-
mesdéchets verts etgravats seront
inaccessibles, du lundi 14mars au
mercredi 16mars, à ladéchèteriede
Corné, etdumercredi 16mars au jeu-
di 17mars, à ladéchèteriedeBeau-
fort. Lesdépôtsdedéchets verts et/
oudegravats restentpossiblesdans
les caissonsdédiés, enhautdequai.
Pour toutequestion : 0241797700
oudechets@baugeoisvallee.fr.

Dans le cadreduprogramme«Jevous
invite à…», la comcomAnjouLoir et Sar-
thepropose, à seshabitantsde60anset
plus, des ateliersgratuits deconseils en
santébucco-dentaire, animéspardes chi-
rurgiens-dentistes. Ils auront lieu jeudi
24mars, à 14heures, àCornillé-les-Caves,
jeudi 7 avril, à 14heures, à JarzéVillageset
mercredi 18mai, à 10h30, àMontigné-lès-
Rairies. Inscriptions au0647844790.

ON EN PARLE
Dtlisoppdàbins’ocuprdesesdents. PH O TO : DR

Des briques à l’art contemporain
Les établissements Rairies-Montrieux accueillent en résidence Kate Newby, une artiste
mondialement connue. Elle y prépare une œuvre programmée au Palais de Tokyo.

Au milieu de l’espace de produc-
tion des établissements Rairies

Montrieux, quatre grands carrés de
briques sont posés à même le sol.
Sur l’un d’eux, une jeune femme frê-
le attaque la terre avec une petite
truelle. Elle enlève la matière par
petits coups, avec effort. Même si la
terre est crue et les briques humi-
des, il faut de la force pour retirer la
glaise.
Kate Newby est une artiste d’origine
néo-zélandaise mondialement con-
nue, diplômée de l’Elam School of
Five Arts d’Auckland. En 2012, elle a
reçu le Walters Prize, la plus impor-
tante récompense pour l’art con-
temporain de son pays. Depuis, ses
œuvres sont exposées dans le mon-
de entier.
Elle réside aujourd’hui aux États-
Unis. Depuis une dizaine d’années,
elle réalise des œuvres façonnées
lors d’interventions in situ. Kate
s’inspire des lieux, observe les tech-
niques spécifiques, écoute les histoi-
res, s’imprègne de l’endroit où elle
agit.
Elle a été marquée, à son arrivée à
Durtal, par l’usure du vieux carrela-
ge de terres cuites chez Agnès, chez
qui elle loge, et a remarqué un mur
de brique percuté et troué par des
engins dans l’enceinte de la fabrique
des Rairies Montrieux. Ce sont ces
petits détails qui l’inspirent.
Pour l’entreprise,
une expérience unique

Le Palais de Tokyo, à Paris, cherchait
une entreprise capable d’accueillir
Kate et de lui fournir la matière pre-
mière pour une exposition.
Celle-ci, intitulée « Réclamer la ter-
re » aura lieu du 15 avril au 4 septem-
bre, et regroupera de nombreux
artistes. L’entreprise devait pouvoir
aussi démonter l’œuvre brique par

brique, sécher artificiellement la
matière pour la cuire, et la livrer à
temps pour que les quatre œuvres
carrées prennent place dans un
espace prédéfini à l’extérieur de la
salle d’exposition.
C’est une course contre la montre
pour l’artiste, qui achève ce week-
end sa semaine aux Rairies ; et pour
l’entreprise c’est une expérience
unique.
Rémy Montrieux, le co-dirigeant de
la briqueterie est fier de se faire
petit à petit connaître dans le milieu

des arts. « On a travaillé d’abord avec
Natsuko Uchino et le musée des
Beaux-Arts du Mans », explique-t-il.
« Elle nous a fait faire une exposition
à Paris. Le réseau s’étoffe peu à peu. »
Kate Newby est tout sourire, débor-
dante d’énergie, trouant et creusant
la terre. « D’habitude on entasse la
terre pour créer un volume, moi, au
contraire, j’enlève de la matière. Je
veux que les gens puissent toucher
l’œuvre, pour se l’approprier », expli-
que l’artiste. Et elle ajoute : « Chaque
endroit est différent, les techniques

sont intéressantes, et les rencontres
aussi. Je suis logée à Durtal. Le lieu et
l’hôtesse sont tellement agréables
qu’on a du mal à partir le matin. »
L’artiste ira ensuite à Limoges, puis à
Chartres, sa vie est faite de rencon-
tres. Kate Newby prépare, en paral-
lèle de son projet pour le palais de
Tokyo, une autre exposition pour
une galerie, « avec des briques empi-
lables qui formeront un mur. » Des
éléments trouvés au hasard seront
inclus, comme des morceaux de ver-
re cassés.

L’artiste Kate Newby en résidence aux Établissements Montrieux Les Rairies, où elle prépare une exposition
pour le Palais de Tokyo.

LES RAIRIES
Un après-midi exceptionnel au SCO
pour les jeunes footballeurs de L’Alerte

ÉTRICHÉ

En partenariat avec le Super U de
Châteauneuf-sur-Sarthe, les U13
du football-club de l’Alerte d’Étri-
ché ont été invités par Angers
Sporting club de l’Ouest (SCO) à
participer à l’entrée des joueurs
sur le terrain, à l’occasion du
match SCO-Lens, du 27 février.
Dès 14 heures, les jeunes joueurs
d’Étriché ont d’abord revêtu fière-
ment les tenues officielles du SCO

et de Lens. Ensuite, ils sont allés
sur la pelouse avec les profession-
nels, sous les applaudissements de
la foule.
Pour finir, ils ont pu assister à un
match plein de rebondissements
et voir la victoire de Lens 2 à 1 con-
tre l’équipe angevine.
Malgré la défaite du SCO, les
enfants ont passé un super après-
midi plein d’émotions.

L’espace d’un instant, les jeunes footballeurs ont côtoyé
les professionnels du championnat de France de football.

BEAUFORT-EN-ANJOU
Permanencesdujour.Médecin :
0241331633.Pharmacie :3237
(0,34! laminute). Infirmière :
0631225509.
Paroisse.Messeà10h30àBeaufort.
Cinéma.«Compagnons»à15heu-
reset«Maisonderetraite»à17h30.

LESBOIS-D’ANJOU
Salon.Premiersalon«Talentsetcré-
ations», salleYvon-PéanàFontaine-
Guérin,aujourd’huide10à18heu-
res.35exposants,créateurs,auteurs,
artistesetacteursdubien-être.
Entrée libre.

BAUGÉ-EN-ANJOU
Paroisse.Messeà10h30en l’église
Saint-LaurentàBaugé.

Théâtre.Lacomédie«Potiche»par
laCompagnieduRoyà15heuresau
Stellaciné.
Cinéma.«Maisonderetraite»à
20h30.

SEICHES-SUR-LE-LOIR
Paroisse.Messeà10h30àJarzé.

JARZÉ
Cinéma.«Mortsur leNil»à10h30et
20heuresenversionoriginale.
Théâtre.Lacomédie«Building»par
LesTrublionsà14h30.

DURTAL
Paroisse.Messeà10h30àDurtal.

TIERCÉ
Paroisse.Messeà10h30àTiercé.

COMMUNES EXPRESS

L’école Sainte-Marie fête ses 30 ans en musique
L’Association de parents de l’école
Sainte-Marie, à Mazé, se mobilise
pour proposer un défilé de carna-
val, vendredi 25 mars, et l’anniver-
saire des 30 ans de l’école, samedi
18 juin, dans le parc du château de
Montgeoffroy.

L’équipe de parents prépare la déco-
ration du char « Chouette, la Natu-
re » pour défiler à partir de 18 h 30
dans les rues de Mazé-Milon. Après
ce traditionnel défilé, tous les parti-
cipants, enfants et parents, se
retrouveront autour du bonhomme
Carnaval, avant de partager crêpes
et apéritif offert par l’APEL.

Spectacle des enfants
L’autre grande manifestation,
« L’école sainte-marie fait la fête ! »,
se déroulera le samedi 18 juin, à par-
tir de 11 h 30, dans le parc du château
de Montgeoffroy, pour fêter les
30 ans de l’école. Les parents ont
invité la jeune chanteuse angevine
Auristelle et ses musiciens pour une

parés durant l’année. Tout au long
de la journée, le clown Félix jouera
ses clowneries et acrobaties et clôtu-
rera l’après-midi, après le lâcher de
ballons, par un moment de poésie
avec un spectacle de bulles de savon
géantes.
L’après-midi sera bien entendu
réservé au spectacle des enfants et
aux traditionnels stands de jeux de
la kermesse. Le soir, place à un
grand repas, puis à une soirée lumiè-
re animée par un DJ. En début de
nuit, un spectacle pyrotechnique
sera organisé au pied du château.
L’APEL mettra bientôt une billette-
rie en ligne (pour plus d’informa-
tions sur les modalités de réserva-
tion rendez-vous sur le site de l’éco-
le, saintemarie-maze.fr ou sur la
page Facebook École Sainte Marie).

Pour la rentrée2022, les inscriptions
sontouvertes.Appeler le
0241806870via l’adressemail : eco-
le.smarie@wanadoo.fr

MAZÉ-MILON

atmosphère soul et gospel, lors de
l’apéritif déjeunatoire offert aux
visiteurs. Seront également pré-

sents des musiciens de l’école de
musique Baugeois-Vallée qui vien-
dront présenter des morceaux pré-

L’association des parents d’élèves semobilise pour proposer un défilé
de Carnaval et fêter l’anniversaire de l’école.

Le duo Mass et Angeard remporte
le challenge communal à l’Union

SAINT-MARTIN-D’ARCÉ

Le week-end dernier, se jouait la
finale du challenge communal
2 022 de la société de boule de fort
l’Union, de Saint-Martin-d’Arcé.
Après le repas pot-au-feu qui a
regroupé 45 convives, la finale a
commencé à 15 h 30. Elle opposait
l’équipe formée par Gilbert Mass
et Jacques Angeard à celle formée

par David Angelo ; associé à Étien-
ne Beslot.
Les premiers l’ont emporté, sur le
score de 12 à 8. Le tandem Lebou-
cher-Busson termine troisième
devant le duo Soreau-Payen.
Désormais, c’est le grand Challen-
ge de L’Union qui commence, il
reste des places.

Les finalistes du challenge communal à l’Union de
Saint-Martin-d’Arcé, ont été récompensés pour leur victoire.

Dimanche 13 mars 2022 Le Courrier de l’Ouest
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Cover of the book Air
Guitar, by Dave Hickey

// REPORTS - CULTURAL PRODUCTION, POLITICAL LANDSCAPES, TEXAS - ESTADOS UNIDOS

JENNIFER TEETS

READING TIME: 8 MINUTES

Articulating the complex tensions at play over Texas, curator Jennifer Teets
takes a journey through the familiar, political and cultural landscapes that lie
there to share some of the region’s art scene following her time at Artpace,
San Antonio.

Dedicated to Josie Ann Teets

One afternoon in 1998, I bought a copy of Air Guitar, the legendary

essay collection by Texan born maverick art critic Dave Hickey.[1] I

didn’t know much about Dave Hickey back then and I certainly didn’t
know that he was born in Texas. At the time, I was an incubating

undergrad at the University of Texas at Austin, Hickey’s old
stomping ground. He, like another native dissident who recently

passed last November, visual artist Jimmie Durham, contributed to

exhibitions and cultural life at UT Austin in the late 1960’s that later
would germinate and bolster years of critical attention in and

beyond the international art world. The scalpel-sharp pen of Hickey
in Air Guitar proved pivotal for me, especially as a burgeoning

curator teetering on the fringe of disciplines. Hickey’s ability to complicate, to glide across the page—from art

galleries to honky-tonks, jazz clubs, cocktail lounges, surf shops, and hot-rod stores—in one go granted him
iconoclast status. Texas Monthly recently published an obituary citing the author’s formative years, including

an essay he wrote in 2015 titled “Don’t Move to Texas.”[2] Like this one, he was asked to compose 1,500 words

on Texas; instead he wrote on why he would never move back to Texas—but it was largely a joke. “Only fifteen
hundred?” he sarcastically wrote.

“Should I move back to Texas?” I often ask myself. Although I have returned for stints of allocated work and

family obligations, I left Texas, albeit a self-imposed exile, twenty years ago, and never moved back. Having just
celebrated the holidays, it is worth mentioning my late Grandmother’s Xmas tree ornament, “Texas, I’m wild

about it.” Indeed I’m head over heels about the Lone Star State (mainly its cultural idiosyncrasies, wide skies,
and little bluebonnets), but perhaps I romanticize the kind of freedom it self- proclaims? After all, think about

its far right hellscape. Open-carry laws, vigilante anti-abortion laws, voting restrictions, Southern Baptist
domination of state politics, heavy border control policing, etc. The list is endless and politically corrosive. The

massive amount of infrastructural change and development underway in Texas is head turning too. Tesla has

relocated its headquarters to the energy state[3] and bitcoin mining companies have moved to rural towns in

aluminum industrial complexes. Conversely, its medical research innovation does astonish: while multinational
pharma companies squabble over granting global access, a patent free COVID vaccine designed for global

health has been created at Texas Children’s CVD, as a way to decolonize the vaccination schema.[4] What kind

Moonlight Over Texas
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of politics go hand in hand with this kind of “transformative” infrastructure underway in the state? The

message seems to sway in radical ways.

Kate Newby, Texas. Big Wave Surfing., 2017 Porcelain, stoneware, glaze Artpace,
San Antonio, TX. Curated by Michelle Grabner

Texas isn’t as red as it seems from the outside. Austin has been labeled one of the most “progressive” cities in

the nation, yet it is bordering on unaffordable housing ranked with major cities. I’d like to remember it as it was

in my college years—a small town with independent record and book shops and an ecological flair, but instead
it’s bustling with clichéd liberalism (very neoliberal in fact) and horrendous traffic—but could this be an all-

around U.S. earmark today? Many attribute this to the California exodus that the state is experiencing: in 2019,

Californians accounted for about 42 percent of Texas’ net domestic in-migration.[5] Houston on the other

hand, is one of, if not the, most ethnically, diverse city in the country—the combination of its demographic

profile and its no-zoning laws make it one of the most textured and complex cities in recent U.S. history. San
Antonio has transformed at a slower pace, still more laid back than other cities: I’d say if looking to seize the

opportunity to rear a unique smallish artistic niche, San Antonio is that place.



"California vs Texas is the real culture war," U.S. cultural critic Steven Shaviro's
personal Facebook page, date December 27, 2021.

In May of 2021, I had the opportunity to return to Texas under the invite of Artpace, San Antonio, and their

visiting curator program. It was at the height of COVID-19. Governor Abbott was (and still is) tainting the state
red, with its lax COVID response, although Austin was almost entirely vaccinated and the mayor of San Antonio

had launched a rigorous health campaign to vaccinate Bexar County residents after scrutiny at the onset of
the pandemic. It seemed like the end was near. I hopped off the plane in Houston and drove to the NRG

stadium to get vaccinated by a U.S. Air Force Airmen, then headed to San Antonio, a mere 2.5 hours away.

There, I kickstarted a three week residency consisting of twenty-five statewide artist and institution
visits. One of the artists I met, LatinX Evelyn Gonzalez pairs historical craft research with queer, trans, and

feminist theories of materiality and embodiment.



Evelyn Gonzalez, Portrait with Maya Blue Face Mask, 2019. Image courtesy of the
artist

I got to know her work through the documentation of her show Of Bodies Straining to See—where she utilizes

Maya Blue and Greek “ostraka,” or potsherds to make sculptures and textile works. In it, Gonzalez explores

“materiality and the body and also the implication of embodied subjectivity within these singular material
ecologies—its reproduction, its dissolution, etc.” Maya Blue is a pigment that I too have worked with over the

years principally in its relationship to edible clay. The beautiful hand sewn pamphlet produced by publisher
French and Michigan documents two experiments inspired by artifacts of ceramic material culture and is

refreshing in a city of, typically, painters. Its critical stance on gendered forms of materiality and disciplinary

history signal an affective tonality that digs deep into the material’s history or as theorist Jeanne Vaccaro has

written, “observing the contact and potential tensions of material thought colliding.”[6]



Evelyn Gonzalez, Ostraka (Even hope can be disappointed), 2019. Terre sigilada,
terra cotta. Image courtesy of the artist

Another artist I met in Houston, who recently relocated to Texas from California, is Anna Mayer. Mayer’s work

entangles grief, loss, and squandering in an environmental-esque ethos, sidestepping peremptory
propositions. Rather her work positions that which is under way, or lying in wait, through conceptual methods.

Forms of Inheritance: The Work of Anna Mayer at the Houston Center for Contemporary Craft turned heads. In

it, the artist references Victorian mourning wear through pieces that resemble large scale clay drinking
vessels with flanked bones or fixated tassels, a contemporary annotation of “Western art”—fitting for the

geographical context of the South. As people would transition out of all-black garments, they would introduce
small flecks of white or gray into the black. The delicate patterns indicated the slow transition out of mourning.

I learn that one of the techniques is an Eastern European process called obvara, in which the molten ceramic is

pulled from the kiln at 1650 Fahrenheit and dunked in a living, fermenting slurry of yeast, sugar, flour, and
water, creating dotted patterns. Various pieces align the space, overarched by a wall-sized photo print

documenting a petroleum chemical processing blast. I could swear it is Houston, but it is San Juan, Puerto
Rico. I stagger in my assumption. Meanwhile, I reckon with the eerie feeling of familiarity: the ambiance of the

show recalls the funerary aesthetic at The National Museum of Funeral History, one of Houston’s quirky

cultural establishments that “educates the public and preserves the heritage of death care.” The message is
moored to the sea bottom with an anchor—Mayer “squares the magnitude of our losses within a national cycle

of acquisitive, expansionist, possessive belief systems…”.[7] Indeed, Mayer’s exhibition is an intrepid act of

critical bravery, not a hallucination, in a city of fossil fuel predominance where art institutions thrive from the
proceeds of these corporations.

Anna Mayer, Mourning Ware 5, 2021. Inherited crushed dinnerware embedded in
Texas clay, obvara fired, niachrome wire. Houston Center for Contemporary Craft.

Image courtesy of the artist



Exhibition view, "Forms of Inheritance: The Work of Anna Mayer", 2021. Houston
Center for Contemporary Craft. Image Courtesy of the artist

Kate Newby is also a newly minted Texan. Originally from New Zealand the artist is a 2017 Artpace alumni now

working out of Floresville (a small town near San Antonio) on a large mesquite tree property where she also
lives. Newby quickly made friends in the ceramics circuit with unique kilns and workshops that New York

couldn’t offer. The artist works on the condition of constraint within a material’s production cycle typically

within industrial or artisanal fabrication. The language that labor imbues and the conditions embedded into a
material product are immaterial concerns evoked in her sculptures. She later transforms them into slight

gestures necessitating perceptual awareness. Her work is an invitation to scrutinize. I’m excited to work with
Newby in the context of a forthcoming project on her ongoing study of brick fabrication, for an exhibition I am

curating at Artpace, San Antonio opening in May, in conversation with the poetry of University of Houston

professor and author Roberto Tejada. Tejada was awarded a 2021 Guggenheim fellowship for his work-in-
progress poetry collection “Carbonate of Copper” on sedimented time. In the words of Tejada on the volume,

“people and environments are weathered, eroded, or worn down, outwardly placid but existing in a kind of

insubordination”—pretty appropriate for the subject of bricks.[8] Clay and shale shifts around in many regions

in Texas, especially in Houston, where it is characterized by its “expansiveness”. Indeed, as these geological

processes take place, I’m reminded that the cultural landscape in Texas is also having its moment of expansion

and recasting. Cultural production responds to the changing landscape of its political and social environment,
as evoked by the aforementioned artists. Hopefully, this show will attest to some of the concerns outlined here

encircling transgenerational infrastructure, family, heritage, disease, labor, metabolic rifts, and access.



Kate Newby, exhibition view from COLD WATER Fine Arts, Sydney, 2021. Image
courtesy of the artist and Fine Arts, Sydney

Access to resources, access to space, but also what dries up, withers and regenerates. Sore spots that didn’t

make it to Dave Hickey’s ironic list of moans. It is in my hopes that I make Texas proud, as my great



grandmother, country and western performer musician Josie Ann Teets would sing: “From the Gulf of Mexico

to the border of Oklahoma, from A. R. K. to the new Mexico line, from Louisiana to the beautiful Rio Grande, I
have beautiful Texas on my mind.”

“Moonlight Over Texas,” song lyrics by Josie Ann Teets, the author’s late great
grandmother, copyright 1971 by Josie Ann Teets, Houston, Texas

Notes



Comments

There are no coments available.
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THE
SUNDAY PAINTER

June 2018
Mousse Magazine

BY CHRIS SHARP

Kate Newby (1979, Auckland, New Zealand) lives and works in Auckland and 
New York. Her recent solo shows include All the stuff you already know at The 
Sunday Painter in London, I can't nail the days down, curated by Juliane Bischoff 
at  Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna, Swift little verbs pushing the big nouns around at 
Michael Lett in Auckland. She has participated in the 21st Biennale of Sydney.

Chris Sharp is a writer and independent curator based in Mexico City, where he 
co-runs the project space Lulu. He is currently preparing a survey of the work 
of Tom Wesselmann, entitled La Promise du Bonheur, for the Nouveau Musée 
National de Monaco, and the group exhibition, Dwelling Poetically: Mexico City, 
A Case Study for the Australian Center for Contemporary Art, Melbourne, both 
in 2018. His writing has appeared in many magazines, journals, catalogs, and 
online forums.

A rock in this pocket., 2018 (detail), 21st Biennale of Sydney installation view at 
Cockatoo Island, 2018. Commissioned by the Biennale of Sydney with assistance 
from Creative New Zealand; Michael Lett, Auckland; Austral Bricks; Paving 
By Design Pty Ltd. Courtesy: the artist; Michael Lett, Auckland; Fine Arts, Sydney. 
Photo: silversalt photography

Marfa residency, 2017. © Kate Newby. Courtesy: the artist and Michael Lett, Auckland
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Ah be with me always, 2015, I memorized it I loved it so much installation view at Laurel Gitlen, New York, 2015. Courtesy: the artist and Michael Lett, Auckland

I can’t nail the days down installation view at Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna, 2018. 
Courtesy: the artist. Photo: Jorit Aust

Swift little verbs pushing the big nouns around (detail), 2018, Swift little verbs 
pushing the big nouns around installation view at Michael Lett, Auckland, 2018. 
Courtesy: the artist and Michael Lett, Auckland. Photo: Alex North

Swift little verbs pushing the big nouns around (detail), 2018, Swift little verbs 
pushing the big nouns around installation view at Michael Lett, Auckland, 2018. 
Courtesy: the artist and Michael Lett, Auckland. Photo: Alex North
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Try it with less pennies and direct light, 2017-2018, Swift little verbs pushing the big nouns around installation view at Michael Lett, Auckland, 2018. 
Courtesy: the artist and Michael Lett, Auckland. Photo: Alex North
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Marfa residency, 2017. © Kate Newby. Courtesy: the artist and Michael Lett, Auckland

Swift little verbs pushing the big nouns around (detail), 2018, Swift little verbs 
pushing the big nouns around installation view at Michael Lett, Auckland, 2018. 
Courtesy: the artist and Michael Lett, Auckland. Photo: Alex North

A rock in this pocket., 2018 (detail), 21st Biennale of Sydney installation view
at Cockatoo Island, 2018. Commissioned by the Biennale of Sydney with assistance 
from Creative New Zealand; Michael Lett, Auckland; Austral Bricks; Paving
By Design Pty Ltd. Courtesy: the artist; Michael Lett, Auckland; Fine Arts, Sydney.
Photo: silversalt photography

I memorized it I loved it so much, 2015, I memorized it I loved it so much installation view at Laurel Gitlen, New York, 2015. Courtesy: the artist and Michael Lett, Auckland
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One phrase in particular always stays with me: “I’ll follow you 
down the road,” the title of her 2011 exhibition at Hopkinson 
Mossman gallery in Auckland, New Zealand. Interestingly, that 
direct address also brings to mind one of Newby’s personal artis-
tic heroes, Frank O’Hara, and his mock manifesto and movement, 
Personism. “Personism,” O’Hara wrote somewhat ironically in 
his celebrated 1961 manifesto, “has nothing to do with philoso-
phy, it’s all art… One of its minimal aspects is to address itself 
to one person (other than the poet himself), thus evoking over-
tones of love without destroying love’s life-giving vulgarity.”  
Such a statement feels almost like a key to Newby’s work, and 
something the viewer should keep in mind when looking at it. 
But before discussing how the work operates, I should say a few 
words about what it is.

Kate Newby is essentially a sculptor, working with ceram-
ics, casting and glass, textiles and wood, among other materials. 
Generally of a modest, even intimate scale, the work has neverthe-
less been known to occupy entire rooms or other spaces through 
architectural interventions or subtle modi!cations, which range 
from altered "oors to expansive layers of modi!ed bricks to textile 
walls. Only ever !gurative symbolically, her ceramic, porcelain, 
cast silver “pebbles,” “rocks,” or "ora are sometimes inserted in 
“puddles” of poured, pigmented concrete. Over the last few years, 
Newby has been making wind chimes out of ceramic, porcelain, 
and cast metal, which might be placed outside or inside and have 
recently evolved into hanging, tendril-like or vertebrae-like sculp-
tures consisting of irregularly round objects stacked up like spines. 
At times, the works include elements she !nds on walks, primar-
ily in New York’s Central Park, which could be anything from 
debris to broken bits of glass, which are !red with the ceramics, 
becoming small, transparent puddles among the concave surfaces 
of the ceramics, single combinations of which can also be small, 
stand-alone sculptures, as in her recent solo at Michael Lett gal-
lery, Auckland, and Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna. 

The architectural interventions can consist of low, raised plat-
forms, which are sometimes painted and bedecked with various 
collections of materials, which are liable to assume a rune-like 
syntax, as in her show at Laurel Gitlen gallery in New York in 
2015, or semitransparent fabric walls hanging in front of windows 
or solid walls. Newby has a propensity to leave a given exhibi-
tion space and site works, such as puddles or ceramic rocks, ei-
ther nearby the exhibition space or somewhere in the same city.  
This propensity is motivated less by an antipathy for the white 
cube and more by an interest in lived experience, which the white 
cube tends to preclude, or at least bracket.

This is precisely where the work links up with both Frank 
O’Hara and Land art, and especially Robert Smithson, not to men-
tion the classical minimalism of Carl Andre (especially his brick 
works). For it is no mistake that one of the primary operative refer-
ences for this work is Land art—but Land art from a semi-urban, 
and decidedly non-monumental, perspective.

In an age of such profound distrust, the seemingly naive candor and trust 
of Kate Newby’s work strikes me as almost heroic. It is probably most 
succinctly conveyed in the language she uses, for instance in her work 
and exhibition titles. 

Smithson of course enters the discussion here from the point 
of view of the site/non-site, but even more importantly, per-
haps, in terms of his interest in what he called the dialectal 
quality of art: something that evolves and changes and has a 
much greater chance of happening, it goes without saying, out-
side the white cube. As such, the work is ideally never removed 
from human experience. It exists in the world and is subject to 
its vicissitudes. This is precisely why, although what Newby 
does is embedded in studio practice, walking and the peri-
patetic mode play such an important role in what she makes. 
Hers is a practice that seeks to continually break down the barriers 
of the studio and the outside world, and in doing so, not necessar-
ily deny art its rare!ed space and thus collapse the boundaries be-
tween art and life, but rather assert the degree to which art and life 
are mutually dependent. Such an a#rmation is as informed by the 
legacy of the post-studio practice of Francis Alÿs, which is very 
out-in-the-world, as by the apparent spontaneity and lived-ness 
(for lack of a better word) of O’Hara’s poetry.

Whence the humanity of the work, and its refreshing lack of 
(defensive) irony or cynicism. This may lead to accusations of sin-
cerity or earnestness, but the work’s conspicuous humanity has a 
lot more to do with trust, which lies in a rare willingness to be 
vulnerable. This vulnerability is evident in everything from the 
relative fragility of the work as it makes its way through the world, 
to the language the artist uses to communicate it (as in her titles), to 
how she presents it. For instance, one series consists of a collection 
of ceramic and silver pebble-size objects, which the institutional 
guard or invigilator keeps in his or her pocket and shares with visi-
tors upon request, letting them handle the objects themselves.

Given the interactive component, this might seem to evoke 
something along the lines of relational aesthetics, but that is not the 
case at all. Newby is much more interested in how and where sculp-
ture happens—or even, at times, how it un-happens. I am think-
ing in particular of her series of ceramic skipping stones, which she 
gives to someone who skips them on a body of water while she pho-
tographs the action. The most interesting part of this work might be 
the di#culty of locating exactly when and where it happens: in the 
creation of the ceramic stone? Its being handed over? Its !nal rest-
ing place at the bottom of the body of water? The act of skipping? 
the photography and/or the resulting photograph?

I think the work comprises all of these. And thus, despite its 
apparent simplicity, it puts a productive pressure on the very no-
tion of sculpture. Newby never takes sculpture for granted, but 
always questions what it is, how it can be, and where it can take 
place, in a way that acknowledges and engages with its history. 
Such a committed approach is refreshing in a moment increas-
ingly preoccupied with “the contemporary” as an almost objec-
tive, aesthetically justifying value in and of itself. And yet more 
refreshing and challenging is the trust at the heart of the work.  
At the risk of sounding corny, I’ll follow Newby down the road, 
exactly because I sense she would do the same for me.
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Arriving in Marfa on a!Sunday / Marfa New Years Day, 2017, Swift little verbs pushing the big nouns around!installation view at Michael Lett, Auckland, 2018.
Courtesy: the artist and Michael Lett, Auckland. Photo: Alex North !

A rock in this pocket., 2018 (details), 21st Biennale of Sydney installation views 
at Cockatoo Island, 2018. Commissioned by the Biennale of Sydney with assistance 
from Creative New Zealand; Michael Lett, Auckland; Austral Bricks; Paving 
By Design Pty Ltd. Courtesy: the artist; Michael Lett, Auckland; Fine Arts, Sydney. 
Photo: silversalt photography

Leap, oh leap!, 2015, I memorized it I loved it so much installation view at Laurel 
Gitlen, New York, 2015. Courtesy: the artist and Michael Lett, Auckland
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A rock in this pocket., 2018 (details), 21st Biennale of Sydney installation views at Cockatoo Island, 2018. Commissioned by the Biennale of Sydney with assistance from Creative 
New Zealand; Michael Lett, Auckland; Austral Bricks; Paving By Design Pty Ltd. Courtesy: the artist; Michael Lett, Auckland; Fine Arts, Sydney. Photo: silversalt photography

Swift little verbs pushing the big nouns around (detail), 2018, Swift little verbs 
pushing the big nouns around installation view at Michael Lett, Auckland, 2018. 
Courtesy: the artist and Michael Lett, Auckland. Photo: Alex North

Marfa residency, 2017. © Kate Newby. Courtesy: the artist and Michael Lett, Auckland

A rock in this pocket., 2018 (detail), 21st Biennale of Sydney installation view 
at Cockatoo Island, 2018. Commissioned by the Biennale of Sydney with assistance 
from Creative New Zealand; Michael Lett, Auckland; Austral Bricks; Paving 
By Design Pty Ltd. Courtesy: the artist; Michael Lett, Auckland; Fine Arts, Sydney. 
Photo: silversalt photography
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Closed on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday. That’s what 
a lot of visitors complain about on internet forums 
in regards to Marfa – that everything shuts down on 

Sunday, Monday and Tuesday. Food is scarce and the art 
galleries and museums close. For me, though, it’s one of 
the things I’ve enjoyed most about Marfa. Many common 
ways of doing things are awkward and hard to work out, 
which keeps me continually listening with full attention.  
A local woman told me that when she first arrived in Marfa 
she was told, “The goods are odd but the odds are good.”

I am here for a residency at the Chinati Foundation and 
I’m not the first New Zealander. Someone I don’t know 
called Richard Wearn did it in 1999, and of course Julian 
Dashper was here in 2001 and it was through him that 
this place became famous to me. You have to apply, and 

Western exposure

the application was just a cover letter, a CV and a CD of 
images sent off in the post. It seemed like I was sending off 
a needle into a haystack.

In an attempt to find out more about the residency,  
I met with a previous Chinati artist-in-resident in Brooklyn, 
New York, before I came. She gave me tips: drink a lot of 
water because Marfa is very dry; take lots of sunscreen 
and moisturiser for the same reason; and bring everything 
I might need as it was not easy to get stuff. She was right 
about all this, including the dryness. At night I see flashes of 
static electricity when I move my bed sheets. The elevation 
is high, over a mile, and it’s not a desert of cactus and sand 
but filled with grasses, mesquite trees and little else to break 
up the views; views that go so far there is nothing that gets 
in the way – not a building and rarely a hill.

Kate Newby reports on the weathering forces of a residence in Marfa, Texas, 
where the long-laid plans of American artist Donald Judd are still unfolding.

i n  res idence

June 2018
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Construction and installation of a contemporary art 
museum began at the Chinati Foundation in 1979, initially 
with assistance from the Dia Foundation in New York. 
Named after a nearby mountain peak, the Chinati complex 
is housed in an ex-military base, Fort D.A. Russell. When 
Donald Judd and the Dia Foundation bought it, it was 
run down, empty, long forgotten. Now there are Judd’s 
100 milled aluminium pieces, his series of 15 concrete 
works and six barracks of work by Dan Flavin, as well as 
pieces by Carl Andre. Former mess halls contain works by  
Ingólfur Arnarsson, a horse stable now holds paintings 
by John Wesley and a Richard Long sculpture rests on a 
concrete tennis court. Ilya Kabakov’s abandoned school 
house is in a former barrack; David Rabinowitch sculptures 
occupy an ex-hangar now called the Arena; and John 
Chamberlain’s work is sited in the former Wool & Mohair 
Company building, in downtown Marfa.

The museum was opened to the public in 1986 and 
operates as an independent, non-profit institution. Works 
are continually – albeit slowly – added. A Robert Irwin 
piece, for instance, was finished in 2016, after 16 years of 

planning. I think about what it might be like to work on 
something for 16 years. I think back to my work from 16 
years ago that is sitting in a cramped bedroom at Bethells 
Beach inside my mum’s house.

The works at Chinati are all permanent, here to stay for 
a long time. The exception is the rotating barrack, which 
has a new commission every year – or two years, in the case 
of Bridget Riley, the current artist. There are two women in 
the permanent collection: Coosje van Bruggen, who made 
work in collaboration with her husband, Claes Oldenburg, 
and Roni Horn. The Horn work – Pair Object VII (For a Here 
and a There) (1986–88) – is a pair of copper conic forms 
that sit directly on the former mess-hall floor. The work 
feels confident and tenuous at the same time.

If I am frank, I’m not entirely sure what to think of 
Donald Judd, but that is also easy to say. When I take a 
tour of his home or work spaces in the Marfa township  
I get frustrated at all his rooms and desks, filling up an entire 
1930s building. What is so important about him that even 
his pencils are preserved? But then again, why not? He had 
a vision while he was alive which is now being carried out, 

All photos by Kate Newby, 2017

Opposite: Marfa landscape with Donald Judd, 
15 untitled works in concrete, 1980–84, Chinati 
Foundation, Texas

Below: Artillery sheds with pronghorn antelope
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protected and preserved in various shapes and ways, and 
it’s definitely not uninteresting nor unimportant. The more 
time I spend here the more I am blown away by his work, 
and the work of others, and how he moved to this rural 
town in the 1970s to carry it all out. It seems so audacious 
and entitled, but completely original. I try to think about 
people who have done similar things and no one really 
comes to mind. 

My studio is in the Locker Plant, next to the library in 
downtown Marfa. It’s an old meat processing plant. The 
building is divided into three spaces, which feel precious 
and invigorating. The front space is bright, clean, with a 
front wall of windows and lots of warmth, literally. A few 
small rooms in the middle are pitch black, and I never go 
in them. Then there is the back space, which has a raw 
concrete floor, a ceiling of wooden rafters filled with rusty 
nails and an old bird’s nest tucked into a corner. Two doors 
open on to a back yard where there is a tree and one of 
Judd’s classic adobe walls – I say ‘classic’ because you 
see them all over his properties, which are many in Marfa. 
They are about 30 percent eroded. The adobe, which he 
preferred to leave uncoated, is slowly getting eaten away. 
While this back space is exceptionally cold, it’s unlike any 
studio I have worked in before. And with no expectations 
coming from the Chinati Foundation, I am able to work at 
my own speed with my own deadlines. 

I am thankful that Judd did the hard yards here. No 
one blinks an eyelid when I say that I am an artist – there 
are a lot of others, and have been for some time. And I’ve 
bumbled my way through residencies before: I pack a 

bunch of clothing that I don’t end up wearing; I arrive and 
I ask a lot of questions; I eat frozen pizza; and I buy new 
shampoo because the water is always different. Here, the 
water is very ‘hard’, and it’s quite a topic of conversation. 
Donald Judd had a plan to bottle it, and in 2007 Adam 
McEwen made an edition of 75 jerrycans of Marfa water. 
Evidently it has a high content of lithium, which makes 
people happy. I pick up the water report at the local council, 
but it doesn’t make too much sense. I see residue cake 
around my shampoo bottles and taps in the shower, so  
I decide to hang a metal sculpture under the shower head 
to see if I can’t grab some of that calcium or fluoride for 
the work. I also patina metal sculptures in my studio with 
the tap water. Using a blowtorch, I have been heating up 
bronze and brushing water over the pieces, repeating this 
many times. A red comes through in reaction – a simple 
transaction between heat, minerals and repetition giving 
a slow transformation.

In thinking about my work and thinking about making 
my work, I often circle around nature and the weather and 
wildlife, although most often I end up landing on smaller 
things or where people have been. These act as some sort of 
frame for understanding the bigness of it all. It’s like when 
I try to take a photo of the landscape on a walk through 
the Chinati property and the photos end up dull – I need 
a small tree or a building or something else in the shot to 
make the surrounding space understandable, so it’s not just 
a vague blur of grass and sky. 

It has snowed during my time here. I saw on the weather 
app that it might be arriving, but these reports change and 

Outside the Locker Plant, Chinati Foundation, Marfa, Texas
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the little snowflake icons can disappear as quickly as they 
arrive. One evening in early December I rode my bike to 
a friend’s place for dinner through rain. It never seems to 
rain in Marfa, so I circumnavigated puddles on my bicycle 
for the first time. When I cycled back it was silent and calm 
except for the sound of snowflakes hitting my bike helmet. 
I moved as slowly as I could, soaking it in, knowing that a 
dark street with a small amount of snow would make for  
a pretty boring photo. I was thankful that I had left a lot of 
my work outside, giving it the opportunity to experience the 
elements. The only other time I’ve seen the rain in Marfa 
I had just arrived and hadn’t made work yet. This time, 
I had an expanse of fabric lying out on a gravel road by 
the unfinished Judd buildings, and many small sculptural 
installations in the back yard of the Locker Plant. I rejigged 
a chain of brass leaf-like pieces to hang vertically with a 
lasso, hopeful that this new angle might catch the forecast 
snow. The works were now out in the snow storm, gaining 
exposure to extreme temperatures, light and weather.

With all the structures here, in all the bigness of this 
place, I keep coming back to the question of what would it 
mean to embark on a project that I hoped would be around 
forever. Something that could be installed permanently, 
or for a really long time, exceeding the usual potential of 
conventional exhibition practices. What would that mean 
for me and my work right now? And also – so what now?

Kate Newby’s exhibition which includes works from Marfa, 
Swift little verbs pushing the big nouns around, is at Michael 
Lett, Auckland, until 10 March. 

Metal sculptures and eroded adobe wall in the back yard of the Locker Plant; above, with lasso during a snow storm 
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For her new site-specific work at Cockatoo Island, Kate Newby has modified approximately 900 house bricks. The 
bricks are laid as a large flat surface, replacing a section of the enclosed courtyard of Cockatoo Island’s Convict Pre-
cinct. Newby’s response to this environment is also to embed the bricks with small objects and inscribed markings. 

By working with the everyday, and moving from the large scale of architectural space to small objects and marks 
made by hand in the bricks, Newby asks us to look closely at details and intimate and commonplace objects, as well 
as the spaces we take for granted. This play between large and small, and inside and outside, is extended through  
the ‘building blocks’ of architecture, and against the conventions of the traditional exhibition space.

Titled A rock in this pocket., the work asks us to look at the familiar differently; at ordinary spaces, not just objects 
designated as art and framed by the cultural institutions and traditional forms. This is emphasised by its location at  
a historical site on Cockatoo Island, rather than a gallery space.

Kate Newby
A rock in this pocket., 2018, on Cockatoo Island. See also I’m actually 
weirdly exciting, 2018, at the Art Gallery of New South Wales

Two aspirins a vitamin C tablet and some baking soda, 2015 (detail) 
bricks, pennies, coins, silver, porcelain stones, aluminium, glass  
Courtesy the artist and Michael Lett, Auckland 
Photograph: Fredrik Nilson
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A monthly round-up of notable, controversial and unmissable

exhibitions in TȊmaki Makaurau and beyond.

Welcome to autumn! With the weather (maybe) beginning to cool down,

things seem to be hotting up in our galleries. New exhibitions are opening

left, right and centre – including the long-awaited unveiling of Toi Art, the

new Te Papa art gallery, later this month.

Also in Te Whanga-nui-a-Tara, there’s still time to catch Aaliyah Winter’s solo

exhibition hardening at Enjoy Gallery. Close by in Lower Hutt, a new exhibition

of contemporary jewellery entitled The Language of Things has opened at The

Dowse – and from the looks of their Instagram, there are some particularly

dazzling public programmes and special projects to be enjoyed (gold-leafed

drain covers, anyone?). 

Back in TȊmaki Makaurau, there are two exquisite exhibitions happening on

and around Karangahape Road right now which deserve your attention: Sam

Thomas’ Brass Glove at Bowerbank Ninow and Sarah Hillary’s Things to

remember at Anna Miles. Both of these artists have utterly singular practices

and I challenge you to find any other makers in Aotearoa today whose

work comes close to either.

Art

02.03.2018

The Unmissables: Four Exhibitions to see in
March

By Pantograph Punch
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Reaching shadows, endless plains. Dirt, dust, rocks, faded pinks and baby

blues. This is the swirl of Marfa that exists in my memory. I am taken back

there entering Michael Lett on a clear skied Saturday morning, sunlight

catching in the blown-glass ‘bags’ now hanging from the gallery ceiling. 

The works in Kate Newby’s latest exhibition, Swift little verbs pushing the big

nouns around, came out of the artist’s residency at the Chinati Foundation in

Marfa, Texas. Across the room from the glass bags and collections of

handmade nails, stones and other sculpted pieces gathered on the window

ledges, is a work that feels like a literal manifestation of the exhibition’s

title. Rope, lasso and grass reins hang from wall to wall with small pieces

shaped around them. The ropes create the action and the pieces that they

are threaded through are the nouns. It is a simple and touching scene

capturing big things happening quickly, maybe unexpectedly. It makes me

think of Newby arriving in the tiny, desert town of Marfa, a place so filled

with art history (have you read I Love Dick?), but so far from anywhere known.

The staircase is adorned with other stories from her residency, stories told

with stoneware, porcelain or stacks of bronze. I feel soft and sad reading

their titles: I’m glad we’ve done it just to see, All I want is a room and you up there in

it, I’ll be here in the morning, Arriving in Marfa on a Sunday. There is one week left

for Newby to take you to a forlorn, gently moving time in the Texan desert. –

Eloise Callister-Baker

Swift little verbs pushing the big nouns around 

Kate Newby 

Michael Lett 

7 February – 10 March 2018

Campbell Patterson, toot floor, 2018.

Installation view. Image courtesy of

Hocken Collections, Uare Taoka o

HȊkena, University of Otago.

Photograph by Iain Frengley.
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1HZE\�DW�0DUID�DW¬/HWW
John Hurrell – 5 March, 2018

I also wonder if the beautiful title is a witty allusion
to Richard Serra's process sculptures and Bruce
Nauman's videos; maybe Smithson's texts too. The
intransitive versus transitive verb distinction. Poor
bullied nouns indeed.

MICHAEL LETT
Auckland
¬
Kate Newby 
Swift little verbs pushing the big
QRXQV¬DURXQG
¬
��)HEUXDU\������0DUFK¬����

7KH�WZR�H[KLELWLRQV�FXUUHQWO\�UXQQLQJ�DW�0LFKDHO�/HWW·s, by Kate Newby
<https://chinati.org/programs/kate-newby-open-studio-on-new-year%E2%80%99s-day> and
the late Julian Dashper��ERWK�UHIHUHQFH�WKHVH�DUWLVWV·�UHVLGHQFLHV�DW�0DUID��WKH
west Texan town made legendary by the activities of resident
sculptor/painter/installation artist/critic Donald Judd (1928-1994). 1HZE\·s stay
ZDV�LQ�-DQXDU\��������KHU�/HWW�VKRZ�LV�RQ�WKH�JURXQG�ÁRRU�DQG�DVFHQGLQJ
staircase), Dashper·s was in 2001 (his Lett show is down in the basement),
DQG�ERWK�RQ�RFFDVLRQ�UHIHUHQFH�-XGG·s friend, the light artist Dan Flavin (1933-
1996) who has six barracks of work in the Chinati complex that Judd set up
LQ¬�����

)ODYLQ·V�ZRUN�ZLWK�ÁXRUHVFHQW�WXEHV�SURYLGHV�D�PLQRU�UHIHUHQFH�IRU�1HZE\, his
QDPH�EHLQJ�SDUW�RI�WKH�WLWOH��DORQJ�ZLWK�5RQL�+RUQ·s) of a framed etching in the
landing by a staircase. Two other etchings are nearby and a number of
ceramic, brass, copper, glass, bronze and porcelain sculptures are suspended
by wire from the banister��6RPH�DOOXGH�WR¬VKHOOÀVK�

In my view the most exciting work is Swift little verbs pushing the big nouns
DURXQG�RQ�WKH�JURXQG�ÁRRU, which is in two parts, one being arrangements of
small objects laid out in the window ledges on the street front, the other being
on the bay on the opposite side of the room where three extended parallel
lines of suspended rope, wire and threaded-on ceramics horizontally cross the
JDOOHU\�ÁRRU. Much of the material used here Newby
<http://www.noted.co.nz/culture/arts/quiet-wanderer-kiwi-sculptor-kate-newby/> found on
the ground as detritus when wondering around Marfa, obsessively picking it up
like, say��.XUW�6FKZLWWHUV��DQG�VRUWLQJ�LW�LQWR�D�NLQG�RI¬DUFKLYH�

What is surprising about this installation is that there are no large planes of
LQWHQVHO\�VDWXUDWHG�FRORXU�DSSOLHG�WR�ZDOOV��ÁRRU, ceiling or draped curtains, like
Newby has done in the past. The emphasis instead is on shape, line and light,
DQG�UHÁHFWLRQ�RU�WUDQVSDUHQW�FRORXU, on rope, wire, cord, leather, chain, ceramic
shell-like forms, cast brass knobs, nails and glass. They are sculptures used
as drawing in space, and both parts amusingly reference museum installations:
WKH�DUUDQJHPHQWV�LQ�YLWULQHV��DQG�FURZG�FRQWURO¬EDUULHUV�

In between the window wall and the three long, suspended, tied-together,
lengths of rope, wire and leather is another work suspended from the ceiling,

JHAA
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transparent glass forms that look as if cast in soft bags, hanging from 36 lines
of jute. It is a collaboration with Jake Zollie Harper (a San Antonio
glassblower), and a beautiful central foil for the activity on the walls and spaces
RQ�HLWKHU�VLGH��,W�JORZV��UHÁHFWV�DQG�UHIUDFWV�OLNH�D�FROOHFWLRQ�RI�OLWWOH�JODVV�VDFNV
KRYHULQJ�MXVW�DERYH�\RXU¬KHDG�

,�WKLQN�WKLV�LV�WKH�EHVW�VKRZ�,·YH�HYHU�VHHQ�IURP�1HZE\��DQG�,·YH�VHHQ�TXLWH�D
few. The Swift little verbs pushing the big nouns around�ZRUN�,�ÀQG�HVSHFLDOO\
wonderful visually with its careful attention to intimate detail (the coiling of the
rope around itself, or lined up collections of bent tacks, for example) and
FRQWUDVWLQJ�VSDWLDO�YHFWRUV³DQG�LW�WDNHV�DGYDQWDJH�RI�/HWW·s gloriously unusual
VSDFH��,�DOVR�ZRQGHU�LI�WKH�EHDXWLIXO�WLWOH�LV�D�ZLWW\�DOOXVLRQ�WR�5LFKDUG�6HUUD·s
SURFHVV�VFXOSWXUHV�DQG�%UXFH�1DXPDQ·V�YLGHRV��PD\EH�6PLWKVRQ·s texts too.
7KH�LQWUDQVLWLYH�YHUVXV�WUDQVLWLYH�YHUE�GLVWLQFWLRQ��3RRU�EXOOLHG�QRXQV¬LQGHHG�

$¬WUHDW�

-RKQ¬+XUUHOO
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21st Biennale of Sydney
Titled 'Superposition: Equilibrium & Engagement', the invitation is to consider accelerating
global conȸicts froPbopposing perspectives
B Y  J O N  B Y W A T E R

Mami Kataoka, the artistic director of the 21st Biennale of Sydney – titled ‘Superposition: Equilibrium &
Engagement’ – elaborates on her borrowing from quantum mechanics with the Taosist concept wu xing, aligning
the modern scientiȷc view that some entities are a sum of multiple distinct states (both wave and particle) with
the ancient metaphysical idea that all being is composed of types of chi (earth, metal, water, wood, ȷre) in
simultaneous interactions of generation and destruction. Her curatorial statement invites us to consider

March 2018
Frieze.com
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accelerating global conȸicts in these terms; she frames the works of the 70 artists and artist collectives on view as

a microcosm of ‘multiple and sometimes opposing perspectives’.

Neither multiple perspectives nor any shade of grey are the province of Kataoka’s headliner. Ai Wei Wei’s 60-metre

black rubber Mediterranean migrant boat, Law of the Journey (2017), installed in Cockatoo Island’s industrial

precinct, and his two-tonne Crystal Ball (2017) at Artspace, eȴectively advertise his ȷlm on the global refugee

crisis, Human Flow (2017). (It was screened on the opening weekend, but outside the oȵcial list of works.) Shown

last year in the Czech Republic, where anti-immigration and anti-Muslim anxiety has held unusual sway, through

these pieces Ai adds his voice – with the rude force of legibility, scale and media access – to that of the United

Nations in condemning Australia’s continuing oȴshore processing of asylum seekers. ‘There’s no refugee crisis, only

a human crisis,’ his artist statement goes; and having lost the wires it ȸoated from in Prague, his dinghy sits on a

plinth with a crib sheet of quotations on cosmopolitanism, from Socrates to Hannah Arendt to the phrase that

founded an Australian hashtag, local activist Arnold Zable’s line: ‘With the exception of Indigenous peoples, we are

a nation of boat people.’

Eija-Liisa Ahtila, Potentiality for Love – Mahdollinen Rakkaus,b2018, moving image sculpture in 3 parts, installation view. Courtesy: the artist,

Crystal Eye, Helsinki, and 21st Biennale of Sydney

Possibilities for imagining increased empathy are enriched elsewhere in the show by works such as Khaled Sabsabi’s

Bring the Silence (2018) –b a literally multi-perspective, ȷve-channel video installation, carpeted with mats and
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Khaled Sabsabi, Bring the Silence, 2018, video still, ȷve-channel HD video installation with audio, inȷnite loop. Courtesy: the artist and Milani

Gallery, Brisbane

In this spirit of retrospection Kataoka successfully involves historical works and has re-invited previous participants.
At the Art Gallery of NSW, for example, Lili Dujourie (who exhibited in 1988) greets visitors with American
Imperialism (1972); and work by Miriam Cahn (who exhibited in 1986) is hung intriguingly and eȴectively next to
paintings by Wathaurung elder Marlene Gilson. Artists of a similar generation, though at the removed poles of folk
art narrative and feminist neo-expressionism, they participate in a leitmotif of masked, faceless or generic ȷgures
(connecting with Michaël Borremans, Sosa Joseph and even CATPC and Sa Sa Art Projects, among others).
Another, similar consistency coheres between pieces involving clay (by Anya Gallaccio, Geng Xue, Kate Newby,
Yasmin Smith). Along such lines, the complex patterns that visually unify the installation at Carriageworks
(including works by George Tjungurrayi, Semiconductor and Sam Falls) surface a limit to the curatorial engineering
of harmony. The cloth-eared Eurocentrism of Laurent Grasso’s use of Yuendumu sacred sites as a backdrop to his
sci-ȷ archetypes in Otto (2018) betrays every well-worn principle spelled out in Nguyen Trinh Thi’s lovely, nearby
essay ȷlm Letters from Panduranga (2015). Here, equilibrium comes at the cost of what journalism calls ‘false
balance’, the embrace of work that oȴers ‘beauty’ over engagement excessively diplomatic.

The 21st Biennale of Sydney <https://www.biennaleofsydney.art/> b‘SUPERPOSITION: Equilibrium & Engagement’
runs at at the Art Gallery of New South Wales, Artspace, Carriageworks, Cockatoo Island, Museum of
Contemporary Art Australia, Sydney Opera House and 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art until 11 June.

Main image:bAi Weiwei, Law of the Journey, 2017, reinforced PVC with aluminium frame, 3 x 60 x 6 m, installation view,bCockatoo Island, 2018. Courtesy:

the artist
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scented with rose oil, documenting a Suȷ maqam in New Delhi where Hindus, Christians, Sikhs and Muslims seek
blessings together– and Eija-Liisa Ahtila’s Potentiality for Love (2018) – a multi-screen, lab-chic invitation to
experience inter-species empathy with chimpanzees. More directly, though, Ai’s generalization of the issue of
forced migration is complemented by work acknowledging the origin of the hot-button term in Australia, ‘boat
people’. At Artspace, Tiȴany Chung presents a sample of her ongoing research into the Vietnamese diaspora
between 1975–96, following the American War, including the summary graphic of Reconstructing an Exodus
History: Boat Trajectories, Ports of First Asylum and Resettlement Countries (2017), a mural-scaled, colour-coded
embroidery.

This thread goes some way to uphold the cause of those artists who organized to precipitate a recent crisis in the
Biennale. In 2014, Luca Belgiorno-Nettis resigned as chairman due to pressure over funding ties with Transȷeld
Holdings, who manage services in Australia’s oȴshore detention centres. His immigrant father founded the parent
company, construction giant Transȷeld, as well as the Biennale. Someone with some feeling for irony composed a
wall label stating: ‘[Franco] Belgiorno-Nettis’s own words best convey his passion and commitment to the
Biennale: “Art has no boundary and we should not put up fences.”’ It introduces the presentation of a new
Biennale archive funded by a gift from Transȷeld Holdings, though the company is now acknowledged as a
founding patron (as it happens, on a ȸoor of the Art Gallery of NSW named for the Belgiorno-Nettis family).
Poster summaries of each edition conȷrm what regular attendees might quickly surmise: that this is the smallest
for some time. Funding ȷgures are not included, but as well as the departure of the long-term principal partner, a
wider neoliberal erosion of support for art in Australia must give context to the invitation in the same wall text ‘to
consider the role of the Biennale in the future’.

<http://www.viennacontemporary.at/en/>Advertisement
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Kate Newby, Let me be the wind that pulls your hair, Artpace, San Antonio, 2017. Materials:
porcelain, stoneware, glaze.

Chinati’s current artist in residence is Kate Newby, who is based in New York City and
from New Zealand.  Newby will be in residence at Chinati in November and December.

Working with a variety of media including installation, textile, ceramics, casting and
glass, Kate Newby is a sculptor who is committed to exploring and putting pressure on
the limits and nature of sculpture. As such, she is interested in not only space, volume,
texture and materials, but where and how sculpture happens. Varying in scale, works
are liable to take place fugaciously, as in the case of her ceramic skipping stones which
she asks people to skip and have themselves photographed doing so, on the street in a
given city, as in her concrete, poured puddles, or in the gallery proper, in subtly, but
noticeably present architectural disruptions of the space itself. In every case the work
bears a strong link to not just the every day, but to the lived—it wants to experience as
much as it generates experience, collecting and registering the traces of the passing
world, which it incorporates and is incorporated into. It is for this reason that if the
handmade plays a very important role in what she does it is not merely romantic or
even retrograde, but rather the aesthetic byproduct of a position that shamelessly
embraces direct experience over the mediated.

Learn more about Kate Newby here .
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Kate Newby, They say you’ve got to live there for a while, 2016. Bricks, coins,

white brass, pink silver, yellow silver, bronze, stoneware, porcelain, glaze,
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credit: Alex North

I speak with Kate Newby about her practice and current

projects in this Phone Tag interview. From landscape and
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York-based artist is originally from New Zealand. However,
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Phone Tag is a generative interview format, where I ask

each participating artist five questions (plus others as the

discussion meanders). At the end, I ask him or her to

introduce me to a working artist whose attitude and work

they find interesting and inspiring, who I then interview

with the same five questions.

*****

Kate-Newby, Not this time, not for me�ɾ2017. Mortar, concrete pigment, silver,

white brass, bronze, porcelain, cotton rope, blown glass, glass,

VWRQHZDUH�ɾ&RXUWHV\�RI�0LFKDHO�/HWW�*DOOHU\ɾ�exhibited at the Sculpture Centre,

NYC)

Linnea West: “So, you’re in Texas now for a residency. Could

you tell me a little bit about what you’re doing?”

Kate Newby: “I’m in San Antonio at Artpace. It’s my first

time in Texas. It’s also my first time doing a residency since I

did one on Fogo Island in 2013, so it has been quite some

years since I’ve been in a residency situation. I’ve only been
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here a few weeks, but I think the time is going to fly. The

residency is set up in a way where you work in a studio for

two months, which then becomes your exhibition space for

the following two months. There are three studios and three

artists in residence. So there’s the pressure of an exhibition

at the end but I came down here quite conscious that I didn’t

want to think about that, that I wanted to be more involved

in the processes.

One of the things I do is, I work in clay. I’ve worked in clay

for quite some time. It’s gotten to a point where I’m bored

with it. Being down here what I want to do is to get outside

more. Digging clay. I want to experiment with firings. Barrel

firings. Pit firings, and building my own kiln. And I kind of

think I’m more interested in experiences than outcomes, and

I think work will naturally arise out of that process.”

LW: “So you’re trying to give yourself two months to breathe

and explore?”

KN: “Yeah, I want to breath and explore. I’m realizing that

that it is actually more work. I’m getting up at 6 am to do

firings and other stuff, but it is good. There are people here

who can help. In New York, I feel very singular; it’s just me.

It’s nice to have people around who say, ‘Can we help? What

can we do? Do you need this?’ ‘Yeah, I need a half cord of

firewood, please.’ ”
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Kate Newby, Ah be with me always�ɾ2015. Colored mortar, brick, porcelain,

EURQ]H�ɾ&RXUWHV\�RI�0LFKDHO�/HWW�*DOOHU\ɾ�exhibited at Laurel Gitlen, NY)

ɾ

LW: “Yeah, that’s a great thing to be able to say. From what I

know of your work, I do see that you work a lot with clay, but

not traditional ceramic vessels and that you work with other

material as well. Could briefly describe what you make?”

KN: “Sure. I think what I do is, I create situations. I think

about things like atmosphere and weather, being outside.

Things that I absorbed and paid attention to, and I want to

reflect that back out in my work. So my work is never a

singular object. In fact, it might be several hundred objects

in the case of some of my studies of rocks, or it could be as

simple as using a piece of rope, which is what I just did at the

SculptureCenter. I used 600 feet of rope to go from a puddle

I had made on the ground, out of concrete, to weave into a

tree, to weave across the building, and to hang down the very

front of the building. I like to call peoples’ attention to these

discrete actions. They don’t give a lot away, but they try to

belong to a site in a way that is not too foreign. The materials
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I use, concrete and clay and rope, are never totally removed

from what I’m looking at when I am installing.”

LW: “How site-specific are these? Would you reinstall the

work somewhere else using the exact components or is it

unique to that site?”

KN: “It’s both. It’s totally specific and I’ll use the same

components anywhere. But they would change and I would

want them to change and I would want them to be

responsive. I think about site-specificity versus site-

responsiveness—No, I don’t think about any of it. I just think

about, what am I looking at? And what do I respond to, and

what do I think is curious? I try to trust my instincts more

and more. Just see what is happening and make works that

responds to that.”

Kate Newby, Crawl out your window, 2010�ɾ&oncrete ramp, rocks, crystals,

FRWWRQ�IDEULF��ZDOO��\HOORZ�SDLQW�ɾ&RXUWHV\�RI�0LFKDHO�/HWW�*DOOHU\��H[KLELWHG�DW

*$.�*HVHOOVFKDIW�I�U�$NWXHOOH�.XQVW��%UHPHQ��ɾ3KRWR�FUHGLW��3HWHU�3RGRZLN

ɾ
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LW: “Now that you’re in this new space in Texas, what does

an ideal day in your studio look like?”

KN: “Hmmm, I know what an ideal of what that would be

like… I don’t have a studio in New York; I have a small room

in my apartment that kind of acts like an office and storage

area. Now I have a huge studio that would be awesome to

utilize, but I don’t quite know what to do with it. 

I’m definitely a morning person, so I’m trying to get up at 6

am, which is actually a little too early for me, but ideally I

would be up at 6, shower, eat, and be in the studio before

anyone is around so I can get my head into it. My ideal day is

to do everything. To have practical, hands-on work. It would

be to finally do my taxes; it would be to do some deep

reading and research. It would be to eat properly. But it’s

never like that. I wake up, I have 30 good minutes, and then

I’m just walking around with a bit of paper in my hand, just

trying to fumble through the day.”

LW: “What about time for email, does that factor in?”

KN: “It’s funny because that’s something I do everything

morning in New York, and here I don’t and I’m really behind

on email. It’s chronic; it’s terrible. But I’m here now, and I

just want to get out of the apartment. I just feel like I’m so

excited to get to the studio and to get to work. And I’ve got

all these time constraints because of firings and drying

times. I’ve been very physical and doing all this other stuff,

where in New York I do email all the time.”
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Kate Newby, The January February March, 2015. Porcelain stoneware,

HDUWKHQZDUH�ɾCourtesy of Michael Lett Gallery (installation view:

Margaretville, The Catskills, NY)

LW: “That’s great. That sounds like freedom. When did you

first think of yourself as an artist?”

KN: “It developed incrementally. I had this moment when I

was 15 and I thought— ‘Oh, this is a way I can look at things

and make sense of the world,’ and for the first time I

intentionally became involved with art. It became my full

focus when I was in high school and then I went to art school

and then I went and traveled for several years. I wasn’t

exhibiting—I wasn’t traveling as an artist. I was traveling just

as a person. I was ironing sheets; I was waitress-ing; I was

whatever. When I came back to New Zealand, I thought

about it, and that’s probably the moment I became an artist,

because that’s the moment I basically looked at art and

thought, ‘What’s here, and what do I want out of it, and what

do I want to do with this, if this is what I am going to do.’

Before then, art had been something that I carried around

like a backpack. In my mid-twenties, it became something
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bigger and harder, and not so convenient. This is the minute

that things became quite alive for me.”

.DWH�1HZE\�ɾTry it with less pennies and direct light, 2017. Glass, Jute.

)DEULFDWHG�E\�-DNH�=ROOLH�+DUSHU�ɾOriginally commissioned and produced by

Artpace San Antonio. Photo credit: Adam Schreiber

LW: “Is it more important for an artist to be in a big city with

a strong cultural scene, opportunities to show their work,

lots of people, etc. or to be in a place maybe more like San

Antonio or even quieter where you’re just focused on

making?”

KN: “I think it’s both. I’m from New Zealand and I grew up

at a beach and in a valley with a lot of trees. I grew up with a

lot of solitude and I really need that. Strangely I get a lot of

solitude in New York still. But what I do really need is the

landscape. I need my work to be involved with the landscape.

When I think about my work, I don’t think about it in terms

of galleries; I think about it in terms of how can I take it back

outside to where it came from, and how can I work these

elements that are so crucial to my thinking back into the

work.
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So, that’s not answering your question, but I’ve done some

really remote residencies, like Fogo Island, which is off the

coast of Newfoundland in Canada. You can get more remote

than that, but it’s very remote. Once I was in a town called

Worpswede in rural Germany, which is this tiny little village.

I was there for 5 months alone while I worked on an

exhibition in Bremen. It’s weirdly exhausting, because you

just have so much to do with yourself. But I think it’s both. I

love going back to New York. I wouldn’t change that and I

love leaving just as much.”

LW: “I’m interested in this idea of landscape that you

mentioned, especially if you’re going to such different

landscapes and then going to a place like New York. Are you

think of an abstract, generalized idea of landscape or does

New York City as a landscape feed into your imagination?”

KN: “It’s just whatever experience I’m having. In New York,

it’s a huge influence on me in terms of how I work, because

I’m pretty obsessed with sidewalks and the residue from

people and the residue from wear and tear of us just being

alive. I’m not looking at nature too much in New York City,

but what I am looking at is this experience that we have

every day. Even the tilt of the sidewalk or something, I find

these kinds of things interesting. I don’t know why, I just do.

These tiny, tiny things. The first time I made them I put

them in this community garden in Brooklyn because it was

kind of protected and they could be outside. They lasted for

several months and they didn’t break and they made a sort of

gentle sound. I like this idea that my work is a collaboration

with weather and with elements and with these things that

come in to complete the work. I’m only half making the work

and then I’m putting it in a situation where these other

things might come in and infiltrate it and work with it. So,
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when I say landscape, sometime it is a big general thing, like

being on a ranch in Texas, but it doesn’t have to be.”

Kate Newby, Let me be the wind that pulls your hair�������ɾ$VVRUWHG�FOD\�DQG

JOD]H��EURQ]H��FRWWRQ��ZLUH�ɾ2ULJLQDOO\�FRPPLVVLRQHG�DQG�SURGXFHG�E\�$UWSDFH

6DQ�$QWRQLR�ɾ3KRWR�FUHGLW��$GDP�6FKUHLEHU

LW: “Who has influenced your practice?”

KN: “That’s a tricky questions. I don’t know. But I will say

that less than a year ago I went on a trip from Los Angeles

through Nevada up to Utah and I saw a lot of these land art

pieces. I was blown away by this Nancy Holt piece called Sun

Tunnels, which was phenomenal but also really challenging.

She worked on it for four years and she was out there in the

desert working on this thing. It’s a totally deep meditation. I

come to a site and I could bang a work out in a day, that’s the

way I work. It was interesting to think about what if you just

made one thing but made it really, really well while keeping

it simple. That was the thing, it was just really simple. She’s

come to me at a really good moment—it’s making me

question things a lot more. Especially in New York, where I

feel like I’m exclusively making work that could fit in my

backpack.
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Roni Horn is really interesting. She also has a type of this

deep awareness of what’s going on. I want to be careful about

that, because the last few years for me have been very busy

and I’ve had to perform for these deadlines. I just want to be

aware, keeping an eye on my work in a way that the

thoughtfulness, the considered rigor of both of their

practices is something that I absorb and keep in mind.”

LW: “Is it a coincidence that they are both women, or is that

something you think about as well?”

KN: “It’s something I think I need; I really want that. I listen

to a lot of music, and more and more I want female voices

around me. It’s because they make phenomenal work and it’s

because I need more female voices around me.”

Kate Newby, Let me be the wind that pulls your hair�������ɾ$VVRUWHG�FOD\�DQG

JOD]H��EURQ]H��FRWWRQ��ZLUH�ɾ2ULJLQDOO\�FRPPLVVLRQHG�DQG�SURGXFHG�E\�$UWSDFH

6DQ�$QWRQLR�ɾ3KRWR�FUHGLW��$GDP�6FKUHLEHU

ɾ

LW: “What’s next—you have two months in Texas and then

you’ll be back in New York—what does your upcoming future
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look like?”

KN: “Someone mentioned to me years ago, ‘Kate, how are

you going to keep working like this? Turn up somewhere,

make a show, and move on. How are you going to keep doing

that?’ My next year is already feeling a bit like this. But I’m

doing things I really want to do. I’ll go to Stockholm for an

exhibition at Index, which is great, which is phenomenal,

and the project is the second extension of a project I did two

years ago at the ArnolfiniɾLQ�%ULVWRO��E\�WKH�VDPH�FXUDWRU�$[HO

Wieder. He’s doing the second chapter of an exhibition

called The Promise, and it’s all in the public space—that’s a

dream come true—when you can gain permission to work in

public space and have support to do this. You’re not making

necessarily public sculpture, but you’re able to work outside

with the support of an institution. How do you utilize that?

I’ve just got a lot of questions. How do I keep doing things

with integrity? That’s the stage I’m at. How do I maintain

this, and how do I keep it honest? Funnily enough I have a

second residency this year in Texas at the Chianti

Foundation in Marfa. I think this will be an interesting

opportunity to re-visit a lot of the ideas that I may open up

while working here in San Antonio.”

LW: “But that’s a great place to be, because it’s a sign that

what you’re doing is working, right?”

KN: “Yeah. I think so. I’m just aware that the work has to

lead. I don’t know what’s going to happen, but this time here

is good.”

LW: “Well, thank you. This has been great.”

KN: “Thank you for talking to me.”
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Kate Newby, Artist
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Kate Newby is a New Zealand artist known for her quiet, poetic and humorous installations that often

respond to the conditions of every day life. Sans [ceuticals] spoke with Kate about her own daily rituals

and how they inform her art making.
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On daily rituals:

I don’t spend a lot of time in the studio making my work. A lot of what I do happens during the

installation or exhibition time. So it’s important that I have a lot of time to process thoughts, ideas,

possibilities etc.

I make coffee first thing in the morning and this is a great moment of the day for me. I don’t have to

talk or do much and I sit on the sofa and have a bit of time to think very clearly about what’s

happening. Then the rest of my day is really about what needs to happen and this can range from a lot

of activity, to a day in bed!

On nature informing her work and the process of making:

My work feels strongest to me when it’s somehow in conversation with the environment that it exists

within. Paying attention to natural elements such as light, wind, rain, and sun form the basis of my

work. I also spend a lot of time observing moments around me in my day-to-day existence.

On humour:

I think it’s important not to take myself too seriously and I think humour is a good way to relax in a

space and with work. I enjoy myself a huge amount when I’m working and hopefully this comes

though in the work itself.
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Kate Newby

In 2014, the inÓuential British art magazine Frieze described New Zealander Kate

Newby’s art as “radically slight”, and, more signiÒcantly, “earthwork in miniature”.

Wind chimes, coins pressed into the pavement, plastic bags Óuttering in trees –

quiet interventions like this have made Kate one of New Zealand’s most

internationally successful artists, praised and fêted by some of the most inÓuential

curators and critics in the world.*

Home Alumni and friends/ Our alumni/

October 2017
University of Auckland 
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As a child growing up at Auckland’s Bethells Beach, where her father was a potter,

there were always places to explore and the constant sound of the waves to keep

you connected to the land. It’s an upbringing Kate contrasts with her current

lifestyle living in New York, where she is now based, though Auckland, and

particularly Bethells, remains her ‘spiritual’ home and somehow she manages to

live and work between both cities.

“My parents provided me with a base from which I felt comfortable and conÒdent

to experiment and try things out. I grew up listening to a lot of punk music and

artists like Patti Smith had a big inÓuence on me. Even today I still listen to music

to help me think.”

Accepted into Elam, Kate completed her Bachelor’s degree in 2001 (Fine Arts), a

Masters in 2007 (Fine Arts) and most recently a doctorate of Fine Arts in 2015, also

winning the Walters Prize in 2012, New Zealand’s richest contemporary art award.

“Getting into Elam I just felt incredibly excited. From the age of 15 I had my heart

set on studying Òne arts. In fact, it wasn’t even a discussion. I absolutely knew that

was what I was going to do and that I would become a painter.”

But in her third year that all changed. Switching to sculpture, Kate says she

became very interested in exploring space which is where she Ònds herself today.

A natural-born traveller, her recent exhibition schedule has included: New York,

London, Stockholm, Melbourne, Mexico City, Toronto, as well as a much-sought-

after residency on Fogo Island in Newfoundland.

Embracing risk and learning to be comfortable feeling uncomfortable she says

have been key learnings.

“The most important thing I have learned is how to take small steps toward

something greater, even when I cannot see how they will add up ahead of time. It

is always tempting to hold back and wait for all the pieces to align, but more and

more I see how the most momentous and crucial opportunities and experiences I

have had come from embracing my incomprehension and moving forward; despite

my reservations and discomfort.”
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Kate singles out Bethells resident and former art teacher Allie Eagle and Dr P Mule
at Elam for special mention as two people who have had a signiÒcant inÓuence on
her work.

“Allie took me under her wing when I was very young and gave me lots of
encouragement to explore my interest in art and P.Mule was the main reason I
returned to art school to undertake my Master’s degree, which in turn really
changed my work for the better and opened up a trajectory that my work is still
following.”

*Quiet wanderer: Kiwi sculptor Kate Newby by Anthony Byrt (Dec 2016) used with
permission¾
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Curated by: Sara De Chiara

Venue: MADRAGOA, Lisbon, Portugal 

Date: January 28 – March 11, 2017

Photography: all images copyright and courtesy of the artists and MADRAGOA, Lisbon 

MADRAGOA is delighted to present Jade Bi, that will inaugurate MADRAGOA ENCIMA, the new space

of the gallery.

In 2010 British Museum director Neil McGregor presented A History of the World in 100 Objects, a

successful radio series articulated in 100 episodes, each one of them devoted to the description of

one of the objects selected from the Museum’s collection, aimed at tracing one of the possibile

histories of humanity. Surprisingly, the majority of these objects are everyday artifacts,

unpretentious tools or simply fragments that, seen from this perspective, reveal them to be

eloquent witnesses of ancient and contemporary civilizations, as well as unexpected turning points

in a history that stretches back two million years. Deciphering the layered messages conveyed by the

objects means to immerse ourselves in a nebulous matter. A large number of the selected objects

bear on them the marks of later events, damages that come with time or interventions deliberately

designed to change their meaning, according to their new owner’s wish. For some of them we are

not even able to understand precisely their original function and we can only approach them by

approximation. Jade Bi is one of the 100 selected objects, now collected in a book. It is a Chinese

jade disc, made around 1200 BC, whose original function remains unclear. In the 18th century AC it

was owned by the Qianlong Emperor who in 1790 had the disc inscribed with a text he had written,

commenting on its antiquity and possible function. 

Compared to the study of texts «with objects, we do of course have structures of expertise –

CTEJCGQNQIKECN��UEKGPVKÒE��CPVJTQRQNQIKECN�Ã�YJKEJ�CNNQY�WU�VQ�CUM�ETKVKECN�SWGUVKQPU��%WV�YG�JCXG�VQ
add to that a considerable leap of imagination, returning the artifact to its former life, engaging with

it as generously, as poetically, as we can in the hope of winning the insights it may deliver» (from the

author’s introduction). 

A further leap of imagination is in this case asked to the audience: presented on the radio, they do

PQV�UGG�VJG�VJG�QDLGEVU�CPF�JCXG�VQ�ÒIWTG�VJGO�KP�VJGKT�OKPFU��EQODKPKPI�VJG�KPHQTOCVKQP�TGEGKXGF�Ã
materials, shapes, uses, patterns, colours, temperatures – and relying also on personal experiences

and memories. 

Jade Bi is inspired by the relationship between the objects and the poetry and narratives they can

convey, starting from their own physicality. It will be introduced by texts by Gianluigi Ricuperati, a

collection of short stories, each one triggered by the photograph of the exhibited objects, with the

purpose to continue the leap of imagination that connects the things and the words. 

All the pieces presented in the show possess a mysterious quality, a captivating facet that makes the

viewer wonder about their creation process, activating an exercise of interpretation that goes

beyond the artwork itself. The objects look familiar and unfamiliar at the same time, they could be

ÒPFKPIU�HTQO�QVJGT�GTCU��PGCT�CPF�HCT��VJG[�OC[�JCXG�DGGP�WUGF��DWV�YG�PQ�NQPIGT�MPQY�JQY�VQ�WUG
VJGO��ØP�FK×GTGPV�YC[U��VJG�YQTMU�TGÓGEV�QP�VJG�RCUUCIG�QH�VKOG��QP�VJG�OKITCVKQP�QH�KOCIGU�CPF�VJG
survival of forms, oscillating between ephemeral and permanence. They preserve ancient fragments

or shapes, sometimes betray or fake them.

Darren Bader’s works from the series To Have and to Hold question our way of looking at objects,

how we perceive them, what we really know about the things we live with, their origins and story,

and also the meaning of possessing or collecting them. 

Namsal Siedlecki’s starting point is a deep knowlgedge of peculiar objects, investigating their

provenance, how they have been produced and how their shapes evolve or remain unaltered

through time. In Nerbo, the precariousness of the organic material used – a stretched and dryed bull

penis – encounters the persistence of this traditional instrument still produced for the horse race

Palio of Siena since its ancient origin. To further preserve this whip over time, its shape as well as its

vibrant strenght, it has been coated with nickel. 

Dalila Gonçalves’ practice is rooted in the idea of passage of time that leaves its traces on the

objects. In her installations and sculptures, everyday objects are decontextualised from their original
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function and reinterpretated in order to reveal unpredictable aspects of their own matter. The two
sculptures Rastos, that appear like tree trunks, are composed by layers of used sandpaper discs
gathered from furniture factories. Translado consists of found patterns on paper used for clothing
manufacture that look like a tangled city plan. 
Related to the act of measuring time and space is Corrispondenze (lo spazio di luce tra Torino e
Lisbona), a new work by Renato Leotta. It is a personal interpretation of a correspondence, of a letter
which, instead of containing a written message, records the light that separates the sender and the
TGEKRKGPV��6TGCVGF�YKVJ�E[CPQV[RG�RCKPV��VJG�RCRGT�VWTPU�KPVQ�FK×GTGPV�UJCFGU�QH�DNWG�CEEQTFKPI�VQ
the light it has been exposed to during its travel, measuring the distance with an unconventional,
fortuitos system. 
Kate Newby’s wind chimes Hummed, whispered, and moaned, suspended in the gallery space,
captivates the eye of the viewer that lingers on the thin elements hanging from the same string,
discovering that each piece is unique in shape and bear traces and echoes of previous uses,
incidental marks and signs of process. 
In Rodrigo Hernández’s papier-maché works OOONZE! and The Compass Rose of Will�ÒIWTCVKXG�CPF
CDUVTCEV�GNGOGPVU��EQOKPI�HTQO�FK×GTGPV�TGHGTGPEGU�HTQO�/GZKECP�CTV�VQ�ØVCNKCP�)WVWTKUO��CTG
UWRGTRQUGF�CPF�KPVGITCVGF�VQ�HQTO�C�PGY�EQORQUKVKQP��CNYC[U�QRGP�VQ�FK×GTGPV�KPVGTRTGVCVKQPU� 
Belén Uriel’s The fairy place (1) is inspired by Bruno Taut’s Glasbauspiel, a glass block building set
FGUKIPGF�KP�������VJG�DNQEMU�ECP�DG�RWV�VQIGVJGT�VQ�HQTO�C�YKFG�XCTKGV[�QH�EQPUVTWEVKQPU��/CFG�KP
blown colored glass, Uriel’s blocks – in the shape of cubes, parallelepipeds prisms, and a sphere –
loose their geometrical rigor and their light and softened forms remind those of familiar objects.
They compose a transparent structure, one of the possible combinations of the pieces, that can then
be collected in the octagonal wooden box which constitutes the plinth of the sculpture. 
.WªU�.�\CTQ�/CVQUÆ�EQPVTKDWVKQP�VQ�UJG�UJQY�KU�C�FTCYKPI�YJKEJ�KU�VJG�XKUWCN�VTCPUNCVKQP�QH�CP
imaginary object described to him by Gianluigi Ricuperati.

Darren Bader (Bridgeport, USA, 1978), lives and works in New York City. Recent solo exhibitions
include: Such are promises, Sadie Coles HQ, London, 2016; Rocks and mirrors��*CNNGTKC�)TCPEQ�0QGTQ�
Turin, Italy, 2015; The World As Will And Representation, Kölnischer Kunstverein, Köln, Germany, 2015;
�������ÒI��, ICA, London, 2015; 4GCFKPI�9TKVKPI�$TKVJOGVKE, Radio Athènes, Athens, Greece, 2015;
Andrew Kreps Gallery, New York, USA, 2014; Come away with me��)TKG\G�2TQLGEV�CV�)TKG\G�0GY�;QTM
������75$��ØP������JG�YCU�CYCTFGF�6JG�&CNFGT�2TK\G�

Dalila Gonçalves��&CUVGNQ�FG�2CKXC��2QTVWICN���������NKXGU�CPF�YQTMU�KP�1RQTVQ��4GEGPV�GZJKDKVKQPU
include: Quid Pro Quo��2CPCN������%WGPQU�$KTGU��$TIGPVKPC��������The clock has no place in the woods,
Lamb-Arts, London, 2016; Keep calm and carry on��6CDCECNGTC��/CFTKF��������Um horizonte de
proximidades, Contempary Art Center, Azores, 2015; Notas sobre a construção do tempo. Anozero,
Contemporary Art Biennal, Coimbra (2015).

Rodrigo Hernández��/GZKEQ�&KV[��/GZKEQ���������NKXGU�CPF�YQTMU�KP�/GZKEQ�&KV[��+KU�TGEGPV�UQNQ
exhibitions include: Ø�CO�PQVJKPI, Heidelberger Kunstverein, Germany, 2016; Every forest madly in love
YKVJ�VJG�OQQP�JCU�C�JKIJYC[�ETQUUKPI�KV�HTQO�QPG�UKFG�VQ�VJG�QVJGT��-WTKOCP\WVVQ��/GZKEQ�&KV[��������El
pequeño centro��/WUGQ�7PKXGTUKVCTKQ�FGN�&JQRQ��/GZKEQ�&KV[��������What is the moon?, Bonnefanten
/WUGWO��/CCUVTKEJV��6JG�0GVJGTNCPFU��������Gentle Scorpio!��2CTCNNGN�1CZCEC��1CZCEC��/GZKEQ�������
'WVEJ�)NCV�6JKPIU��,CP�8CP�([EM�$ECFGOKG��/CCUVTKEJV��6JG�0GVJGTNCPFU�������

Renato Leotta (Turin, Italy, 1982), lives and works in Turin. Recent solo exhibitions include: Aventura,
/CFTCIQC��.KUDQP��������Piccola Patria��*CNNGTKC�)QPVK��0CRNGU��������MUSEO (Cavalli e Cavalle, Cavalli,
Cavalli), Cripta 747, Turin, 2015; /WUGQ�$TEJGQNQIKEQ�0C\KQPCNG��9KNUQP�2TQLGEV�CPF�/WUGQ�0C\KQPCNG�(�
Sanna, Sassari, 2013; Centramento��6QTTG�2KCEGPVKPK��*GPQXC�������

Luís Lázaro Matos���XQTC��2QTVWICN���������NKXGU�CPF�YQTMU�KP�.KUDQP��4GEGPV�UQNQ�GZJKDKVKQPU
include: Super Gibraltar, Kunsthalle Lissabon, Lisbon, 2015; Models for Solitude��1NF�5EJQQN��.KUDQP�
2014; Houses On Punta Massulo, Neoteorismoi Toumazou, Nicosia, Cyprus, 2013; One, Two, Three!
Position!, Hinterconti, Hamburg, 2013.

Kate Newby (Auckland, New Zealand, 1979), lives between Auckland and Brooklyn. Recent solo
exhibitions include: The January February March��YKVJ�,GPPKHGT�-CDCV��6JG�2QQT�)CTO��9KUEQPUKP��75$�12/10/2017 Jade Bi at MADRAGOA
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2016; Two aspirins a vitamin C tablet and some baking soda, Laurel Doody, Los Angeles, 2015; Always
Humming, Gertrude Contemporary, Melbourne, 2015; Big Tree. Bird’s Eye, Michael Lett, Auckland, New
Zeland, 2016. In 2012 she was awarded the Walter’s Prize.

Namsal Siedlecki (US 1986), lives and works in Seggiano, Italy. He was recently awarded the Cy
Twombly Italian Fellow in Visual Arts and the Premio Moroso. His work has been shown at
institutions such as the American Academy in Rome; Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, Turin;
Villa Romana, Florence; Villa Manin, Udine; Museo Apparente, Napoli; Cripta 747, Turin; Frankfurt am
Main, Berlin.

Belén Uriel(Madrid, Spain, 1974), lives and works between London and Lisbon. Recent solo
exhibitions include: Segunda-feira, Culturgest Lisbon, 2016; Sand, Paper, Scissors, Projektraum,
Museum, Wiesbaden, 2016; Lama no sapato, Parkour, Lisbon, 2014; Pedra, papel e tesoura, Pavilhão
Branco Museu da Cidade, Lisbon, 2013; Useful household objects under 10$, Montehermoso Cultural
Centre, Vitoria, 2012.
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Homemade fly repellent inspires Artpace artist
By Elda Silva  Updated 9:47 am, Thursday, March 23, 2017

Soon after arriving in San Antonio, Kate Newby encountered something she had

never seen before — clear plastic bags ƃlled with water and strung up outdoors.

The Auckland, New Zealand, artist was struck by the odd pendants, believed by some

to repel Ƅies (and by others to be useless).

“I was just like, ‘What are these? They’re beautiful! Somebody had the best idea!’” she

said.

With the help of glassblower Jake Zollie Harper, Newby created her own version of

the bags for “Let me be the wind that pulls your hair.” The show is one of the three
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Kate Newby, of Auckland, New Zealand, talks about her installation during a walk through of Artpaces
Spring 2017 International Artists-in-Residence Program.

March 2017
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Soon a!er arriving in San Antonio, Kate Newby encountered something she had never seen before — 
clear plastic bags "lled with water and strung up outdoors. 
#e Auckland, New Zealand, artist was struck by the odd pendants, believed by some to repel $ies (and 
by others to be useless). 

“I was just like, ‘What are these? #ey’re beautiful! Somebody had the best idea!’” she said. 
With the help of glassblower Jake Zollie Harper, Newby created her own version of the bags for “Let me 
be the wind that pulls your hair.” #e show is one of the three spring International Artist-In-Residence 
exhibitions at Artpace curated by Michelle Grabner of the University of Chicago. 

Also on view: works by Houston artist Robert Hodge and Milwaukee artist Nicholas Frank. 
“#is group has been so amazing and has gotten so involved in the San Antonio community — in what 
we do as an arts community, but (also) in really learning who we are as a city,” executive director Veroni-
que Le Melle said during a walk-through. “And I think some of the work re$ects that back.” 

Newby, who has recently had solo shows in Los Angeles, New York and Mexico City, creates site-speci"c 
projects that draw directly from the locations where they are presented. 



“I rely a lot on casual observation, so the Ziplock water bags, I saw those the very "rst night I was in San An-
tonio,” she said. “How I researched my project is just through curiosity. It’s not through historical research. It’s 
just about how I spend my time and what I notice.” 

Two dozen of the delicate-looking glass pieces are suspended with twine from a shade structure on the roof of 
Artpace. Works in the gallery space include a set of three prints Newby made by placing copper plates covered 
with birdseed in a friend’s back yard. #e resulting prints show the beak and claw marks of the creatures that 
stopped by for a meal; at least one of them also appears to show evidence of the tornadoes that ripped through 
the city in February. 

Also in the gallery, Newby used a panel of fabric she exposed to the elements as a partition to create a more 
intimate space in front of a bank of windows. Small clay works that resemble stones are arranged along the sill. 
“I think when you go behind the cotton, you get to be in your own space,” she said. “#at’s what I would want 
looking at work.” 

During her residency, Newby also installed works at "ve di%erent sites — ranches and friends’ homes where she 
spent time. #e pieces are viewable through an artist book she made for the show. 
Like Newby, Hodge found inspiration — and materials — for his exhibition in the San Antonio environs. #e 
artist, whose work is rooted in hip-hop culture, purchased records from “practically every record store I could 
"nd” and collected posters around the city to make the thickly layered collage works in his show, “Between the 
Devil and the Deep.” Stitching, paint and neon add to the vibrancy of the pieces. In a couple of the works, music 
fans will recognize lyrics by Big Sean: “Blessings on blessings on blessings.” 
“Music guides the way for a lot of the work,” Hodge said. “I kind of start there. 

#e title of Hodge’s show is taken from “#e Devil and the Deep Blue Sea,” the pop song from 1932 recorded by 
a number of artists including #elonious Monk. In its truncated form, it is a reference to famed blues musician 
Robert Johnson, who according to legend sold his soul to the devil in exchange for mastery of the guitar. As 
part of the residency, Hodge checked into the same room at the Sheraton Gunter Hotel where Johnson recor-
ded several songs in 1936; while there, he recorded an album that will be released on vinyl later. His explora-
tion of the myth also lead him to consider questions of spirituality and the soul, which also are re$ected in the 
collage works. 

Hodge acknowledges a certain perversity in trying to capture music through visual art. 
“It’s hard,” he said. “I used to separate them, and I’m trying now to make them merge together, so I have an 
audio (component) to every exhibition I do. I make a vinyl record with artists in the community.” 
During his residency, Frank invited San Antonio into his space, organizing “Schist,” a show featuring a handful 
of local artists as well as some Houston artists. 
“I wanted to $ip the usual artist/audience equation and become an audience for San Antonio as well, so I invi-
ted people to occupy my space,” he said. 

As part of his own exhibit, he acknowledges the various people who helped him make his work in a video made 
in the style of a movie’s closing credits. 
“When you’re sitting in a movie and you’re taken in by it and then you get up and leave while the credits are 
rolling, you kind of know that maybe you missed the fact of how many people it takes to make a "lm, and it’s 



hundreds and hundreds,” he said. “And it’s the same with minimal sculpture. #e amount of work that went 
into this show is astonishing.” 

A audio piece that Frank made with San Antonio-based sound artist Justin Boyd references the recent presi-
dential election. #e recording captures the sound of a sheet of plate glass cracking as it is run through a highly 
pressurized intaglio press. It cuts o% at the point where the microphone was crushed. In this case, the piece re-
fers to the "gurative glass ceiling that was not broken as anticipated by Hillary Clinton, but that Frank imagines 
giving way under a tremendous weight and raining down in pieces. 

#e space is bisected by a 32-foot chain made out of glass, a border rendered ine%ective by it’s transparency and 
fragility. Likewise, a pair of Perspex saw horses placed in front of the rubble of broken ceramic vessels serve as 
translucent barricades. #e pieces are a reference to “our political conversation right now,” Frank said. 
“It’s important not to build 50-foot tall walls and then pretend like you can’t see what’s happening on the other 
side,” he said. “So I’d like to kind of make all of that as transparent as possible.” 

#e Spring 2017 International Artist-in-Residence exhibition continue through May 7, Artpace, 445 N. Main 
Ave., 210-212-4900, www.artpace.org.
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Artpace Spring Artist-in-
Residence Exhibition
03 Apr 2017 / Neil Fauerso /

Robert Hodge

Many Glasstire readers will be familiar with Artpace’s vaunted international residency

program in San Antonio, where three times a year, three artists live in Artpace facilities

IRU�WZR�PRQWKV�FXOPLQDWLQJ�LQ�WKUHH�VRORbH[KLELWLRQV��7KLV�VSULQJÎV�H[KLELWLRQ featuring a

7H[DV��$PHULFDQ��DQG�1HZ�=HDODQG�DUWLVW�LV�VWULNLQJO\�UHVRQDQW�DQG�FRKHVLYH��D�VKRZ

VWHHSHG�LQ�FRPPXQLW\�DQG�GHPDUFDWLRQ��DW�RQFH�HQJDJHG�DQG�GHHSO\�PHODQFKROLF�

April 2017
Glasstire
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of division. Sitting on the bleachers (which will move in different formations once a week)

the ridiculousness of the significance of self crystallizes in cold mirth. You fool, what have

you sequestered yourself for? To look onto dust? But like Hodge, despite the weightiness of the

themes, Frank’s piece is not ultimately depressing or desolate. The solution of the equation

of Frank’s piece is community, the solace in knowing that we all break the same.

Kate Newby

Astutely placed on the second floor and roof, New Zealander Kate Newby’s Let me be the

wind that pulls your hair is simultaneously the work most tethered to earth and nature and
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most vaporous and celestial. A weathered dirty scrim (like if the scrims in the new Robert

Irwin Chinati Foundation installation were left to blow in the wind and decay) billows

serenely, obscuring a gathering of objects Newby made or found during her residency. Pit-

fired scarlet ceramics (echoing the shatters in Frank’s piece) were made with the

collaboration of a local potter and sit next to shells and stones creating a tableau of

sentient harmony—the objects almost seem to be chilling with each other. Prints made

from birds scratching birdseed on copper plates conjure the Zoroastrian burial method of

giving back to the earth by leaving a body on a tall pillar until the vultures remove all

remnants. On the roof, Newby, struck by the southern tradition of hanging bags of water

to deal with mosquitos, made several perfectly clear glass “bags” and hung them on the

roof. Newby also installed several pieces throughout San Antonio and the surrounding

countryside, leaving a permanent latticed remnant of the piece and her residency.

Kate Newby

Taken together, Newby’s works form a balanced and reassuring conclusion to the

narrative of the exhibit. The triptych begins with Hodge’s emotional, overwhelming well

delivering one to Frank’s austere auditorium to witness the cracks and finally ascending to

12/10/2017 Artpace Spring Artist-in-Residence Exhibition – Glasstire
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Newby’s denouement, of the swinging stasis of the scrim and glass bags—a frozen moment

of calm.

The importance and input of community is the prevalent vein running throughout the

three artists’ work. The artists have accomplished quite a dexterous feat—forged a bond

with the people of a city to create works that profoundly understand mortality and

loneliness and convincingly conclude that liberation requires going out and meeting those

with whom to plan the escape.

Through May 7 at Artpace, San AntoQLR�b3KRWR�FUHGLW��$GDP�6FKUHLEHU�bFRPPLVVLRQHG�DQG�SURGXFHG

by Artpace San AntoQLR�b

' 
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Tuesday, March 14, 2017Artpace Brings Transparency
to the Creative Process
Posted By Bryan Rindfuss on Tue, Mar 14, 2017 at 6:00 am

Photos by Bryan Rindfuss
Work by Robert Hodge

Despite global recognition and an exhibition history dotted with A-list curators
and contemporary art stars, the International Artist-in-Residence program late

Linda Pace launched with the opening of Artpace back in 1995 retains a certain
air of mystery. While the parameters of the program (which annually invites

three guest curators to each select a trio of artists — one from Texas, one from
elsewhere in the U.S. and one fromɾ abroad — to “live and create art in San
Antonio for two months”) are fairly well-known, IAIR exhibition specifics have
rarely been teased out in a concrete fashion — meaning that opening
receptions often promise a fairly dramatic reveal.

Beyond pondering how resident artists use their stipends, fabricate their work
and spend their leisure time, the biggest question mark has always hung over

what their locally created projects might entail. As a writer who’s almost
always had to refer to the previous — and frequently unrelated — projects of

Artpace residents as a means to preview their local exhibitions, it came as a
surprise last year when the San Antonio institution first opened its studios to
give the public “a behind-the-scenes look into the artists’ process mid-way
through their residency.”ɾ

Packing a one-two punch as curator of both the curiously titled group show
“Did You Ever See Such a Thing as a Drawing of a Muchness?” (on view in the

Hudson Showroom through April 30) and the Spring 2017 edition of IAIR,
Wisconsin-born Michelle Grabner brought together the trio of Robert Hodge

(Houston), Nicholas Frank (Milwaukee) and Kate Newby (New Zealand). An
eclectic yet entirely approachable crew bound by thoughtful methods and
conceptual sensibilities, Hodge, Frank and Newby spent this past Valentine’s
Day welcoming visitors and answering questions about their forthcoming
exhibitions, which open to the public on March 16.

March 2017
Saccurent
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Work by Kate Newby

In Kate Newby’s studio space upstairs, reference images of flora and fauna are

attached to the wall and tables are filled with objects and supplies that conjure

an odd cross between a science experiment and an archeological dig. On the

floor, a blue wooden surface functions as a backdrop for an array of organic-

looking ceramic pieces. Some look like glossy river rocks and ladybugs, others

resemble fish fins or fossils — and all seem to be prototypes for elements and

techniques that might factor into Newby’s exhibition. “When you work with

clay, you always work in a specific scale, and you might want to expand that to

be more environmental,” she said. “So this is a test to see if I could possibly do

it on a larger scale … I’ve done a lot of stuff with clay … I’ve been looking at

digging it and pit-firing it and barrel-firing it. But it’s not going to be ‘my

work,’ it’s going to be the fact that I wanted experiences over making final

works.” Fitting for a curious collection of objects one might collect on a surreal

hike, Newby ponders presenting her new works outside the confines of the

gallery. “I have this idea that what I want to do — and this is why barrel-firing

is really interesting —ɾis literally taking the atmosphere and putting it into the

work,” she said. “And I like this idea that the more I absorb, the more that

might come through on the work … I really want to use the rooftop for my

exhibition … It could possibly respond to rainstorms and wind and sun and

weather.”
 

International Artist-in-Residence Exhibitions
 Free // Opening reception 6-9pm Thu, Mar. 16 // On view noon-5pm Wed-

Sun through May 7 // Artpace // 445 N. Main Ave.// (210) 212-4900
//artpace.org
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To Write About A Hole
A #VQRTrueStory Essay

By Jennifer Kabat (/people/jennifer-kabat)� � �

September 2016
Vqr
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I found halcyon on a street in New York. Not graffiti, but part of the pavement: a
mound of tarmac, in the middle of which was a steel plate where the word appeared.
Shining in the light, it looked like frosting. Who put it there? Who thought a steel
plate on the street equaled peace or nostalgia? The company that installed it, Halcyon
Construction, is based in Pleasantville, New York. It repairs sewers. It makes holes
DQG�FRYHUVɾWKHP�

Halcyon began as Alcyone, daughter of Aeolus, god of the winds. She was married to
Ceyx, son of the morning star. They were practically inseparable. Then one day Ceyx
sailed off and died in a shipwreck, and in her grief Alcyone tried to drown herself. The
JRGV�WRRN�SLW\�RQ�WKH�FRXSOH�DQG�WXUQHG�WKHP�LQWR�ELUGV�VR�WKH\�FRXOG�EHɾWRJHWKHU�
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Last year I watched a short film about an anonymous guy who’d lost his memory. We
never see him, just everything he does to try to recover his past. The movie is made
from images that look like they’d been snatched wholesale from YouTube. The footage
doesn’t narrate his search so much as fill the hole in his memory, as if anything would
do. In the film, the unseen narrator describes going to the library because he’d heard
all knowledge was stored there. Afterwards he realized, “There is no memory in
photographs and texts…. Memory is the before and after of the history.” The film
GURYH�D�ZHGJH�EHWZHHQ�KLVWRU\�DQG�PHPRU\��DV�LI�WKH�WZR�ZHUHɾGLVWLQFW�

There are so many memories available that if we lose ours we can always make do
with others, surrounded by unhinged personal histories. There’s little collective
PHPRU\�EXW�LQILQLWH�LQGLYLGXDOɾRQHV�

All those holes—in cities, in memory, in history, in collectivity, in language—remind
me of renegade surrealist and spiritualist René Daumal. In his essay “The Pataphysics
of Ghosts,” he tells a nearly cosmic joke as one circus clown asks another, “What is a
KROH"´�7KHQ�DQVZHUV�KLV�RZQ�TXHVWLRQ��³$Q�DEVHQFH�VXUURXQGHG�E\�DɾSUHVHQFH�´

When Alcyone, now incarnated as a bird, chose to lay her eggs on a beach, her father,
Aeolus, paused the winds and crashing waves so she could nurture the clutch in
safety. Today those birds are kingfishers, which, according to legend, bring calm from
storms and a string of peaceful days in winter. “Halcyon” went from a lover’s grief to
peace, peace to a street in New York. Along the way, her name was adopted by
Shakespeare. “Halcyon days,” with their moments of calm, carry us to an idyllic past
DQG�QRVWDOJLD��ZKLFK�PLJKW�MXVW�EH�ZKDW�KDSSHQHG�WR�PH�RQ�WKDWɾVWUHHW�

In 2007, Halcyon Construction was involved in a suit with Marianne Bingham, who’d
tripped over one of its coverings. The hole had been covered but imperfectly. Bingham
lost the case. She would be eighty-four now. I wonder about that day when she was
crossing Madison Avenue, her confident steps. In her testimony, she talked of looking
up. She wasn’t walking with the careful shuffle of the elderly, conscious of each
footfall, but focusing ahead. The court papers report, “It is undisputed that Halcyon
Construction…had placed the steel plate in the intersection, pinned it in place and
ramped it with asphalt.” Ramping, in turn, is described as, “the creation of a smooth
transition from one elevation to another through the use of asphalt.” Smooth
WUDQVLWLRQV��+ROHV�FRYHUHG��6WUHHWV�PDGH�QHDWHU��DQG�RQ�PRVW�GD\VɾVDIHU�
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(/sites/vqr.virginia.edu/files/story-images/alien-princess2.jpg)

There was the city street—I can’t remember if it was Broome, but let’s say it was. I’ve
decided this based on a staircase, metal steps covered with diamond-shaped lozenges,
so you wouldn’t slip. A printer that made stickers had been on that block in the early
1990s. I went there when I was twenty-two with the idea of posting a serial story
across the city, of an alien princess and the cockroaches from which she was
descended. I was trying to find a way to cope with the legions of roaches in my
tenement apartment and thought if I turned them into a story, I might magically
WUDQVIRUP�WKH�LQVHFWV�LQWR�VRPHWKLQJ�,�FRXOG�ORYH��'RHV�WKDW�JLYH�\RX�D�VHQVH�RIɾSODFH"

Daumal explains that this hole is a ghost, because ghosts are holes with “intentions, a
sensibility, morals … an absent being amidst present beings.” Like the gaps and ghosts
I find in the city, they’re absences among presence, with intentions, sensibility—
morals. “We endow ghosts with intentions,” Daumal writes, “sensibility … these
attributes reside not in the absent beings, but in the present ones that surround the
JKRVW�´�%DVLFDOO\��WKLV�DOVR�VRXQGV�OLNH�PHPRU\²DQGɾODQJXDJH�

Halcyon: a steel plate, a peaceful state, a bird, a wounded lover, the calmed wind and
VHDV��QRVWDOJLD��WKLV�SRUWDO�WKDW�,�FDQ¶W�GHVFULEH�DOO�WKDW�ZHOO��EXW�WU\ɾWR�ɾ

ɾ
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Or, there’s the smell of diesel’s gritty powder, and the sound of a horn. Does that carry
you there with me? I doubt it. I can barely remember anything but stopping to take
pictures and the person I was with and the other person I was thinking of, to whom I
was going to send the photos. All my descriptions fail. They inevitably do because
ODQJXDJH��WRR��LV�D�JKRVW�RI�LWV�LQWHQWLRQV��,W¶V�DQ�DSSUR[LPDWLRQ�WKDW�QHYHU�TXLWHɾILWV�
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(/sites/vqr.virginia.edu/files/story-images/orange-corner.jpg) The smell and sound
and steps here just below Houston Street carried me back two decades, to that time
when I lived in a tenement dominated by drug dealers and an air of violence. My walls
were marked with faint outlines in the dust of the posters that had hung there before
I’d moved in. Every morning I’d wake up and write in a journal at a tiny table in the
narrow kitchen. I’d stare out the window at a lone tree and a pair of mourning doves.
Each morning I’d peer into another apartment across the way. Its walls were orange,
McDonald’s bright, hideous no doubt, but the color seemed bold and full of hope. One
day I decided to paint my own walls that same perversely enthusiastic color. At the
hardware store, the clerk asked if I was sure this was the shade I wanted.
<HV�ɾGHILQLWHO\�

Six months later, at the kitchen table again, I looked across the way. It was afternoon
this time, and the walls in that other apartment were white. Not orange. All I had seen
ZDV�WKH�PRUQLQJɾVXQ�

Nearly two decades after that paint job, I met an artist, Kate Newby, who got me to
think about that time again. We were on a remote island in the North Atlantic. It was
winter, and together we bought an orange knit hat, that very same shade, which
triggered the story. Afterward she made a piece for that place, that story, that time—
pebbles pressed from porcelain, glazed orange and silver. She called it Orange Hat /
2UDQJHɾ5RRP�

Now when I go to New York, I’m always juxtaposing what was twenty years ago. When
I’m in the city it’s always in two moments, as if both are overlaid. I walk across
Houston Street and down Clinton Street, where I lived. I stare up at the old
apartment. I cross Broome, and there is “Halcyon.” I take the picture to send to Kate,
who at that moment is half a world away, and those words in the street tear a portal
through to where she is, as well as opening me up to nostalgia, to a different sort
RIɾGD\�
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(/sites/vqr.virginia.edu/files/story-images/img_8350.jpg) Halfway through One-Way
Street, Walter Benjamin writes of love and memory, what we see and what we don’t.
He talks about seeing your lover and how you don’t see her faults or rather the faults
are endowed with beauty because they belong to the one you love. He goes on to say,
“If the theory is true that feeling does not lodge in the head, that we feel a window, a
cloud, a tree not in our brain but in the place where we see them, when we look at the
loved one we are likewise outside ourselves.” And, I wonder here about memory and
time travel, about being “likewise outside ourselves.” Is it possible as in the flood of
images on the internet as images and memory separate, that by looking at your
memories, I might be in two places at once? Could that be like Benjamin’s window or
cloud, that I am here and there? Is that empty? Is that a hole? Maybe that is
DɾSURPLVH�

Jennifer Kabat (/people/jennifer-kabat)

Jennifer Kabat is an essayist and critic whose writing has appeared in the
White Review, the Believer, Frieze, Harper’s, the Los Angeles Review of
Books, and has been included in exhibitions such as The Promise at Arnolfini
(Bristol UK). Her essay “The Rainmaker’s Flood” was a finalist for the 2015
Notting Hill Editions’ Essay Prize. Awarded a Creative Capital/Warhol
Foundation Arts Writers Grant for her criticism, she teaches contemporary art
DQG�WKHRU\�DWɾ1<8�

That halcyon bird, the kingfisher, follows me in my upstate life. Here outside my
office but also as I kayak along the shores of a reservoir. The reservoir is here but
WKHUH��LW¶V�DOVR�D�KROH�LQ�DɾSODFH�

It’s in the mountains more than a hundred miles from New York City but part of the
city too, owned by the city and policed by city cops. I paddle along the banks and the
ELUG�FKDVHV�PH��QR�GRXEW�WR�SURWHFW�KHUɾEURRG�

I look at art as something that rips open holes. On that island in the North Atlantic
with her orange rocks made of porcelain, Kate got me to see the city anew, but writing
often means trying to cover over the holes, making things neater, easier to see. I
describe something so you picture it as I do. The words fill in the gaps—writing about
art even more so. Art works, however, on multiple layers of meaning and questions,
while writing about art is meant to close them and make art more approachable. What
if I stop now and don’t tell you what something is like? That leaves a gap, a hole open
for understanding and meaning. Describing it to you only covers it up. Instead I want
WR�OHDYH�\RX�KHUH��KDXQWHG��RSHQ��SHUKDSV�ZLWK�TXHVWLRQV�RI�\RXUɾRZQ�

These dispatches are from #VQRTrueStory (http:</p>

<p>www.vqronline.org/articles/2015/12/vqrtruestory), our social-media

experiment in nonfiction, which you can follow by visiting us on Instagram:

@vqreview (https:</p><p>www.instagram.com/vqreview/).
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Kate Newby at COOPER COLE
October 5, 2016

Artist: Kate Newby

Exhibition title: Tuesday evening. Sunday afternoon. Stony Lake.
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Venue: COOPER COLE, Toronto, Canada

Date: September 9 – October 15, 2016

Photography: all images copyright and courtesy of the artist and COOPER COLE, Toronto

&112(4�&1.(�KU�RNGCUGF�VQ�RTGUGPV�C�UQNQ�GZJKDKVKQP�D[�-CVG�0GYD[��6JKU�OCTMU�0GYD[ÆU�ÒTUV
exhibition in Toronto, Canada.

6JGTG�KU�EQPFGPUCVKQP�QP�O[�INCUU��ØV�UGGOU�NKMG�VJG�ÓWKF�KPUKFG��CRRNG�EKFGT��VTCXGNNGF�VJTQWIJ�VQ�VJG
outside of the glass, which is itself in a liquid state. The glass is dirty but I don’t need a clean one. I

YKNN�VCUVG�VJG�ITKV��MKUU�VJG�RTGXKQWU�WUGT�CPF�CDUQTD�VJG�PWVTKGPVU��6JG�KEG�KU�FKTV[�VQQ��CPF�OGNVKPI�

There’s a saying… when something, usually an idea or argument “holds water”, it is watertight,

FGRGPFCDNG��FGÒPKVG��+QYGXGT��UQOG�VJKPIUÆ�JQNF�KU�PQV�UQ�VKIJV��5QOG�VJKPIU�JQNF�NKMG�C�JCPF�ECP
hold a handful of water for only a few wet moments. Long enough for a sip.

(XGT[VJKPI�KP�VJG�WPKXGTUG�KU�VKP[��ØV�ECP�DG�JGNF�KP�[QWT�GCT��QT�KP�[QWT�VGGVJ��%WV�VJKU�RGTURGEVKXG
takes distance. From way up here those things could be planets or puddles, buildings or pebbles,

IWO�UETCRGF�HTQO�C�UJQG�QT�TQEM[�NCPFHQTOU��4GOGODGT�VJG�ITCKP�QH�FWUV�KP�GXGT[�TCKPFTQR"

ØEG�ENKPMU�CPF�Ø�EJGY�VJG�ITKV��5VGCO�YCNMU�VJTQWIJ�YCNNU�CPF�FKTV�ÓKGU�WR�KPVQ�VJG�ENQWFU��6JGUG
VJKPIU�CTG�VGTTGUVTKCN��CPF�ITCXKV[�KU�NQXG�QH�VJG�GCTVJ�

–Jenine Marsh, 2016

-CVG�0GYD[��D��������$WEMNCPF��0GY�<GCNCPF��YQTMUaYKVJ�KPUVCNNCVKQP��VGZVKNG��EGTCOKEU��ECUVKPI�CPF
INCUU��+GT�YQTM�GZRNQTGU�VJG�NKOKVU�CPF�PCVWTG�QH�UEWNRVWTG��PQV�QPN[�KP�URCEG�DWV�CNUQ�YJGTG�CPF
JQY�UEWNRVWTG�JCRRGPU�a5JG�TGEGKXGF�JGT�'QE)$�CPF�/)$�HTQO�VJG�(NCO�5EJQQN�QH�)KPG�$TVU�CV�VJG
7PKXGTUKV[�QH�$WEMNCPF��5JG�JCU�UJQYP�KPVGTPCVKQPCNN[�CV�UWEJ�XGPWGU�CU�$WEMNCPF�$TV�*CNNGT[�
+QRMKPUQP�/QUUOCP��$WEMNCPF��0GY�<GCNCPF��$WUVTCNKCP�&GPVTG�HQT�&QPVGORQTCT[�$TV��*GTVTWFG
&QPVGORQTCT[��/GNDQWTPG��/KPGTXC��$TVURCEG��5[FPG[��$WUVTCNKC��)QIQ�ØUNCPF�*CNNGT[��0GYHQWPFNCPF�
&CPCFC��/CTKCPPG�%QGUM[��.CWTGN�*KVNGP��.WFNQYa����0GY�;QTM��.CWTGNa'QQF[��.QU�$PIGNGU��75$��.WNW�
/GZKEQ�&KV[��/GZKEQ��.C�.QIG��%TWUUGNU��%GNIKWO��2JKNKRRa2ÓWIa&QPVGORQTCT[��)TCPMHWTV��*GTOCP[�
2�����%QNQIPC��ØVCN[��,QUJ�.KNNG[��.QPFQP��$TPQNÒPK��%TKUVQN��7-��0GYD[�EWTTGPVN[�NKXGU�CPF�YQTMU
DGVYGGP�$WEMNCPF��0GY�<GCNCPF�CPF�%TQQMN[P��75$�
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Kate Newby, Always humming, 2016 
+KIJ�ÒTGF�RQTEGNCKP�CPF�UVQPGYCTG��OCUQP�UVCKP��UKNM�VJTGCF��TQRG��YJKNG�DTCUU�ÒZVWTGU���'KOGPUKQPU
XCTKCDNG

Kate Newby, Always humming��������FGVCKN�
+KIJ�ÒTGF�RQTEGNCKP�CPF�UVQPGYCTG��OCUQP�UVCKP��UKNM�VJTGCF��TQRG��YJKNG�DTCUU�ÒZVWTGU���'KOGPUKQPU
XCTKCDNG
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Where the trees line the water that falls asleep in
the afternoon at P420 Arte Contemporanea
August 27, 2015

Artists: Rodrigo Hernández, Clare Grill, Kate Newby 

Exhibition title: Where the trees line the water that falls asleep in the afternoon 

Curated by: Chris Sharp

Venue: P420 Arte Contemporanea, Bologna, Italy 

Date: June 4 – September 19, 2015 

Photography: images copyright and courtesy of the artists and P420, Bologna 

The exhibition Where the trees line the water that falls asleep in the afternoon, opens Thursday, June

�VJ�HTQO��RO�VQ��RO��&WTCVGF�D[�&JTKU�5JCTR��VJKU�ITQWR�GZJKDKVKQP�HGCVWTGU�CTVKUVU�QH�FK×GTGPV
backgrounds, nationalities and mediums. If they are united by anything, it is a penchant for the so-

called natural and a certain ambient quality. Prioritizing thoughtfulness over thought, the work

presented here is more interested in the cre- ation of mood than the transmission of ideas.

The Mexican, Basel-based artist, Rodrigo Hernández’s work, which is executed with a typically

disarming simplicity, appeals to the sensuous, handmade character of objects while inquiring into

the nature of the most fundamental media, such as sculp- ture and drawing, and the distinctions

VJCV�UWRRQUGFN[�UGRCTCVG�CPF�FGÒPG�VJGO��6JG�ECTGHWNN[�ETCHVGF��OWNVKNC[GTGF�RCKPVKPIU�QH�VJG�75�
born, New York-based painter Clare Grill possess an atmospheric and muted character, variously

reminiscent of tex- tiles or shimmering surfaces. Finally the sculptures of the New Zealand, New
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Kate Newby, ØV�KU�DGVVGT�VQ�DG�DTWVCN�VJCP�KPFK×GTGPV, 2015
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York-based artist Kate Newby, fashioned out of everything from ceramic to textiles, generally engage
the ar- chitectural aspects of a given space, subtly renegotiating it into something more meditative
than functional.

Together they form the mood at the heart of Where the trees line the water that falls asleep, which
comes from a poem by Pierre Reverdy, Afternoon, and which could be just the title, but also the
press release of this exhibition.

Rodrigo Hernández, &QPÓKEV�QXGT�EQJGTGPEG, 2015
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7KH�3RHWLFV�RI¬6RUWLQJ
John Hurrell – 9 July, 2015

Looking at Newby's assorted groups of ceramic
objects laid out on the pallets, apart from an
obvious love of texture, muted mottled colour and
twisted gnarled forms, we see - as with Paul in her
poem - a focus on classification. Newby is interested
in the structures of organisation and sorting, a
taxonomic mindset that in this country can be
traced to the eighties, especially the museological,
cupboard sculptures of Christine Hellyar and the
large paper grid work, Vademecum, of
Julia Morison.

HOPKINSON MOSSMAN
Auckland
¬
Kate Newby & Joanna Margaret Paul 
/XQFK¬3RHPV
¬
���-XQH������-XO\¬����

7KLV�H[KLELWLRQ�MX[WDSRVHV�WKH�VKRUW�ÀOPV�DQG�GHOLFDWH�GUDZLQJV�RI�WKH�ODWH
Joanna Margaret Paul <http://www.nzepc.auckland.ac.nz/features/paul/>�ZLWK�WKH
FRORXUIXO�FHUDPLFV�DQG�¶FDVXDO·�LQVWDOODWLRQV�RI�:DOWHUV�3UL]H�ZLQQHU�.DWH
1HZE\���ZKLOH�WDQJHQWLDOO\�UHIHUHQFLQJ�WKH�LQWHUHVW�ERWK�DUWLVWV�KDYH��RU�KDG�
ZLWK�ODQJXDJH��3DXO�LV�UHSUHVHQWHG�E\�IRXU�VKRUW�ÀOPV��������������LQ�WKH�VPDOO
JDOOHU\��ZLWK�ÀYH�IUDPHG�SHQFLO��SDVWHO��ZDWHUFRORXU�RU�JRXDFKH�GUDZLQJV
FRPLQJ�IURP�WKH���V�DQG���V��LQ�WKH�ODUJHU�RQH��ZKLOH�QHDUE\�WKH�1HZE\�ZRUNV
��JOD]HG�FHUDPLF�VKDUGV�DQG�REMHFWV�RU�IRXQG�PHWDO�LWHPV���DUH�ODLG�RXW�LQ
FOXVWHUV�RU�OLQHV�RQ�IRXU�GLIIHUHQWO\�VL]HG�FRPELQDWLRQV�RI�ÁDW�ZRRGHQ¬SDOOHW�

Paul </2015/06/joanna-paul-and-ziggy-lever>¶V�YHU\�VKRUW������PLQXWH�ORQJ��ÀOPV
<http://circuit.org.nz/artist/joanna-margaret-paul>���D�VRUW�RI�KRPH�PRYLH�ZKHUH�
LQVWHDG�RI�IDPLO\�PHPEHUV��ZH�VHH�RUGLQDU\�REMHFWV��SDUW�RI�D�GRPHVWLF
HQYLURQPHQW���RUGLQDU\�VRXUFHV�RI�QDWXUDO�HQHUJ\��EORZLQJ�ZLQG��GULSSLQJ�RU
ÁRZLQJ�ZDWHU���RU�RUGLQDU\�YLVWDV��WKH�VWDUN�FRQFUHWH�IRUPV�RI�D�PRWRUZD\
RYHUSDVV��FOXPSV�RI�ÁRZHUV��D�VHFWLRQ�RI�ZLUHQHWWLQJ�IHQFLQJ��WKH�FKRSS\�VHD
DQG�DEUXSW�FOLII�IRUPV�RI�2WDJR�SHQLQVXOD�ÀOPHG�RXW�D�EXV�ZLQGRZ����HPSKDVLVH
VWUDQJH�DQJOHV�RU�DFWLYLW\�RQ�WKH�HGJH�RI�WKH�IUDPH��DQG�D�IDPLOLDU�KRXVHKROG
HQYLURQV��3DXO�VHHPV�UHYROWHG�E\�WKH�H[FHSWLRQDO�RU�H[RWLF��WDNLQJ�UHSHDWHG
SOHDVXUH�LQ�WKH�SURVDLF�DQG�QRUPDO��HQMR\LQJ�WKHLU�VLPSOLFLW\�DQG¬SUHVHQFH�

+HU�SHQFLO�DQG�ZDVK�GUDZLQJV�UHÁHFW�WKLV�LQWHUHVW�LQ�ZKDW�LV�FORVH�DW�KDQG�DV
SDUW�RI�GD\�WR�GD\�H[LVWHQFH��6RPHWLPHV�WKRXJK�WKHUH�DUH�UHIHUHQFHV�WR�RWKHU
ZULWHUV�RU�RWKHU�DUWLVWV��WKH�ZRUOG�RI�LQWHOOHFWXDO�GHEDWH�SRQGHUHG�GXULQJ�GDLO\
WDVNV���7KHVH�SXEOLVKHG¬QRWHV <http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-Ba09Spo-

_N77158.html>�VKRZ�KHU�FRPSOH[�UXPLQDWLRQV�RQ�SRHWLF�WKRXJKW�������7KH¬:KLWH
+RWHO�VXJJHVWV�DQ�LQWHUQDO�PRQRORJXH�DOOXGLQJ�WR�WKH�IDPRXV�novel
<https://www.nytimes.com/books/98/12/06/specials/thomas-hotel.html> by the poet and
translator��'��0¬7KRPDV�

JHAA
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In Paul <http://www.otago.ac.nz/news/news/otago091075.html>¶V�SRHP��the Course�
SXEOLVKHG�LQ�WKH�$XFNODQG�MRXUQDO¬PARALLAX (VRO����1R����LQ�6XPPHU������
VKH�GHVFULEHV�VRPH�¶ORZ�O\LQJ�QDNHG�VXFFXOHQWV·�LQ�WKH¬PDUVK�

zone; SALICORN AUSTRALIS neutral, but now its long 
smooth thallus is pink to pinkish grey, & among the  
little dark round leaves of SAMULUS REPENS, SELLIERA  
RADICANS�WKHZV�ÁDVK�ÁHVK\�JUHHQ��LQ�SRQGV�DQFLHQW
snails are grey then pink now russet brown; the 
men have stopped talking &�VWRRS�YHU\�TXLFNO\
LQWHQWO\�SLFNLQJ�XS�VQDLOV�SHFXOLDU�WR�ARAMOANA 
3 mm long soft narrow brownish hidden among roots of 
LOCHNOGROSTIS LYALLI & LEPTOCARPUS SIMILIS �S�����

/RRNLQJ�DW Newby </2014/09/newby-in-mexico-city>¶V�DVVRUWHG�JURXSV�RI�FHUDPLF�REMHFWV�ODLG�RXW�RQ�WKH�SDOOHWV��DSDUW�IURP�DQ�REYLRXV�ORYH
RI�WH[WXUH��PXWHG�PRWWOHG�FRORXU�DQG�WZLVWHG�JQDUOHG�IRUPV��ZH�VHH���DV�ZLWK�3DXO�LQ�KHU�SRHP���D�IRFXV�RQ�FODVVLÀFDWLRQ��1HZE\�LV
LQWHUHVWHG�LQ�WKH�VWUXFWXUHV�RI�RUJDQLVDWLRQ�DQG�VRUWLQJ��D�WD[RQRPLF�PLQGVHW�WKDW�LQ�WKLV�FRXQWU\�FDQ�EH�WUDFHG�WR�WKH�HLJKWLHV��HVSHFLDOO\
WKH�PXVHRORJLFDO��FXSERDUG�VFXOSWXUHV�RI�&KULVWLQH�+HOO\DU�DQG�WKH�ODUJH�SDSHU�JULG�ZRUN��VDGHPHFXP��RI�-XOLD�0RULVRQ��6KH�OLNHV�WR
PDNH�FDWHJRULHV��PHDQV�RI�VRUWLQJ�RXW¬IRUPV�

,Q�RQH�ZRUN��All parts. All of the time��Newby <http://www.iscp-nyc.org/artists/alumni-proÀles/808/kate-newby.html>�KDV�HLJKW�GLIIHUHQW�JURXSV��
FHUDPLF�LWHPV�DQG�IRXQG�PHWDO�HOHPHQWV���RQH�LQ�D�ODWWLFHG�ER[��SUHVHQWHG�ZLWK�KDQGZULWWHQ�ODEHOV�RQ�VWULSV�RI�SDSHU�SODFHG�XQGHUQHDWK�
7KH�HLJKW�¶VFUXII\·�ODEHOV�DUH�GHOLEHUDWHO\�LQGLIIHUHQW�WR�WKH�FDWHJRULVDWLRQ��IRU�DSDUW�IURP�WKH�ODVW�RQH�WKHLU�VHQWLPHQWV�DUH�WRWDOO\
LQGHSHQGHQW�RI�WKH�REMHFWV�DERYH�WKHP��7KH\�JR�OLNH�WKLV��/RYH�5RFNV��/HJV��,·P�HPEDUHVVHG�>VLF@�EHFDXVH�/RX�5HHG�GRHVQ·W�NQRZ�PH�
,W�LV�QRW�WKDW�KDUG�WR�OHDYH�VRPHRQH��)HHOLQJV��0DNH�LW�ELJJHU�DQG�PRUH�LQWHUHVWLQJ��,QFUHGLEOH�IHHOLQJ�>ZULWWHQ�LQ�PDUNHU@�GLVK�ZDVKLQJ
OLTXLG��PLON��NLWFKHQ�FORWKV�>ZULWWHQ�LQ�ELUR@��VNLP�VWRQHV�IRUPHG�E\�FODSSLQJ¬KDQGV�

2I�WKH�IRXU�¶ÁRRU·�ZRUNV��WKH�ELJJHVW�ZRUN�LV�RQ�NQRW�KROHG��GDWH�VWDPSHG�SO\ZRRG�SDOOHWV�DQG�LV�HVSHFLDOO\�HQJURVVLQJ�LQ�LWV�ÀQH�GHWDLO
DQG�VSUDZOLQJ�VL]H��7KH�RQH�ZLWK�ODEHOV�LV�RQ�D�VDIIURQ�VWDLQHG�FRWWRQ�FORWK�RQ�D�SDOOHW��DQRWKHU�RI�FDVW�EURQ]H��EUDVV�DQG�VLOYHU�SLHFHV
KDV�WKHP�SODFHG�RQ�EURZQ�IDEULF�PDW�RQ�D�UHG�SDLQWHG�FDUGERDUG�EDVH�RQ�D�SDOOHW��DQG�WKH�IRXUWK��MXVW�DV�IDU�DV�P\�H\HV�FDQ�VHH�¬ZLWK
GHOLFDWH��IUDJLOH�SDOH�XQLWV�WKDW�EHDU�VWDPSHG�LPSUHVVLRQV��KDV�D�SDLQWHG�FDUGERDUG�EDVH�RI�EOXH�RQ�D�SDOOHW��7KH\�DUH�GHFHSWLYHO\
FRPSOH[��7KH�FHUDPLFV�RI�WKH�ELJ�ZRUN��&DVXDOQHVV��LW·V�QRW�DERXW�ZKDW�LW�ORRNV�OLNH�LW·s about what it does, 2014-2015��ZHUH�PDGH�LQ
$XFNODQG��7KH�RWKHUV�ZHUH�SURGXFHG�LQ�New York <http://www.laurelgitlen.com/exhibitions/71-i-memorized-it-i-loved-it-so-much?slide=14>��ZKHUH
VKH�FXUUHQWO\¬OLYHV�

7KHVH�DUWLVWV�PDNH�D�WHUULÀF�FRPELQDWLRQ�ZKHQ�WKHLU�ZRUNV�DUH�DORQJVLGH�HDFK�RWKHU��ERWK�EHLQJ�LQWHUHVWHG�LQ�VXEMHFW�PDWWHUV�DQG
PDWHULDOV�WKDW�DUH�FORVH�DW�KDQG��:LWK�Paul </2013/10/joanna-margaret-paul-photographs>��WKH�WUDQVIHUUHG�ÀOP�VRPHWLPHV�KDV�D�EOXUU\�RU
JUDLQ\�WH[WXUH��KRYHULQJ�RYHU�WKH�UHFRUGHG�LPDJH��WKDW�FRPHV�IURP�WKH�RQVHW�RI�FHOOXORVH�FRUURVLRQ��7KLV�LURQLFDOO\�PDNHV�KHU�PRUH
PDWFKLQJ��ZKLOH�ZLWK�Newby <http://www.la-loge.be/project/maybe-i-wont-go-to-sleep-at-all>��KHU�SLWWHG�SRFNHG�WH[WXUHV�RIWHQ�FDQ�RQO\�EH
DSSUHFLDWHG�E\�\RXU�JHWWLQJ�GRZQ�RQ�\RXU�NQHHV�WR�VFUXWLQLVH�FORVHO\��RFXODU�DQG�NQHH�MRLQW�GLVFRPIRUW�JRLQJ�WRJHWKHU��$
IDVFLQDWLQJ¬VKRZ�

-RKQ¬+XUUHOO

�����6HH�DOVR�-RDQQD�3DXO��¶/DQGVFDSH�DV�7H[W��7KH�/LWHUDF\�RI�:D\QH�%DUUDU�·�LQ�Now See Hear: Art, language and translation,
SXEOLVKHG�E\�VUP��������HGLWHG�E\�LDQ�:HGGH�DQG�*UHJRU\�%XUNH��SS¬������
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Review: Kate Newby and Helen Johnson
at Laurel Gitlen
By ROBERTA SMITH JULY 16, 2015

Each of these side-by-side solos introduces an extremely promising artist: one with a

full-fledged New York gallery debut, and the other with three paintings that feel

more like a trailer for a debut.

Kate Newby, who is from New Zealand, weaves in and out of the gallery’s larger

space with sculptures in glazed ceramics, glass and metal. There are forays into

delicate intervention: A spiky object — part cactus, part mollusk shell — in glazed

porcelain rests on the air-conditioner cover outside the gallery’s side window; above

it, two slabs of glazed stoneware curl over a fire escape like pancakes hung out to

dry.

Inside, a low platform with a large concrete mound — both of them painted

highway-stripe yellow — spans one end of the space. Atop the platform are several

tiny, amulet-like objects and groups of small things — four twigs in glazed brass and

17 nails made of silver.

Also on the platform are distinct clusters of tiny smooth ceramic spheres or

discs, in some cases meant to be carried in the pocket like unstrung worry beads. In

a back corridor, a set of ceramic wind chimes resembles something from the Whole

Earth Catalog. More suavely 2015 is a set made of clear glass (with the help of a

glassblower) that hangs in the gallery’s front window. This second set of wind

chimes appears to be held aloft by a rope that extends through a wall to a rock on the

July 2015
The New York Times 

yellow platform. Despite a tendency toward the twee, Ms. Newby’s work has a
wonderful sense of freedom and material inventiveness and an idiosyncratic beauty.

The paintings that Helen Johnson, who is from Australia, is showing here
suggest that reproductions of Modernist figurative paintings have been torn up,
reassembled and then loosely copied onto canvas, with areas of white around or
among them; the disorienting combination suggests that the old is being wrestled
into something new and is vaguely Cubist. They are smart and expertly made, but
slightly stuffy.

A small catalog at the gallery indicates that Ms. Johnson works in a range of
styles, much as Laura Owens does, which makes the show even more of a tease.
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Laurel Gitlen is proud to present the first US solo exhibition of the New Zealand, New York-
based artist Kate Newby. Working with a variety of media including installation, textile, ce-
ramics, casting and glass, Newby is a sculptor who is committed to exploring and putting 
pressure on the limits and nature of sculpture. As such, she is interested in not only space, 
volume, texture and materials, but where and how sculpture happens. Varying in scale, 
works are liable to take place fugaciously, as in the case of her ceramic skipping stones 
which she asks people to skip and have themselves photographed doing so, on the street in 
a given city, as in her concrete, poured puddles, or in the gallery proper, in subtly, but no-
ticeably present architectural disruptions of the space itself. In every case the work bears 
a strong link to not just the every day, but to the lived—it wants to experience as much as 
it generates experience, collecting and registering the traces of the passing world, which 
it incorporates and is incorporated into. It is for this reason that if the handmade plays a 
very important role in what she does not merely romantic or even retrograde, it is rather 
the aesthetic byproduct of a position that shamelessly embraces direct experience over 
the mediated. Indeed, winsomely frank, Newby’s work wields a disarming familiarity, which 
is not unlike like seeing an old friend who starts the conversation by saying: “Tell me about 
yourself.” 

For her exhibition at Laurel Gitlen, Newby presents a broad variety of works including an 
architectural intervention, which manifests through a wooden platform, an alteration of 
the gallery’s lighting, and a rope snaking through the gallery. Other works include a rock, a 
ceramic wind chime as well as a new glass wind chime, a concrete puddle, a postcard piece, 
and other elements.

–Chris Sharp, June 2015

Kate Newby, I memorized it I loved it so much will be on view at the gallery from June 26– 
July 31, 2015. Her work has been presented internationally, including recent solo exhibitions 
at Lulu, Mexico City (2014); La Loge, Brussels (2014); Fogo Island Gallery, Newfoundland 
(2013); and Hopkinson Mossmon, Auckland (2013).

For images or more information, please contact gallery@laurelgitlen.com.

Kate Newby

I memorized it I loved it so much

June 2015
Laurel Gitlen 
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Newby at
*HUWUXGH¬&RQWHPSRUDU\

Carmen Ansaldo – 9 September, 2015

Continuing a series of installations in the style that
has become her signature, 'Always Humming' was
characterised by a centrepiece of the same name
involving the suspension of large horizontal panels
roughly three metres below the gallery's ceiling.
These panels spanned the entire length of the
ground floor spaces, and created a new surface that
hung above the viewer's head. The wall space
between this material and the actual ceiling had
been painted a rough, gaudy yellow which,
although concealed from the viewer looking up
from below, had the effect of backlighting the thin
fabric with a subtle glow.

GERTRUDE CONTEMPORARY
Melbourne
¬
Kate Newby 
$OZD\V¬+XPPLQJ
¬
���-XO\������$XJXVW¬����

$OZD\V�+XPPLQJ was the extensive solo exhibition of New Zealand artist Kate Newby </2013/06/newby-installation>�WKDW�UHFHQWO\�ÀQLVKHG
at Gertrude Contemporary in Fitzroy. Continuing a series of installations in the style that has become her signature, $OZD\V�+XPPLQJ
was characterised by a centrepiece of the same name involving the suspension of large horizontal panels roughly three metres below
WKH�JDOOHU\·V�FHLOLQJ��7KHVH�SDQHOV�VSDQQHG�WKH�HQWLUH�OHQJWK�RI�WKH�JURXQG�ÁRRU�VSDFHV��DQG�FUHDWHG�D�QHZ�VXUIDFH�WKDW�KXQJ�DERYH�WKH
viewer·V�KHDG�¬7KH�ZDOO�VSDFH�EHWZHHQ�WKLV�PDWHULDO�DQG�WKH�DFWXDO�FHLOLQJ�KDG�EHHQ�SDLQWHG�D�URXJK��JDXG\�\HOORZ�ZKLFK��DOWKRXJK
concealed from the viewer looking up from below, had the effect of backlighting the thin fabric with a subtle glow. This installation was
ERUGHUHG�E\�YDULRXV�FHUDPLF�ZRUNV�ORFDWHG�LQ�WKH�JDOOHU\·V�VWDLUZHOO�DQG�VHFRQG�ÁRRU�VWXGLRV�RQ�RQH�VLGH��DQG�D�VHULHV�RI�VFXOSWXUHV
LQVWDOOHG�RQ�WKH�WRS�RI�VKRSIURQWV�RSSRVLWH�WKH�JDOOHU\�RQ�WKH�RWKHU�VLGH�RI�*HUWUXGH�6WUHHW�¬1HZ�=HDODQG�FRPSRVHU�6DPXHO�+ROORZD\
collaborated closely with Newby </2015/07/the-poetics-of-sorting> for this show, composing a soundscape that played continuously within
WKH�PDLQ�JDOOHU\¬VSDFH�

Newby </2012/10/the-walters-prize-winner-for> has enjoyed rapid (and well-deserved) success for her exploration of the understated and
often unappreciated materials of our daily lives, stuff that is typically used and discarded without second thought. Often this exploration
has led her to install and exhibit sculptures within contexts that extend beyond gallery spaces, in ways which outlive the
H[KLELWLRQ¬WLPHIUDPHV�

Newby <http://eyecontactartforum.blogspot.co.nz/2008/07/newby-installation.html>¶V�LQWHQWLRQ�LQ�WKLV�H[KLELWLRQ�ZDV�WR�SURYRNH�XV�WR�ORRN�KDUGHU,
ORQJHU�DQG�FORVHU�DW�VXFK�GLVFDUGHG�HSKHPHUD�LQ�WKH�KRSH�WKDW�WKLV�UHÁHFWLRQ�ZRXOG�FXOWLYDWH�D�QHZ�DSSUHFLDWLRQ��:KDW�GLVWLQJXLVKHG
her exploration from the plethora of other artists working with the same interests was the way she only slightly altered their mainstream
XVDJH�DQG�RU�PDWHULDOLW\�LQ�RUGHU�WR�DVVHUW�WKHLU�VWDWXV�DV�DUWZRUNV��3UHYLRXVO\�VKH�KDG�DFKLHYHG�WKLV�E\�DWWDFKLQJ�VSHFLÀF�GLUHFWLYHV
onto objects to control the parameters of audience engagement - through crafting identical copies of selected natural items in dense
and highly unlikely materials (such as bronze) or by installing works in spaces which required something of a treasure hunt procedure to
be located. These slight readjustments and repurposings created works which were novel and clever, reorganising the space around
them subtly��ZLWK�WKRXJKWIXO�LQWHQWLRQ�DQG�OLQJHULQJ¬VLJQLÀFDQFH�

CAAA

September 2015
Eye Contact 
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Sometimes, however, these overlooked aspects were not self-evident, and the gesture of Newby in simply choosing to work with such
everyday ephemera failed to attract notice. This was the dilemma in which Always Humming found itself: the installation of the dropped
ceiling, the high-pitched buzzing soundscape, the existence of the extra-gallery sculptures did not demonstrate a substantial
interrelationship - nor did they command much interest aesthetically when viewed in isolation. Consequently the exhibition failed to
convince that such objects warranted either the viewer·V�DWWHQWLRQ�RU�DQ\�UHQHZHG�VHQVH�RI¬DSSUHFLDWLRQ�

Part of Newby </2011/06/newby-at-hopkinson-cundy>¶V�LQWHQWLRQ�KDV�DOZD\V�EHHQ�WR�UHMHFW�WKH�JUDQGHXU�RI�WKH�VFXOSWXUDO�REMHFW��EXW�ZKHQ
WKH�DGMHFWLYH�VHOHFWHG�E\�WKH�JDOOHU\�WR�GHVFULEH�WKH�H[KLELWLRQ·V�HQHUJ\�ZDV�¶DQWL�FOLPDFWLF·�LW�VHHPHG�WKH�DUWLVW·s concept had started to
become lazy in execution. Unfortunately Always Humming was not helped by its accompanying media release which simply asserted
WKDW�WKH�YLHZHU�ZLOO�EH�DEOH�WR�¶VHH��KHDU�DQG�IUDPH�WKH�JDOOHU\�DQG�LWV�HQYLURQV�LQ�D�QHZ�ZD\·��WKURXJK�WKH�VXVSHQVLRQ�RI�WKH�SDQHOOLQJ�
RU�WKH�¶DOPRVW�LPSHUFHSWLEOH��SHUKDSV�HYHQ�DFFLGHQWDO·��DPRUSKRXV�OXPSV�RI�JODVV�LQVWDOOHG�RQWR�WKH�VKRS�URRÁLQHV�RSSRVLWH�WKH�JDOOHU\.
These were not quotes to disagree with at face value, but certainly the implicit curatorial assertion that simply the existence of such
TXDOLWLHV�HQVXUHG�WKH�H[KLELWLRQ·V�VXFFHVV�GLG�QRW¬VWDQG�

The works that existed outside the gallery were not a new phenomenon, nor was the importance of the extra-gallery contribution self-
evident through its status as such. Newby </2014/09/newby-in-mexico-city>¶V�IDEULF�FHLOLQJ�SDQHOV�ZHUH�QRWLFHDEO\�PDUNHG�E\�VLJQV�RI
ZHDWKHULQJ��GXH�WR�WKHLU�EHLQJ�ZDVKHG�LQ�WKH�RFHDQ�DQG�WKHQ�ODLG�RXW�WR�GU\�LQ�WKH�JDUGHQ�RI�WKH�DUWLVW·s mother in New Zealand.
Although the viewer was invited to appreciate their changing texture, consistency and colour there was no indication as to why this was
GRQH�DQG�ZK\�LW�ZDV�VLJQLÀFDQW��7KH�ZLQG�FKLPH�VFXOSWXUH�LQVWDOOHG�EHWZHHQ�WKH�ÀUVW�DQG�VHFRQG�ÁRRUV�ZDV�SRRUO\�H[HFXWHG�DQG�QRW
FRPSHOOLQJ��HLWKHU�LQ�LWV�FRQVWUXFWLRQ�RU�LQ�LWV�UHVSRQVH�WR�LWV�HQYLURQPHQW��XQOLNH�PDQ\�RI�1HZE\·s previous works. Without that interest,
WKH�DUJXPHQW�WKDW�VXFK�DQ�LQVWDOODWLRQ�ZDV�VLJQLÀFDQW�LQ�DQG�RI�LWVHOI�VLPSO\�IHOO¬ÁDW�

Coming from an artist whose concepts have so far proven to be well thought-out, where their rigorous realisation has been propelled by
the intimate wonder they initiate, Always Humming�IHOW�OLNH�DQ�DWWHPSW�WR�ULGH�RQ�WKH�VXFFHVV�RI�SDVW�HQGHDYRXUV��SHUKDSV�1HZE\·s
gruelling international exhibition commitments (particularly during the past three years) was to blame. Irrespective, one can only agree
ZLWK�*HUWUXGH�&RQWHPSRUDU\�WKDW�¶DQWL�FOLPDFWLF·�LV�WKH�DGMHFWLYH�WKDW�DSSURSULDWHO\�FRPHV�WR¬PLQG�

&DUPHQ¬$QVDOGR
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Gertrude Contemporary is pleased to present a new, 
major exhibition by New Zealand artist Kate Newby, 
featuring a newly commissioned collaboration 
with composer Samuel Holloway. Titled Always 
humming, the exhibition takes over both downstairs 
galleries and extends to the rooflines of buildings 
on Gertrude Street, and into its back alleyways, 
creating a fluid relation between indoors and 
outdoors. Always humming is an exercise in 
creating an atmospheric experience rather than a 
series of discrete objects. Its force is anti-climactic, 
continuous, infectious; what Jennifer Kabat has 
described as ‘radically slight.’

In contrast to Newby’s recent series of puddle works, 
which draw viewers’ attention to the pavement 
underfoot, all the works in this exhibition are 
elevated, leaving nothing to see on the floors or 
walls. A drop ceiling made from large panels of 
fabric mediates a warm glow emanating from 
the ceiling. One section of the fabric ceiling has 
travelled from New Zealand where it was washed in 
the ocean (salt is a natural fixative) then left on the 
lawn for several weeks to gather information from 
the weather and environment. Another of the fabric 
panels was sewn in an upstairs studio at Gertrude 
Contemporary then hung out on a washing line in 
industrial Brunswick for several weeks. 

Across the street, on the top ledge of one of the 
buildings opposite the gallery, Newby has installed 

a cluster of glazed ceramic shapes. Viewable 
from inside the gallery, as well as from the street 
outside of gallery hours, the ceramics operate 
unlike conventional public sculptures—almost 
imperceptible, perhaps even accidental. 

In the back alleyway, where the vans for 
neighbouring shops Aunt Maggie’s and Harry Evans 
& Son move in and out, Newby and Holloway have 
created a wind chime. Using clay, metal, and glass, 
the wind chime will interact and respond to the 
environment of the alleyway: the weather, the trees, 
the day-to-day bustle of the backstreets. Holloway 
draws sound back into the gallery, creating a sonic 
connection between the back laneway and the 
gallery’s interiors. Much like the other parts of this 
exhibition, this installation concerns attention—it is 
about listening rather than hearing. 

In response to a question about the ephemeral 
nature of her practice, Newby has said: ‘I often 
wonder if things get taken for granted when they 
are permanent. I know for me, I stop seeing a 
sculpture if I know it’s going to be there tomorrow, 
so it becomes given, invisible.’ With the gallery’s 
impending move from its thirty-year home on 
Gertrude Street, Newby’s commission will create an 
atmosphere in which viewers see, hear and frame 
the gallery and its environs in a new way—making 
it visible again, if only for a moment.

KATE NEWBY, ALWAYS HUMMING

CURATORS: PIP WALLIS, HELEN HUGHES

EXHIBITION OPENING: FRIDAY 17 JULY 2015, 6–8PM 

EXHIBITION DATES: 17 JULY–29 AUGUST 2015

July 2015
Gertrude Contemporary



Kate Newby’s recent solo exhibitions include: 
I memorized it I loved it so much, Laurel Gitlen, 
New York; I feel like a truck on a wet highway, 
Lulu, Cuauhtémoc, Mexico, 2014; Maybe I won’t 
go to sleep at all., La Loge, Brussels, 2014; Let the 
other thing in, Fogo Island Gallery, Newfoundland, 
2013; What a day., Hopkinson Mossman, Auckland, 
2013; and How funny you are today, Green Acres 
Garden, Clinton Hill, Brooklyn, 2013. Recent group 
exhibitions include: Ordering Nature, Marianne 
Boesky, New York; Where the trees line the water that 
falls asleep in the afternoon, curated by Chris Sharp, 
P420, Bologna; NEW15, curated by Matt Hinkley, 
Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, Melbourne, 
2015; An imprecise Science, Artspace, Sydney; The 
January February March (with Tim Saltarelli, Jennifer 
Kabat and Anna Moschovakis), New York, 2015; 
Eraser, Laurel Gitlen, New York, 2015; The Promise, 
curated by Axel Weider, Arnolfini, Bristol, 2014; 
Portmanteaux, Hopkinson Mossman, Auckland, 
2014; Thin Air, curated by Brooke Babington, Slopes, 
Melbourne, 2014. Forthcoming exhibitions include 
a solo exhibition at Laurel Doody,  Los Angeles 
in October 2015; and the group exhibition Inside 
the City at GAK Gesellschaft für Aktuelle Kunst, 
Bremen in July 2015. Kate Newby is represented by 
Hopkinson Mossman, Auckland, New Zealand.

Samuel Holloway is a composer based in Auckland, 
New Zealand. His work has been performed by 
prominent artists and ensembles in Asia, Europe 
and North America, including Klangforum Wien, the 
New Zealand Symphony Orchestra, Stroma, and the 
BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra. Holloway has 
recently undertaken a number of projects with the 
collective et al., most recently for the common good, 
West den Haag, The Netherlands, 2015. 

Kate Newby has produced a new editioned artwork, 
titled The more I listen to it the more I love it, 
specifically for this exhibition. Proceeds from sales 
of the edition contribute to the artist production 
costs. Please refer to the website or contact the 
gallery for more information.

This exhibition has been kindly supported by 
Chartwell Trust. 

Samuel Holloway’s participation in this exhibition is 
possible thanks to the support of Unitec Institute of 
Technology.

Gertrude Contemporary’s Studio Program is 
generously supported by the Danielle and Daniel 
Besen Foundation. 

Gertrude Contemporary’s Education Program is 
generously supported by the Marjorie M. Kingston 
Trust. 

FOR ALL MEDIA ENQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT: 
Helen Hughes, Curator Communications 
Telephone +61 3 9419 3406 
helen@gertrude.org.au 
Gertrude Contemporary 
200 Gertrude Street 
Fitzroy VIC 3065 Australia 
www.gertrude.org.au
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Kate Newby, Always Humming, 2012 and 2015

(installation view) 

Photograph: Christo Crocker

“One thing I was really clear on from the very
beginning was that I didn’t want to do very much.”

To be fair, a lot of work has in fact gone into Kate
Newby’s current exhibition at Gertrude
Contemporary. Install took a couple of weeks and
there was a lot of time spent high up on a ladder
painting the entire ceiling of both downstairs gallery
spaces in a vivid shade of achtung yellow. It’s just
that the art itself isn’t trying to do very much.

Allow me a brief aside. I have a friend who doesn’t
like narrative films because, as she always says, “I
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don’t like the acting”. What she really means is she

doesn’t like acting acting, acting that announces

itself, acting that’s too actorly. I would hazard a

guess that you could say something similar of Kate

Newby. I don’t think she likes art that acts too much

like art, art that announces itself, art that’s too

much about art and not enough about the world. As

she says, in various ways and at multiple times

during our interview, “I don’t really like galleries. I

like real life and people and situations.”

Kate Newby, Always Humming, 2012 and 2015

(installation view) 

Photograph: Christo Crocker

Earlier this year for NEW15, Newby constructed little

“concrete puddles” in the gravel outside ACCA and

made mini portable sculptures that visitors were

invited to hold as they made their way through the

exhibition, allowing for the possibility that people

might forget they were even carrying ‘the art’ and

would accidentally take it home with them. In

another series Newby sculpted little porcelain

pebbles which she then invited friends to skip across

water, making artwork so ephemeral it’s quite

literally throwaway. Newby’s current exhibition

Always Humming (at Gertrude Contemporary until

29 August) continues her interest in making art that

isn’t obviously art and/or in spaces that aren’t

necessarily art galleries.

Two massive sheets of white gauze have been hung

below the gallery’s freshly-painted yellow ceiling.

Before installing them, both pieces of fabric had

12/10/2017
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been left to weather outside for lengthy periods.
One was hung on a washing line in Brunswick and
on a roof outside the Gertrude studios; another had
been rinsed in the ocean near Newby's home in New
Zealand and later laid out in her mum’s garden for
several weeks. The fabric is streaked with the
environmental stains culminating from this exposure
so that their patina is also a kind of field recording.

The other works in Always Humming are situated
outside the gallery. There’s a collection of small,
temporary sculptures on the roof of the building
across the road that can be glimpsed from the street
or through the window of the front gallery. They are
public art without being Public Art. In the back
offices there’s a hushed sound recording, made by
Newby's frequent collaborator Samuel Holloway,
which consists of ambient recordings of the
surrounding neighbourhood abstracted into a
minimal score. The two artists also made clay wind
chimes that have been installed up high in the
laneway out the back of the gallery. As Newby
explains, “What I really love - and there’s an
element of risk to this - is the idea that you can
encounter it and that it exists outside of gallery
hours and those restrictions that come with
institutions and gallery spaces.”

Kate Newby, Always Humming, 2012 and 2015

(installation view) 

Photograph: Christo Crocker

Newby tends to make site specific works that mirror
in an odd way what already exists (or might likely
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exist) in a space. Pebbles, puddles, sounds, ceilings
and so on are remade using new materials. It’s an
approach Newby describes in terms of choreography
and collaboration rather than installation or
intervention. Of the wind chimes placed in the rear
laneway, for example, Newby says “I like making
this thing that only works with something I can’t
control, which is the weather. I can set up the
potential for something but I can’t control it.” And
with the floating fabric “ceiling mural”, she likes the
way it makes you look up, how it warms the space,
the way it makes it seem like the lights are on. Of
the amendments she’s made to Gertrude
Contemporary and its surrounds, Newby says, “I
think it’s on scale of what could be termed
experiential, visceral and atmospheric, it’s on the
low end of them, but it’s still on the scale.”

It would be hard to miss the floating yellow ceiling
but other works in Always Humming are so ‘low on
the scale’ that unless you’ve read up on the show
(why hello there!) and come prepared, you might
not even notice them, so peripheral are they to the
Gertrude galleries proper. And that’s okay with
Newby. “My experience in the past is that more
people see things than you realise, and it’s often not
the people you expect. I just like toying with that
formula. I’m not upset if no-one notices it but I’m
way more excited if they do.” Always Humming
encourages you to take notice of your experience of
the spaces in and around Gertrude Street, but it
doesn’t dictate what those experiences should be. It
creates an opportunity for revelation, but only if
you’re amenable. Or as Newby puts it, “I don’t think
art is about teaching lessons, but I do think it’s an
invitation to pay attention.”

>> Maura Edmond
>> 13 August 2015

GO SEE IT: 
Kate Newby 
Always Humming 
17 July–29 August 2015 
Gertrude Contemporary 
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b\¬5RVDQQD�$OEHUWLQL

“TKHUH�LV�D¬ELJ�GLIIHUHQFH�EHWZHHQ�XVLQJ�D�URFN�DQG�PDNLQJ�D�URFN�µ (Kate Newby)¬

Let’s imagine things and people never werH��VR¬ZH�FRXOG

brHDWK�VXFK�HPSWLQHVV�LQ�DQG�RXW

aQG�IHHO�PXUPXUV�RI�VLOHQFH

sXEMHFW�DQG�QDPHV�DUe gone

a�ÀHOG�Uemains of impersonal vibrations

tKH�VLPSOH�IDFW�RI�DQ�H[LVWLQJ�HQHUJ\�ÀHOG

aV�LPSHUVRQDO�DV�¶LW�UDLQV·�¶LW·V�FROG·�¶LW·V�IRJJ\·

nDPHV�FDQ·W�WHOO�DERXW�LW��YHUEV�PD\EH�FDQ

no ofIHQVH�WR¬WLPH�DQG�VSDFH�WKH\�GRQ·W�FRXQW

FomparHG�ZLWK�KXPDQ�HQHUgy

iQFXUDEOH�GDXJKWHU�RI�IDWH

nR�RQH�QRWKLQJ�ZLOO�FKDQJH�KHU

what kind of art now?

(EPPDQXHO�/HYLQDV��/H�WHPSV�HW�O·DXWUH�¬������7ranslation from FrHQFK�5$�

OQH�RI�WKH�PDQ\�DQVZHUV�FRXOG�EH��¬.DWH�1HZE\·V�Two aspirins a vitamin c tablet and
some baking soda ²�����¬¬,Q�/RV�$QJHOHV��DW�/DXUHO�'RRG\�

(IV\[�;/05205.�HZ�[OL�HY[�VM�KLZPYL��HUK�(9;�HZ�[OL�KLZPYL�VM
;/05205.�-9,:/�����������������������¯
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KATE NEWBY, “TZR�DVSLULQV�D�YLWDPLQ�&�WDEOHW�DQG�VRPH�EDNLQJ�VRGDµ��������GHWDLO�
&RXUWHV\�RI�WKH�DUWLVW�DQG�RI�/DXUHO�'RRG\. Photo: Fredrik Nilsen

LHW·V�LPDJLQH�D�EHJLQQLQJ�ZLWKRXW�WLPH��WKH�DUWLVW�ORRNLQJ�IRU�D�VSDFH�WR�YLVLW��ODQGLQJ�RQ
LWV�ÁDWQHVV�OLNH�DQ�DOLHQ�SUHVHQFH�EULQJLQJ�SUHVHQWV�LQ�D�TXLHW�DQG�IULHQGO\�PDQQHU��VR
TXLHW�WKDW�YLVLWRUV��RU�UHFLSLHQWV��LI�WKH\�H[LVW��FRXOG�HDVLO\�LJQRUH�WKHP��-RKQ�&DJH·V
preparHG�SLDQR·V�GLVWLQFW�QRWHV�ZRXOG�WUDFH�WKH�VSLULW�RI�WKLV�SUesence better than
ZRUGV�¬OLTXLG�VRXQGV��SRQGV�RI�IHHOLQJV�IRU�D�ODQGVFDSH�WKDW�RQO\�H[LVWV�LI�VRPH�ERG\·V
H[SHFWDWLRQV�JR�DVWUD\��KHDGLQJ�WRZDUGV�D�ÀHOG�RI�VHQVDWLRQV�WKDW�ÁRDW�DQG�Á\��OLJKW�IHHW
RQ�WKH�ÁRRU.

I�FDQ�KHDU�\RX

PDNLQJ�VPDOO�KROHV

in the silence

rain

(HRQH�7XZKDUe, Rain, in Deep River Talk�������

IQ�WKDW�ODQGVFDSH�.DWH·V�DUW�PDNHV�VHQVH�LI�ZH�IRUJHW�DOO�WKH�VWULQJV�ZH�DWWDFK�WR�WKH
ZRUG�¶PHDQLQJ�·¬$Q�LPSHUVRQDO�ÀHOG�RI�HQHUJ\�RIIHUV�WDFWLOH�VXUSULVHV�WR�WKH�H\HV�
D¬VPDOO¬LVODQG�RI�ZD[�RQ�D�ZRRGHQ�VNLQ��FRLQV�PHOWHG�LQ�FOD\��D�FRXSOH�RI�JODVV�VWRQHV�DW
WKH�HGJH�RI�WKH�ZLQGRZ�VLOO��DV�LI�WKH\�ZHUH�WZR�IHHW�ZDLWLQJ�WR�Á\�UDWKHU�WKDQ�MXPS�
$QG�HYHQ�PRUH�VXUSULVLQJ��IRXU�LUUHJXODU�PHWDO�FLOLQGHUV�ZLWK�D�SRLQW�WKDW�ZRUNHG�KROHV
DQG�OLQHV�DQG�DQJOHV�LQ¬WKH�FOD\��KHOSLQJ¬WKH�DUWLVW·V�ÀQJHUV��+HU�PDJLF�ÀQJHUV��QRW
PHUHO\�WRROV��6WUDQJHO\��WKH\�PDNH�PH�WKLQN�RI�0DKXLND�LQ¬WKH�0DRUL�P\WKRORJ\, the
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KATE NEWBY, “TZR�DVSLULQV�D�YLWDPLQ�&�WDEOHW�DQG�VRPH�EDNLQJ�VRGDµ��������GHWDLO�
Photo: Fredrik Nilsen
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KATE NEWBY, “TZR�DVSLULQV�D�YLWDPLQ�&�WDEOHW�DQG�VRPH�EDNLQJ�VRGDµ��������GHWDLO�
Photo: Fredrik Nilsen

LPDJH�RI�WKH�JRGGHVV�JUDQGPRWKHU�ZKR�KLGHV�ÀUH�LQ�KHU�ERG\��DQG�JLYHV�LW�WR�WKH�OLYLQJ
KXPDQV�SXOOLQJ�RXW�KHU�ÀQJHUQDLOV�RQH�E\�RQH��KHU�ÀQJHUV�EXUVWLQJ�LQWR�ÁDPH�
$OWKRXJK�.DWH�1HZE\�LV�IURP�1HZ�=HDODQG��WKLV�LV�RQO\�D�IDQWDV\�RI�PLQH�

SKH¬FDUYHG�VPDOO�DQG�ELJ�KROHV�LQ�HDFK�EULFN��PDGH�WKH¬EULFNV¬RQH�E\�RQH�SUHSDULQJ
WKHP�IRU�WKH�NLOQ��SLHUFHG�WKH�VLOHQFH�RI�WKH�PDWWHU�LQWURGXFLQJ�VFUDWFKHV��FDYLWLHV��VFDUV
prRGXFHG�E\¬SLHFHV�RI�PHWDO�RU�JODVV��:RXQGV�RI�WKH�VDPH�NLQG��LQ�D�SODFH�UXQ�E\
KLVWRU\��ZRXOG�EH¬QRUPDO�DFFLGHQWV�KDSSHQLQJ�RYHU¬WLPH��$V�,¬WROG�EHIRUH��WLPH�LV�JRQH�
This is rHYHUVH�DUFKHRORJ\��D�ÀFWLRQDO�OHJHQG�
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Photo: Fredrik Nilsen
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KATE NEWBY, “TZR�DVSLULQV�D�YLWDPLQ�&�WDEOHW�DQG�VRPH�EDNLQJ�VRGDµ��������GHWDLO�
Photo: Fredrik Nilsen
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Photo: Fredrik Nilsen
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VHHV¬WKHP�WRJHWKHU�LQ�KHU�PLQG�DV�WKH\�FDQQRW�EH�VHHQ�LQ�WKH�SK\VLFDO�VSDFH�ZKHUH�WKH\
DUH�LQVWDOOHG�¬6XVSHQGHG�IURP¬D�EUDQFK�RXWVLGH�WKH�ZLQGRZ��WKH�PXVLFDO�ÀQJHUV�FDQ
SHUKDSV¬YLVXDOO\�FRQQHFW¬WR¬WKH�JODVV�IHHW��QRW�WR�WKH�EULFNV�LQVLGH�WKH�URRP��7KH\
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EHWZHHQ�ZLQG��OHDYHV�DQG�VLOYHU�ÀQJHUV��DQG�EHWZHHQ�WKH�VN\�DQG�WKH�JODVV�EORFNV��WDNHV
SODFH�RXWGRRUV��ZKLOH�WKH¬LURQ��WKDW�PDNHV�WKH�FOD\�UHG�LQVLGH�WKH�URRP��UHYHUEHUDWHV�WKH
LURQ�LQ�KHU�EORRG�DQG�YLFHYHUVD��KXPDQ�DQG�LQKXPDQ�WHPSHUDPHQW�RI�WKH�PHWDO�VKDUH
WKH�VDPH�QDWXUH��$¬ZLVK�RI�LQÀQLW\��LQ�WKH�EOXH�SHEEOHV"¬¬7KH�UDZ�PDWWHU�WKDW�LV�LQ�KHU�LV
DOVR�LQ�WKH�ERG\�RI�KHU�DUW��DQ�´LQFUHGLEOH�IHHOLQJµ�DURXVHV�KHU�YLVLRQ��6KH�ZLOO�QHYHU
VD\¬LW�LQ�ZRUGV��QRU�VKRXOG�,��,W·V�D�IHHOLQJ�RI�FHUWDLQW\��WKRXJK��MRLQHG�WR�WKH�SOHDVXUH�RI
JLYLQJ�
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EXHIBITIONS (/EXHIBITIONS/) THE LOOKOUT

Helen Johnson and
Kate Newby
at Laurel Gitlen,
through Jul. 31
122 Norfolk Street

There's a shared desire between these two artists from Oceania—

Brooklyn-based New Zealander Kate Newby and Melbourne-based

Helen Johnson—to fracture and reconfigure the stuff of everyday life.

The centerpiece of Newby's sculptural installation, in the front room of

Laurel Gitlen, is a yellow platform on which she displays clustered

remakes of natural materials—coral-like forms, sticks and puddles—in

materials like porcelain, silver and glaze. A rock on the platform

anchors a rope strung diagonally from the ceiling, effectively mixing

the aesthetic registers of tweeness and post-Minimalism. The viewer

walks across the platform and through a narrow hallway to reach

Johnson's show, "The body is through." Three canvases hanging from

the ceiling depict portions of figurative images, like torn pieces of

photographs, against textured white grounds. Though the statement

accompanying the paintings alludes to social alienation produced by

digital technologies, the pleasure of these works lies in their emphatic

tactility.

Pictured: Installation view of Helen Johnson's "The body is through";

at Laurel Gitlen, New York.
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%ULQJLQJ�7KH�2XWVLGH¬,Q
John Hurrell – 2 October, 2015

Varied in their interests and media use, most of
these individuals have been Walters Prize finalists
and so - certainly in Auckland where they all have
dealers - the personal preoccupations that they
regularly explore are well known to most art
punters. Consequently there are few surprises.

AUCKLAND ART GALLERY TOI O TAMAKI
Auckland
¬
Kate Newby, Simon Denny, Ruth
Buchanan, Ronnie van Hout, Fiona
Connor 
Inside Outside Upside Down: Five
Contemporary New Zealand Artists 
&XUDWHG�E\�1DWDVKD¬&RQODQG

���-XO\�����1RYHPEHU¬����

0RVW�RI�WKH�ÀYH�.LZL�DUWLVWV�1DWDVKD�&RQODQG�KDV�SLFNHG�KHUH�DUH�NQRZQ�IRU
KDYLQJ�D�VRUW�RI�QRPDGLF�H[LVWHQFH�ZKHUH�WKH\�OLYH�RXWVLGH�1HZ�=HDODQG��RIWHQ
PRYLQJ�IURP�UHVLGHQF\�WR�UHVLGHQF\, from country to country��OLYLQJ�DV�JXHVWV�
ERUURZLQJ�D�VWXGLR���PD\EH�GRLQJ�VRPH�WHDFKLQJ���DQG�FUHDWLQJ�H[KLELWLRQV�RQ
WKH�VSRW��7KH�WLWOH��Inside Ouside Upside Down��SOD\V�RQ�WKLV�ERUGHU�FURVVLQJ
DVSHFW��DQ�RVPRWLF�RU�SHUPHDEOH�SDVVLQJ�WKURXJK�RI�LGHQWLW\�À[LQJ
PHPEUDQHV��WUDQVLWLRQLQJ�IURP�VRXWKHUQ�KHPLVSKHUH�WR�QRUWK�DQG��HYHQWXDOO\�
EDFN¬DJDLQ�

VDULHG�LQ�WKHLU�LQWHUHVWV�DQG�PHGLD�XVH��PRVW�RI�WKHVH�LQGLYLGXDOV�KDYH�EHHQ
WDOWHUV�3UL]H�ÀQDOLVWV�DQG�VR���FHUWDLQO\�LQ�$XFNODQG�ZKHUH�WKH\�DOO�KDYH
GHDOHUV���WKH�SHUVRQDO�SUHRFFXSDWLRQV�WKDW�WKH\�UHJXODUO\�H[SORUH�DUH�ZHOO
NQRZQ�WR�PRVW�DUW�SXQWHUV��&RQVHTXHQWO\�WKHUH�DUH�IHZ¬VXUSULVHV�

:KLFK�LV�QRW�WR�VD\�WKDW�WKH�VKRZ�LV�XQLQWHUHVWLQJ��,W�LV��9ery��'XH�WR�&RQODQG·s
MX[WDSRVHG�VHOHFWLRQV��WKH�HODERUDWLRQV�RI�KHU�WKHPH���WKH�QDWXUH�RI�SK\VLFDO
EDUULHUV�WKDW�VHSDUDWH�WKH�SULYDWH�LQGLYLGXDO�IURP�WKH�FRPPXQLW\�EH\RQG�WKHP�
WKH�OLPLWV�RI�WKH�VLJQ�V\VWHPV�ZH�WKLQN��LQWHUQDOO\��DQG�FRPPXQLFDWH�ZLWK��DQG
JRYHUQPHQWDO�VWLSXODWLRQV�WKDW�HQIRUFH�QDWLRQDOLW\���DQG�KRZ�WKHVH�DUWLVWV
H[DPLQH�WKHP��:H�SRQGHU�WKH�PHDQV�RI�VXUPRXQWLQJ�VXFK�REVWDFOHV��ZD\V
WKURXJK�ZKLFK�WKH�ÀYH�WDOHQWV�LQ�WKHLU�LQVWDOODWLRQV�GLVFRYHU�FRPPRQDOLWLHV�
YDULRXV�FKDLQV�RI�FURVV¬FRQQHFWLRQV�

&RQODQG�VHWV�XS�D�FOHYHU�VWUXFWXUH�IRU�DOO�WKLV��D�URZ�RI�ÀYH�URRPV�SDUDOOHO�WR
WXQGHUUŗPD��ZLWK�WKH�HQWUDQFHV�DW�RSSRVLWH�HQGV�SUHRFFXSLHG�ZLWK�ODQJXDJH
�5XWK�%XFKDQDQ�DW�RQH��LQWHUQDO�WKRXJKW���5RQQLH�YDQ�+RXW�DW�WKH�RWKHU
�H[WHUQDO�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ����,Q�WKH�PLGGOH�VSDFH�6LPRQ�'HQQ\�ORRNV�DW
QDWLRQKRRG��WKH�GHYHORSPHQW��RU�GHWHULRUDWLRQ��RI�LWV�LQWHOOHFWXDO�FXOWXUH�DV
UHÁHFWHG�LQ�QRQ�FRPPHUFLDO�FRPPXQLW\�WHOHYLVLRQ��DQG�LWV�SDVVSRUW���DQG�ZKDW
WKDW�LQGLFDWHV�DERXW�WKH�SHRSOH�ZKR�SRVVHVV�LW��,Q�URRPV�WZR�DQG�IRXU�ZH�ÀQG
LQ�ERWK�DQ�LQWHUHVW�LQ�SK\VLFDO�EDUULHUV��.DWH�1HZE\�KDV�D�ZLQGRZ�H[SRVHG�LQ
WKH�JDOOHU\�ZDOO�VR�ZH�FDQ�VHH���ORRNLQJ�WKURXJK�KHU�VXVSHQGHG�FKLPHV���WKH
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outside world of the vibrantly active city; In the other room Fiona Connor has
FRQVWUXFWHG�UHSOLFDV�RI�SDUN��F\FOLVW�DQG�SHGHVWULDQ��WUDIÀF�FRQWURO�EDUULHUV�
O\LQJ�RQ�WKHLU�VLGHV�GHYRLG�RI�IXQFWLRQDO¬HIÀFDF\.)

In this sequence of spaces there is a blurring of distinctions where
FULVVFURVVLQJ�¶FRQYHUVDWLRQV·�OLQN�XS�VDOLHQW�DVSHFWV�RI�GLIferent galleries. A
VNHOHWDO�VWHHO�EDU�FRUQHU�RI�DQ�RXWOLQHG�URRP�LQ�%XFKDQDQ·s space (suggesting
claustrophobia with a photographed text “whole days inside”) is a foil for
1HZE\·s exposed window��ZKLOH�1HZE\·V�WKLUW\�ÀYH�FOXVWHUV�RI�WDFWLOH�FHUDPLF
objects on pallets mock the inadequacy of their yellow labels. These labels in
UHWXUQ�UHIHUHQFH�%XFKDQDQ·s pollen coloured curtain and a spoken text about
FKLOGUHQ�LQ�D�JDOOHU\�WRXFKLQJ�REMHFWV�WKH\�HQFRXQWHU�LQ�¶DQ�DWWHPSW�WR�HVWDEOLVK
D�FRQQHFWLRQ·�DQG�OHDUQ¬QDPHV�

,Q�YDQ�+RXW·s installation (No Exit II) we see Fimo letters on a shelf in front of a
PLUURU�WKDW�VD\�¶,·YH�VWRSSHG�WU\LQJ�·�They are positioned opposite a video of the
DUWLVW�NQRFNLQJ�RQ�D�GRRU�WKDW�LV�QHYHU�DQVZHUHG���ZKLOH�WZR�ED\V�DORQJ�ZH�ÀQG
a suite of panels in the Simon Denny installation critiquing the deterioration of
TVNZ·s non commercial digital channel over the its trial run of March 2008 -
-XQH�������WKLV�GXH�WR�WKH�.H\�JRYHUQPHQW·s lack of interest and the gradual
GLPLQLVKLQJ�RI�EURDGFDVWHG�ORFDO¬FRQWHQW�

7KLV�LV�D�QLFHO\�OD\HUHG��VKUHZGO\�DVVHPEOHG�OLWWOH�VKRZ�RI�¶:DOWHUV�3UL]H�FKLF·�
DQG�,�KRSH�LW�LV�FOHDU�,�JHQXLQHO\�DSSUHFLDWH�&RQODQG·V�VNLOO�KHUH��EXW
contextually the project sufIHUV�IURP�GpMj�YX��UHSHDWHGO\��DV�LI�D�QHHGOH�ZHUH
VWXFN�RQ�D�YLQ\O�UHFRUG��,�FDQ·W�KHOS�EXW�WKLQN�WKDW�$XFNODQG�$UW�*DOOHU\�VKRXOG
EH�GRLQJ�IDU�PRUH�DGYHQWXURXV�WKLQJV��7KHUH�LV�VR�PXFK�JUHDW�DUW�EHLQJ�PDGH�EH\RQG�$XFNODQG��WKDW�VXUHO\�D�QDWLRQDO�VXUYH\�ZLWK
artists from all the different regions would make more intelligent use of city resources. You know? Less proctological? Inside
ORRNLQJ¬RXW�

-RKQ¬+XUUHOO
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John Hurrell, 8:41 p.m. 24 September, 2015

Here is an excellent piece of writing on the same show by Francis McWhannell.  
http://pantograph-punch.com/post/review-inside-outside-upside-down



Installation view of “NEW 15” at the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art (ACCA), Melbourne, 2015. Photo by Andrew Curtis. Courtesy ACCA. 

LAURA SKERLJ
AUSTRALIAN CENTRE FOR CONTEMPORARY ART

AUSTRALIA

In various transits across the world, pockets are chiming with tiny objects. Everyday items such as can-tabs and stones, recreated as silver,
bronze and ceramic “pocket sculptures,” are hitching a ride with the people who possess them. These diminutive miscellanies, made by
artist Kate Newby, are part of the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art’s (ACCA) “NEW 15” exhibition—though the objects are yet to see
the inside of the gallery. Instead they have been gifted to the exhibition’s eight artists and curator for the duration of the show, travelling
where they each person travels, seeking intimate meetings and finding new sites for display.

This sort of unexpected turn predicates ACCA’s annual showcase of emerging talent, who have been handpicked to exhibit their most
vanguard work at the iconic Melbourne institution. In the past, guest architects and curators have altered the gallery considerably,
establishing challenging parameters for their chosen talent to respond. This year, artist and “NEW” exhibition alumni Matt Hinkley chose
eight artists from Australia and, for the first time, New Zealand, to occupy, alter and alienate ACCA’s bounds. Unlike more ostentatious
incarnations from previous years, Hinkley asked that the space be returned to its original state—for him, the archetypal site was enough.

This modesty defines both Hinkley’s art practice and overall decision making. He didn’t choose artists based on a desire to show particular
existing works, nor was he overt with his curatorial direction. Instead, he chose those whose practices have captivated him over an extended
period of time—artists who would be able to rise to the occasion and challenge the exhibition space, viewers and their own oeuvre. In turn,
Hinkley’s selected artists have delivered works that are diverse and fresh, with some having been conceived even as the show was being
installed.

Though the exhibition revolves around the concept of newness, the works seem
to invigorate the past through an exploration of the “second-hand” or the “re-
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KATE NEWBY, Legs. Legs., 2014, cast silver and bronze, ceramic,
nine elements (pineapple), dimensions variable. Courtesy the artist
and Hopkinson Mossman, Auckland.

take.” In Adelle Mills’ videos, words and actions are re-enacted from memory or
an obscured set of instructions, amplifying the lacuna present in even our most
intimate communications. Paul Bai’s “borrowed” installation—which includes a
large neon sculpture by Janet Burchill and Jennifer McCamley (Inland Empire,
2008)—is an allusion to a Lynchian other-world. A blue-screen-like wall and a
live feed of the gallery’s doorway (filmed by a surveillance camera installed on
the ceiling), where visitors are reflected back through a luminescent orb, is an
inflected portal—a site in constant mediation with its audience. Alex Vivian’s
sprawling objects in various states of decay—mouldy microwaveable pasta,
damaged plinths, hell-gone cream cheese—reflect his poetic definition of
neglect as an energetic state and one that continues to evolve instead of
destruct.

Elsewhere, in keeping with this thematic focus on the past, there are odes to
historical places and people and the things they have produced. In George
Egerton-Warburton’s Eucalyptus Standard (2015), a dead gum tree is laid to
rest, quite literally, on a mattress. The tree, taken from American conceptualist
Agnes Denes’s site-specific environmental installation in Melbourne’s outer
suburbs (A Forest For Australia, 1998), pays homage to her aforementioned
work, which now stands neglected and forgotten. In contrast, Richard Frater’s
central and formidable April (2015) comprises a Greenpeace calendar and a
camera both skewered onto a steel pole, which horizontally bisects an entryway
located within the gallery space. The camera—its line of sight now replaced with
the artist’s violent intervention—makes reference to the French intelligence
service’s fatal bombing of Greenpeace’s Rainbow Warrior ship, while the latter
was en route to protest the country’s nuclear test in the Pacific atoll of Moruroa
in 1985. In a caustic turn of events, one of the offending French officials, Alain
Mafart-Renodier, who became a nature photographer in later life, was
unwittingly commissioned to photograph the calendar image that is seen
pierced in Frater’s installation.

,Q�D�VXEWOH�RGH�WR�VLWHV�RI�UHIOHFWLRQ��$VK�.LOPDUWLQ�KDV�FUHDWHG�D�SRHWLF�LQWHUYHQWLRQ�ZLWKɾEn Ondes (2015), where a section of
ACCA’s wall is cut out and spun around, revealing the remnants and scars of past exhibitions. Tucked behind the inverted wall
are two additional items—an old boom-box that whispers Kilmartin’s personal reflections of an abandoned observatory in
Parramatta, New South Wales, and an excavation of gallery paint that reveals a miniature palimpsest of walls from the past.
Here, two loci for understanding the world—the observatory and the gallery—are united.

As with any recollection of history, there is also an evocation of absence. Like Kate Newby’s travelling sculptures that have never
seen the literal space of the exhibition, there is another work on display that is similarly evasive. Jessie Bullivant directed the
gallery’s invigilators to offer a casual bodily shrug to passersby. While viewing the show, an eccentric visitor insisted upon
seeing “the shrug”: not the performative action, but an actual garment that the person believed was hidden somewhere in the
space. Bullivant’s work leads the audience to search for the inconspicuous that at times goes unnoticed, which nonetheless
infiltrates the institutional cocoon, however subtly.

Overall, the atmosphere of the exhibition is quiet and subdued, interrupted only by the nuanced inflections of the eight artists’
works. Together they create a secondary thread, informed by a penchant for reinvigoration, which permeates the show. Here,
each artist has introduced an old or alternative site, action or artwork into ACCA’s blank shell. This is not to deny the gallery’s
own history, as seen in Kilmartin’s wall strata. Yet Hinkley’s modest curation allows the works of the exhibition, both shown in
and outside the gallery, not to fall beneath the potential theatrics of the space’s architecture, but to become elevated through the
show’s incitation toward rebirth and newness.
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THE SMALL OFTEN VAGUE THINGS – KATE NEWBY’S RADICALLY
SLIGHT ART
JENNIFER KABAT
Thursday, June 12, 2014Thursday, June 12, 2014

GAUZY COTTON SHEETS wave across the ceiling of a former Masonic temple. They veil the lights and a wooden
grille overhead with slats in the shape of stars. I stare up and get stuck on the word “like,” not whether I like the
installation and how it reconfigures the room (I do immensely) but the idea of likening itself. What if you stop and
cut off the analogy you’re about to make and leave it open? I was going to try to describe the fabric in terms of
something familiar and recognizable, which would help you picture the room. But what if I stop there, rather than
completing the image the words connect to? What if they’re not like anything? What any analogy exposes is not the
exact thing itself but its failure, that it’s not this thing. Hold back and there’s a gap, the space the simile was going
to paste over. Let the hole remain and you expose something more profound, certainly more unfinished and
shaggy than the thing you were going to compare it to in the first place.

This is what happens in Kate Newby’s work where the changes she makes in her installations are slight, some
stained fabric billowing overhead, a curtain hung to create a corridor in a gallery, or a bit of concrete put in an
awkward spot, and she uses them to make us aware of small, subtle things. So, as I rush to turn her work into
gleeful associations because I love the sheets and the way they billow, the words I write in my notebook are
“clouds, sky, weather….” The fabric “laps down in waves,” yes, “waves” on the altar. But her installation is not any
of this, and my associations obscure its possibilities. The fabric hangs a third of way down from the ceiling,
shrouding it while also making you more aware of it. Temples, like churches, by their very nature are hierarchical,
directing attention to the front, to the altar, but she interrupts that order. She makes you look up. Then, there are
the sheets themselves, a puzzle too, with footprints and rain-stained striations from where they’ve hung for a
month outside as she worked. Now they’re a quasi-chronicle of her time in a studio on the roof of a Masonic lodge.
And, there’s the concrete blob forcing the temple doors open.

For her installation Maybe I won’t go to sleep at all last autumn in Brussels at La Loge, these ghostly interventions
spread across the building let you see it anew. Why ruin that by making her work like something else? It asks you
to pause on the tiny gaps, the word like maybe.

June 2014
The Weeklings
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Sheets as, as, what? Stains, covering, clouds� Kate Newby’s “Maybe I won’t go to
sleep at all.” 2013, installation view: La Loge, Brussels, all images courtesy of the artist

and Hopkinson Mossman, Auckland.

A Masonic lodge turned art space, La Loge comes loaded with those associations of secret societies and the
pyramid and all-seeing-eye on the US dollar bill that always accompany Masons. Newby’s installation subtly
interrupts that. She starts in the basement with her groupings of rocks on a low plywood platform in the middle of
the room. Before each set is a tag, not quite a caption, to the pieces. Labeled “Shelter Island,” or “Depend upon it,”
or “Do more with your feelings,” they could be commands or places or something else entirely.

Maybe I won’t go to sleep at all., 2013, installation view: La Loge, Brussels

On the next floor is the temple and above that a corridor she’s covered in the same cheap carpet landlords hope
will hide stains. On it she writes in chalk, “oh hi.” The dot on the “i” is rubbing off where people have walked on it.
On the top floor a clay wind chime hangs knotted to the outside of the building. It’s as if she’s moving from
bedrock and foundation to air and wind, but that as if also elides the strangeness in the pieces, the way the tags
don’t fit the stones, the way the string on the chimes is threaded through rough holes gouged into the walls, letting
in light. She attacks the building but not like other artists might; this is no grand gesture. Meanwhile, some of her
rocks look “real,” others handmade and rough, bearing the scars of their making, the glaze imperfect. At the
window is a collection of nails and coins and pull-tabs from cans. They’re “pocket charms” she calls them that she’s
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carried around with her for months, and they’re laid out on both sides of the glass. Some she’s found on the street,
others remade and cast in silver. It’s not important to know what’s “real” and been collected or what’s “art” in
being remade. Instead it’s the question, that gap of not knowing.

Maybe I won’t go to sleep at all., 2013, installation view: La Loge, Brussels

Just to enter the temple you’re forced to step onto a blob of concrete that shoves open the doors. Obscuring the
Masonic symbol, the blob is a question too. Is it blocking the entrance? Do you walk on it? How do you know what
to do? Are you allowed in? Then, how do you interact with something defined as art? The question is subtle. This
isn’t institutional critique, nothing that heavy. The answer is left to the viewer, but the question itself is the same
gap left open if you pause to consider the small situations and interruptions in Newby’s work. At its heart she’s
asking us to reconsider the world around us. She’s offering us an attunement to it.

Maybe I won’t go to sleep at all., 2013,
installation view: La Loge, Brussels

 ~
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In 2012 she won New Zealand’s biennial Walters Prize, and up until about five years before she didn’t even show
in galleries. She refused to. Instead she’d choose ad-hoc spaces like the path students used as a shortcut to the
university in Auckland. There on a hilltop she put up a flagpole. There was also work in abandoned buildings and
friends’ flats,[1] and this fall in Copenhagen for part of a show at Henningsen Gallery she installed a set of wind
chimes atop the city’s highest hill. Only there was no sign for the chimes, no didactic text or directions at the
gallery, nothing marking this out as art. To see them you’d have to stumble on them, and she’s said she likes work
that’s a bit “renegade,” that “you encounter if you are walking or you might hear from a distance.”

Last winter on Fogo Island off the Newfoundland coast, she made a pothole. (Her work is full of literal gaps and
holes like this often celebrating puddles and scabs in pavements, and the small ways they transform the world).
Getting to Fogo Island takes at least two planes and a ferry, and her piece was remoter still, at the end of a dead-
end drive by the sea. Meant to fill with snow, melt, cover with ice, get driven over and eventually disappear like an
actual puddle, her puddle required burning a fire over the spot for a day just to thaw the earth to dig the hole. The
piece was almost an earth-work in miniature, except only a few people ever knew of its existence.

Not the puddle on Fogo Island but Newby’s “Walks with men,” 2011
mortar, glazed ceramic rock, bronze, silver pebbles.

installation view: Prospect: New Zealand Art Now, City Gallery, Wellington
photo: Kate Whitley

For several years she’s made a series Let the other thing in of rocks to skip in water. It’s possibly a performance,
but maybe not. Maybe that’s too defined a word for it. Kate hands a porcelain pebble to friends to skip across
everything from swimming pools on Long Island to remote ponds on Fogo Island, the East River and the
Mississippi, wherever she and a friend happen to be. She’ll slip you the stone, and I can tell you the moment is
difficult, exhilarating and an honor. You’re being given something she’s made and asked to chuck it away. But
what is it exactly? What transpires? Is the moment art? Is it the pebble she, the artist, makes, or is it the friendship
being celebrated, or the act of skimming the stone? Or, that you throw away something she’s made and it
disappears forever? Or, the photo documenting it on her iPhone? No matter the answer, something ephemeral is
being marked and that becomes a way to consider all those questions.
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Let the other thing in (Drew), 2013, c-type print.
Courtesy: the artist and Hopkinson Mossman,

Auckland

When Newby handed one to Anne-Claire Schmitz who curated the Brussels show, she protested that she couldn’t,
that she didn’t know how to skip a stone. She was also scared of throwing it away and wasting it. Newby told her it
didn’t matter, and Schmitz skipped it, the one time she’s succeeded in bouncing a pebble off the water’s surface.
Afterwards she said the loss was worth it because she did it right. Her success made the sacrifice okay, a comment
I love because it adds to the levels of interpretation with the series. When I tried, mine skidded on the ice stopping
in the middle of a frozen pond. Maybe the rock got covered with snow later, or maybe it’s at the bottom. Maybe it’s
been picked up by a bird and carried off. The project, though, was originally meant to exist entirely outside of
galleries because as Newby puts it, she doesn’t “want to wait for a nod from the art world saying it’s okay to make
art now.”

In her gallery installations you get the sense that she’s trying to escape the gallery itself. Just the title alone of her
show at Gesellschaft für Aktuelle Kunst in Bremen hints at what she’s up to: “Crawl out your window.” Nominated
for the Walters Prize for her installation there, Newby created a corridor with a curtain shaping the light from the
window and drawing attention out of the gallery. If you looked across the river you’d see two hand-scrawled words
on a wall: “Try, Try.” They were in response to a Lawrence Weiner piece on GAK’s riverside foundations. In
perfectly kerned letters he’d written, “HAVING BEEN BUILT ON SAND WITH ANOTHER BASE (BASIS) IN
FACT” about the sinking of culture and GAK itself and the island on which the gallery stands. Her piece and its
exhortation were filled with hope and humor. Try, try…. She knows it will fail. Her graffiti will inevitably be erased
or covered up or wear off, and people won’t get it or will miss it entirely, but it’s about the encouragement to see, to
respond, about the hope offered up in the tiny revelations available to us if we look, if we are open.

When awarding her the Walters Prize Mami Kataoka, the head juror, called Newby’s work the “least eloquent” of
the four nominees.[2] Her own art dealer has called it “indifferent,” speaking of the skim stones,[3] and Kataoka
went on to describe Newby’s installation as “the most reserved but radical way of transcending the fixed
architectural space for contemporary art.” Newby’s word for all this is “casual,” meaning unfixed and responsive,
reacting to the situation where the work exists, and she gets frustrated when people fill up the spaces, be it in a
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gallery or, say, that gap left by an incomplete analogy. She writes in notes for her thesis about an artist who altered
his gallery’s space and lighting to create a new awareness of it. Then, he filled it up with his sculptures. Why so
much stuff, she asks. “Why do people always have to put their work into things? Why can’t it just be a thing? Not
like a performance but more like a situation. A situation with less stuff.”

Maybe I won’t go to sleep at all., 2013, installation view: La Loge, Brussels

Instead, she wants to underline how you see the space itself. For a show at Hopkinson Cundy in New Zealand in
2011 she fell in love with a line of nails in the floor and remade it with shinier, newer ones, shaping the light so
people would hopefully notice them. On the top floor at La Loge, the flag outside is an invitation to look beyond, to
see the sky and sun, and the white sheet flaps there emblazoned, “I think I’m doing it in a really interesting way.”

Her work shows the possibility in noticing the small failures and fissures and approximations of the world around
us. Like she did on her flag, she reuses scraps of language and inspirational slogans found on packaging and juice
bottles. She’ll also write odes to a carrier bag caught in a tree, and the patches and scars on a stretch of sidewalk
transfix her: “The debris, bits of rubbish, sticks, gum and concrete impressions left on pavements are very special
things. They are markers of time spent and people living.” Meanwhile, she’s been photographing the bag for days,
“having the time of its life out there. Blowing about being cheeky, somehow flying past the rules and regulations of
the city and the things around it. Not a bad idea or model for art in the world. Why stop short?”

Why indeed? There’s such a joy in the world in her observations, and as she recreates these elements in her work,
the banal becomes transcendent, only it’s not necessarily pretty or graceful. It can look awkward and disarming.
It’s a blob on the ground, a handmade puddle gouged into a ramp she’s made in gallery like she did at the
Auckland Art Gallery for her Walters Prize show. Or, stained cotton strung across a ceiling. They make you stop
because they’re not “like” what they’re supposed to be, because they’re weird and out of place or vaguely familiar
but not quite enough.

Newby sees the everyday as an emotional terrain inseparable from what she makes. It’s there in her rocks and
pocket charms and the sheets in the Masonic temple. Because she develops her work in response to an actual
space, what she shows is her emotional engagement with it over time, inserting herself and her daily, lived
experience into temples, galleries, museums…. I’m tempted to call her work feminist, only Newby herself makes
no grand claims and refuses to ascribe to larger theories or critiques. Her work is intensely small and personal.
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How do you write about a woman who makes work from the residue of emotions without that sounding like a
trap? Yet she uses these to transfigure the spaces where she shows, and she doesn’t ask for a perfect understanding
or you to untangle her feelings or for them to be made manifest.

Back in the temple, I stand under the canopy, the _________.  I stop, stuck again on the word “like.” Similes,
they’re cheap and easy – and the art writer’s stock in trade. Her work is full of holes and approximations, which if
you pause on them provide new openings. So, instead I want to stop on the act of approximation and leave that
hole open a bit longer. In notes for her thesis, she writes of a friend using a word in a slightly off way. He was
describing a fight with his boyfriend as “really heavy scenery” versus “a heavy scene.” That small mistranslation
delighted her. She calls it “jolting and brilliant…. It’s fitting, but not correct. It’s saying something but in a fresh
and unusual way. It’s that little bit of a tweak, that little twist, that perhaps all things need, art and otherwise.” It
opens up that moment so you see it anew, and that’s really a way of describing her work – jolting, awkward,
slightly off and maybe a bit embarrassing. She’s said she knows a piece works if she’s embarrassed by it. What she
makes is “really heavy scenery,” where you pause on the approximation that never quite fits. Her work allows the
image you (or I in this case) would use to describe her to fail.

To be an art writer and have your words ripped out from under you, to experience – as I did in that temple – the
very failure of language, is incredibly profound. It felt like a philosophical proposition, as if Newby hasn’t just
reconfigured the space, but the very way I see the world and the way we try to normalize it by the pasting over the
bits that don’t fit, by making them understandable, by making them seem like something else. Instead the gaps
and trash, patches and emotions, the shonky everyday that she celebrates seems full of limitless possibility.

[1] Sarah Hopkinson, “Kate Newby’s Outside,” Incredible Feeling. Published: Clouds and Hopkinson Mossman,
Auckland, 2014 p. 72-73.
[2] http://www.aucklandartgallery.com/whats-on/events/2012/august/the-walters-prize-2012
[3] Email with Sarah Hopkinson May 14, 2013.
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Kate Newby’s latest solo exhibition features a modest and
contemplative sculptural installation that playfully exploits the
conventions of the physical gallery and extends her ongoing
investigation of linking different spaces in nuanced ways. Two
components of I feel like a truck on a wet highway, 2014,
manifest this idea. The first is a sculpture of bulbous silver
bells hanging in the gallery’s entryway. The bells have a
precious quality, which is heightened by the artist’s subtle
fingerprints on the metal. They are suspended individually by
thin, multicolored strings, the other end of which swoops up
connecting them to a neighboring roof.

The second is a sculpture of ceramic wind chimes arranged
from light to dark—white, creams, blues, then blacks—on a
thin, white string in the gallery’s small main space. The
pieces are long and narrow, but each is unique in shape and
incorporates signs of process, such as air bubbles and
fingerprints, while hanging from the same string as the bells.
The chimes’ string loops through the bells’ knot before it
passes through a door into a private bedroom and out to a
patio space. With this gesture, Newby’s work becomes reliant
on the walls of the gallery as much as it is dependent on an
outside context for its meaning to be legible.

The installation as a single work highlights the mundane and commonplace, and much like works by
artists such as Michael Asher and Francis Alÿs, Newby’s work examines where place becomes as much a
part of art’s content as objects.

— Leslie Moody Castro

Kate Newby, I Feel Like a Truck on a Wet
Highway (detail), 2014, ceramic, string,
dimensions variable. Installation view.

August 2014
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On a residency in Canada’s icy,  
far-flung Fogo Island, artist Kate Newby  

finds art and architecture being used  
to chart a new future.

TEXT / Julie Hill
PHOTOGRAPHY / Steffen Jagenburg

Themorethingschange

Artist Kate Newby tak-
ing photographs for 
inspiration on remote 
Fogo Island, a tiny island 
northeast of 
Newfoundland, Canada. 
Kate's art is often site-
specific and she enjoys 
creating art that "has a 
conversation with the 
things around it... that is 
discreet but sneaks into 
your peripheral vision." 
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The artist Kate Newby is in her sickbed. You 
can’t blame her: outside it’s been minus 18 
degrees and in her studio, cups of water are 
freezing. She is in a saltbox house on the very edge 
of the earth (quite literally, if you’re a member of the 
Flat Earth Society) called Fogo, a tiny island northeast 
of Newfoundland, Canada. Here, Elizabethan English 
and old Irish dialects still inflect the accent and the 
towns have strange, lonely names like Tilting, Seldom-
Come-By and Farewell. There are seals, whales, 
caribou and coyotes, and 11 little villages with a total 
population of 2700.

To be in residence here seems perfectly suited to 
Kate, whose art gently interrogates its surroundings, 
and is usually site-specific because “I like work that 
has a conversation with the things around it.” ‘Crawl 
out of your window’, which won last year’s Walter’s 
Prize, was an unearthly pale-blue pool, pitted with 
puddles and scattered with leaves and bottle tops, 
covering a large area of floor at Auckland Art Gallery. 
It was called “radical but reserved” by the judge. 
‘How funny you are today, New York’ consisted of two 
space-age coloured rocks nonchalantly hanging out in 
a park in Brooklyn. 

The Fogo Island residency comes with a car, a 
restored historic home in Shoal Bay and a studio on 
the village’s coastline, one of four spectacular new 
buildings dotted around the island. Named Tower, it is 
a misshaped diamond of vertical black clapboard, win-
dowless aside from a giant skylight on the top ceiling, 
with two storeys that twist like a waist. Kind locals 
helped her lug her materials the 15-minute climb from 
the road to the studio. 

She’s been into rocks for a while, she says, and 
now finds herself in rock nirvana. Here, rocks are 
everywhere, literally and metaphorically. They turn 
up in stories and appear in ceremonies (one marks an 
occasion by turning a rock); locals warm their beds 
with rocks, make Killick anchors out of rock and even, 
in little heritage town Tilting, name their rocks.  

For around four centuries (after killing off the 
original Beothuk people), the English and Irish settlers 
fished for cod. Then, suddenly but predictably, the cod 
ran out and in 1992, the government placed a morato-
rium on fishing. Life as the people knew it was over. 
The island needed an angel, ASAP, and found one in 
the form of Zita Cobb. 

The daughter of illiterate Fogo Islander fishers, Zita 
Cobb spent her first 17 years here, in a saltbox without 
power or electricity, before heading off to the main-
land to make her frankly stupendous fortune as the 
head of a fibre-optics company. In her 40s, and one of 
Canada’s richest women, she cashed up and sailed the 
globe. Already a veteran philanthropist, or in her own 
terminology, a social entrepreneur, she turned what 

was meant to be a brief visit home into a resolution to 
stay there until she fixed it. Her tools in this mission? 
Art and architecture. 

That art has transformative social power seems 
a radical idea in a rural purlieu such as this. But art 
has saved this place once before. In the 1960s, the 
islanders faced resettlement on the mainland when 
the Canadian government decided to centralise its 
services. At that time the island’s villages were dis-
parate, so a university in Newfoundland and Canada’s 
National Film Board collaborated on a series of short 
films that exquisitely depict life on the island. Once 
the villagers saw their reflections in each other, they 
got organised. “For the first time, the communities 
talked to each other, then they rallied together and 
said, no, we don’t want to move, and they stood up 
to the government,” says Kate. The Fogo Process has 
since been used elsewhere in America, and in Asia 
and Africa, as a means to address repatriation.

Zita Cobb was a child at the time of the process 
(she appears as a wedding guest in one of the films) 
and now, almost 50 years later, she is more or less 
single-handedly spearheading her own, updated ver-
sion of it. Her aim is to use art to provide the same 
level of awareness and reflection that the little black-
and-white films afforded her parents in the 60s. 

She has commissioned four (and intends to build 
two more) artist’s studios, strategically placed on vari-
ous parts of the island for maximum engagement with 
the different communities, and funded international 
residencies to go with them. Designed by former Fogo 
Islander and now Norway-based Todd Saunders of 
Saunders Architects, the studios, named Long, Bridge, 
Tower and Squish, are magical syntheses of tradi-
tional building techniques – like wooden clapboard 
and stilts – and modern simplicity. Each one is eco to 
the core and positioned for the best possible view of 
the island’s many miracles: whales in the summer, for 
example, or majestic, creaking icebergs in the spring. 

Then there is the almost-completed Fogo Island Inn 
in the capital Joe Batt’s Arm – no ordinary inn, but a 
luxury eco hotel-sauna-cinema-library-art gallery, long 
and white, on stilts, with kooky, skinny windows. The 
interior is decorated in traditional handcrafted furni-
ture and happy-coloured quilts. Not only a generator of 
jobs but also owned by the community, “this inn is a 
phenomenal building and enterprise,” says Kate.  

 Her days are spent working with quiltmaker Linda 
Osman and geologist Paul Dean, firing rocks out of 
clay and porcelain at a kiln in a church and revelling 
in the lyrical lingo and culture. 

On the benefits of her presence on the island, Kate 
says, “there’s definitely something to be said for art-
ists coming here and making work, and the benefit for 
me is immediate, direct research into a new place.” 
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Right Kate looks sky-
ward in her studio, a 
spectacular new build-
ing named Tower. A 
misshaped diamond of 
vertical black clap-
board, it is windowless 
aside from a giant sky-
light on the top ceiling.
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In Focus: Kate Newby

The art of tiny revelations

Stained cotton sheets, pebbles made of clay, a lump of

concrete – Kate Newby’s work can look radically slight. In

2011, the New Zealand artist fell in love with some nails that

were embedded in the floor of the Auckland gallery

Hopkinson Cundy (now Hopkinson Mossman), and for her

show there, ‘I’ll follow you down the road’, she re-created

their line with shiny new ones, turning off the lights so that

only daylight from the windows illuminated them. Last

winter, on the remote Fogo Island off the coast of

Newfoundland, Newby made a pothole at the end of a track.

Approximating a puddle, it filled with snow, melted, iced

over and will eventually (if it hasn’t already) disappear – an

earthwork in miniature.

Newby often celebrates the minutiae of everyday life; her

work is an invitation to look further and see more.

Consequently, what she creates is frequently overlooked, and

she doesn’t worry about whether you know where the ‘art’ is.

Her series ‘Pocket Charms’ (2011–ongoing) includes nails,

coins and pull-tabs from cans – some found, others remade

and cast in silver – which remain indistinguishable from the

originals. When Newby first exhibited the charms in 2011, as

part of the biennial ‘Prospect: New Zealand Art Now’, they

were hidden in the pockets of gallery attendants, who would

take the work home with them at night.

For several years, the artist has been working on the series

‘Let the other thing in’ (2011–ongoing), which comprises

rocks for skimming on water. She’ll hand a porcelain pebble

to a friend to skip across everything from a swimming pool

on Long Island to a remote pond on Fogo, from the East

River to the Mississippi – wherever she and the friend

happen to be. But what exactly transpires? Is the moment

itself art? Or the pebble she’s made? Or the friendship being

celebrated? Or the throwing away of something she, an artist,

has created? Or, is it the photographs she takes on her

iPhone to record the event? Whatever the answer, something

ephemeral is marked that becomes a way to consider all of

these questions.

Last September, at La Loge in Brussels, Newby created the

About this article
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By Jennifer Kabat

Let the other thing in (Drew), 2013,
c-type print, 42���32 cm. Courtesy:
the artist and Hopkinson Mossman,
Auckland
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installation ‘Maybe I won’t go to sleep at all’ (2013), which

spread across all four floors of the Masonic-lodge-turned-

gallery. Gauzy sheets billowed over the ceiling. Bold swatches

of yellow silk were laid on top of the cotton, which was

covered with rain-stained striations and footprints. Seen

from a window above, the room was calm; it reminded me of

watching clouds from an aeroplane. From below, in the

former temple itself, the installation reconfigured the room,

veiling the lights and wooden grille overhead. Temples and

churches all drive attention to the front, to the altar, but

Newby interrupts that. She makes you look up, not forward,

transforming the hierarchy endemic to the space.

‘Maybe I won’t go to sleep at all’, 2013, exhibition view at La

Loge, Brussels. Courtesy: La Loge, Brussels

For her show ‘Crawl out your window’ (2010) at Gesellschaft

für Aktuelle Kunst (GAK) in Bremen, Newby hung a soiled

curtain in the gallery. Here, the dirt had accumulated when

the artist and her friends used the sheet as a picnic blanket,

while at La Loge the stains came from Newby hanging bolts

of fabric outside her studio on the top floor of the building –

both works, however, serve as a kind of diary. At gak, the

artist made a corridor with the sheets, shaping light from the

window and drawing attention to the outside. Looking out of

the window and across the river, the visitor could see

scrawled on a wall: ‘Try, try.’ Newby wrote this in response to

a Lawrence Weiner piece on gak’s riverside foundations:

‘having been built on sand with another base (basis) in fact.’

His statement was both about culture and about the island on

which GAK stands, which is sinking. Newby’s exhortation

was filled with hope and humour: try and try again, even if

you know it will fail. Her graffiti will be painted over or wear

off – people might miss it entirely – but it’s about the

encouragement to see, to respond, and the hope offered up in

the tiny revelations available to us if we look.



‘Crawl out your window’ won Newby the 2012 Walters Prize.

Bestowing the award, judge Mami Kataoka described the

work as ‘the most reserved but radical way of transcending

the fixed architectural space for contemporary art’. A

‘translation’ of the GAK show installed at the Auckland Art

Gallery, it included a concrete ramp with a puddle, gum and

silver pull-tabs stuck in the surface. It looked like something

from the street dragged into a museum and, indeed, Newby

has written odes to stretches of footpaths and carrier bags

caught in trees. In a gallery setting, the ramp was as

confusing as the concrete mound the artist created in La Loge

to force the temple doors open. The concrete stops you short.

Is it blocking the entrance? Do you walk on it? Are you

allowed to? How do you interact with something defined as

art? Newby’s questions are subtle. This isn’t institutional

critique, nothing that heavy. The answers are left

open-ended.

Just enough to feel stronger and a little bit fond, 2011, silver,

bronze, ceramic, dimensions variable

Newby’s work reflects her daily observations and, in her

hands, the banal becomes transcendent – but that doesn’t

make it pretty or graceful or grand. Her approach is

confusing and potentially awkward. It’s meant to stop you, to

ask you to notice more, like her pothole that you may or may

not see. In an email to me about a wind chime she was going

to hang on Fogo Island, Newby wrote that she likes her work

to be a bit ‘renegade’, something you could ‘encounter if

you’re out walking or might hear from a distance’. In the end,

she couldn’t install the chime; the wind was too strong. So

she held off and, last autumn, hung one at the highest spot in

Copenhagen as part of a group show at Henningsen Gallery.

Of course, there are no signs or directions to the piece. After

all, it’s an invitation.

June 2014
The Weeklings
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196 . 197 If Not Concrete Then What? 
Kate Newby’s I’m just like a pile of leaves Archive
Julia Waite

Kate Newby took a line from American poet Frank 
O’Hara’s Meditations in an Emergency as the title of 
her 2011 commission for Auckland Art Gallery Toi o 
Tāmaki. Situated on the Edmiston Sculpture Terrace, 
I’m just like a pile of leaves was site-responsive and 
insistent on first-hand experience. It drew Gallery 
goers’ attention to the surrounding cityscape and to 
Albert Park. The work’s uneven, stained expanse of 
pinkish concrete, from which a yellow climbing rope 
emerged to lasso a nearby historic oak, the standard-
issue cinder block wall and embedded ordinary foot-
path detritus — bottle tops, sticks, buttons, nails and 
small stones — were at once familiar and disorien-
tating. At first glance parts of the installation, such 
as the cinder block wall, appeared lifted straight 
from industry, contrasting with the richly coloured 
and painterly concrete floor. Less obvious than its 
constituent parts but intentional nevertheless was 
the subtlety of the work’s embrace of the everyday, 
and qualities of “embeddedness” that seemed at one 
with the Gallery’s surroundings. At deinstallation in 
March 2012, the expanse of pink concrete floor in I’m 

just like a pile of leaves was ripped up with the same 
tools used in roadworks, leaving almost no rem-
nants. Any meaning tied to the work’s physical expe-
rience is now lost.

What does remain is Kate Newby’s I’m just like a pile 
of leaves, 2011, Archive, compiled after the work’s 
demolition and comprising the project proposal; 
annotated pencil sketches on watercolour and trac-
ing paper; watercolours showing proposed objects, 
some of which never eventuated; research images 
taken in Auckland and abroad; colour photographs 
with oil stick and Vivid Marker jottings; documentary 
images taken during the installation; and industri-
ally produced concrete samples. The archive also 
holds artefacts of the artwork, including a section of 
the floor and wall, saved during deinstallation (Col. 
pl. 1).

The Newby archive is now stored in manufactured 
archive boxes with museological conditions in mind 
(Col. pl. 2), serving to emphasise that it exists, as Alex 

“Even trees understand me! Good heavens, I lie under them, 
too, don’t I? I’m just like a pile of leaves.” 
— Frank O’Hara, Meditations in an Emergency (1957)

Fig. 1
Research image  
(with the artist’s feet)
Printed copy of 
photograph
Kate Newby’s I’m just like 
a pile of leaves Archive, 
E H McCormick Research 
Library, Auckland Art 
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki

AG607 RR5_Archive.indd   196-197 29/06/12   6:29 PM
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if not concrete then what? kate newby’s i’m just like a pile of leaves archive / Julia Waite

concrete — problems to her own will and in so doing 
creates a space in order to have, as Jon Bywater has 
written of previous work, “things on [her] own 
terms.”4 The collected documentation is not only 
interesting for its ability to show “what has been” it 
also suggests “what for example could have been,”5 
like the proposed seat with “handmade rocks” and 
“real boulders” (Col. pl. 6) and the various iterations 
of text. Newby’s experimentation with different 
lines of text, or “speak,” which she initially imagined 
inscribed into the concrete floor included, “Ooh 
windy,” “I ran out,” “I’m just like a pile of leaves? You 
are so Big?,” and “I’d feel just terrible;” but these, 
along with the earlier sculptural elements like the 
planted stonewall and seat, would never eventuate 
(Col. pl. 10). We can see that in the process of working 
to realise “things on [her] own terms,” Newby heavily 
edited her work.

Different from the technical drawings, the first set of 
sketches and watercolours of the floor and wall 
appear informal, not over-thought; their freshness is 

reflected in the painterly marks and rough edges of 
the oil stick on colour photographs. Newby’s pale 
mid-toned watercolours (Col. pls 3, 6 and 8) give an 
impression of what she imagined the final work 
would look and feel like, and these diverge in their 
mode of documentation from the heavier pen and 
oil stick sketches (Col. pls 4 and 5) in which she drew 
over colour photocopies of North Terrace photo-
graphs. In those sketches, Newby solves problems 
presented by the site in order to achieve the artistic 
intention as described in the watercolours.

Images in the archive (Col. pl. 9) taken during her 
many site visits show her first-hand experience of 
major construction — a site surrounded in scaffold-
ing, unfinished walls and columns. In one drawing 
(Col. pl. 4), fellow artist Fiona Connor stands on the 
roughly painted pink concrete floor in her trademark 
denim, cut out and stuck down like a paper doll in a 
scrapbook. Here we see Newby going beyond the 
logistics of the project, perhaps imagining its place 
in her world, populated with her friends.

Potts has written, “at a different level from the physi-
cal phenomenon itself.”1 Potts argued that the physi-
cal nature of material traces, like those stored in the 
archive, have the potential (in the absence of the 
original artwork) to be “integral to the phenomenal 
qualities of the work of art we conjure up in out 
mind’s eye.”2 However, the Newby archive was not 
composed to self-consciously “capture” or represent 
the artwork proper; it instead records the artist’s 
working process and some of the materials she used. 
Full of textual and visual material made by the art-
ist’s own hand, it provides an insight into her think-
ing and experiences. It also, for the most part, 
includes material that predates the work and reveals 
much about the context and space in which Newby 
worked in the unfinished redeveloped Auckland Art 
Gallery. The archive is a mostly two-dimensional 
record of thought and working processes.

Reading the sketches, research material and water-
colours reveals a long process of decision-making 
and negotiation which is seemingly at odds with the 
fleeting observation present in O’Hara’s Meditations. 
Interpreting the volume of research material and 
preparatory sketches in the archive tells the story of 
a complex development, which belies the character-
istic spontaneity of Newby’s oeuvre. Her practice 
typically involves working with materials associated 
with construction including fibreboard, bricks and 
concrete, which, when combined, create a hand-
made, individually rendered effect. But the Edmiston 
Sculpture Terrace commission was a large-scale pro-
ject in an outdoor environment with a life of six 
months; it needed to withstand high visitation and 
environmental impact. The archive’s watercolours 
and quick sketches reflect the ephemeral nature of 
Newby’s practice and make clear the project’s long 
development, with its complex logistics and health 
and safety requirements.

Newby’s original proposal and sketches (Col. pls 3, 4 
and 5) show her intention to reference the cityscape 
and park that lies beyond the Terrace. In them you can 
see her literally composing the space, using a 

combination of architectural floor plans and her own 
photographic notations. She wanted her spatial 
interventions to “work with elements already at play 
in the North Terrace such as various viewpoints, wall, 
the terrace ground, and trees;”3 yet the Terrace had 
quite literally not yet been built. Down the side of one 
enlarged photograph (Col. pl. 5), Newby wrote: “Keep 
the construction vibe going and more — great bush!” 
Her playful annotations include to-do lists: 
“Remember: concrete, watercolour effect, call Terry.” 
Scribbled on images of the Terrace and its periphery, 
they sound like diary entries, with the writing’s tone 
suggesting personal use different from the formality 
of the proposal submitted to Gallery staff. In fact, 
Newby had not intended her working material to 
remain with the Gallery, rather, the notes and jotted-
down commentary reveals a private process, and the 
steps she took as an artist to personalise public space.

One of the most labour-intensive and technically 
complex tasks involved in the work was the construc-
tion of the pink concrete floor. And by far the greatest 
amount of the material in the archive refers to the 
construction of and material used in the concrete 
floor — its thickness, position, gradient, weight distri-
bution solutions and strength (Col. pl. 7). Newby’s 
lightly tinted watercolours illustrating this part of 
her proposal (Col. pls 3, 6 and 8) contrast with later 
more careful drawings (Col. pl. 7) which reveal techni-
cal issues and the “red tape” she faced in constructing 
a 6 x 12-metre ramp of concrete. The cross-section 
sketch of the floor (Col. pl. 7) shows how Newby nego-
tiated drains on the Terrace and considered base layer 
options. This was annotated with questions such as: 
“A light weight substance for height, what?;” “Age it;” 
“How thick does the concrete need to be so it does not 
crack?;” “Wooden block? Or another framing device?;” 
and, at the bottom of one sketch the more bleak, “Is it 
still the project I want to do?”

The archive shows some of the logistical issues the 
artist faced — due to the physical constraints of the 
new building. There is also a sense in the archive that 
Newby bends or reorders logistical — literally 
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Fig. 2
Research image of 
terrace under 
construction (detail)
Printed copy of 
photograph with 
Vivid marker
Kate Newby’s I’m just like 
a pile of leaves Archive, 
E H McCormick Research 
Library, Auckland Art 
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki
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Newby did not, as O’Hara did, write about or respond 
to the everyday — she built it somewhat laboriously 
as these materials reveal. The archive is most telling 
for its ability to extract this account of the labour 
entailed in her construction of the “everyday” or ver-
nacular, a far cry from the casual and temporary 
effect implied by “a pile of leaves.” While some objects, 
such as found bottle tops and shop-bought crystals, 
were quickly placed in the concrete by Newby before 
it set, others, such as ceramic rocks and branches, 
Newby made herself as pseudo-found objects. You 
see some of these objects in planning images and the 
floor remnant saved during deinstallation, but there 
is no record of their collection or manufacture in the 
archive. 

One of the most playful and surprising elements in 
I’m just like a pile of leaves was the yellow climbing 
rope, which tethered the Gallery to Albert Park 
behind it. The rope continued a theme in Newby’s 
work reflecting ideas about “resistance, escape 
routes, and opposition.”6 Sketches in the archive 
show her working through various propositions for 
using a rope and then for how it might be secured to 
the Terrace (Col. pl. 6). From her dashed-off notes 
which read like loosely connected thought bubbles, 
we learn that she initially planned to imbed the rope 
in layers of flooring material: “Polythene, fibrecrete, 
plaster.” In addition to her drawings, a short, knotted 
section of the rope rests in the archive. 

Newby’s installation — her “intervention” as she 
might describe it — created tension between public 
and private spaces, between what she wanted to do 
(her “private space”) and what she could get away 
with doing (what the Gallery’s public space would 
allow). A close reading of the archive divulges this. 
Mischievous notes, such as “Keep it simple — cheeky, 
Tough. Drop something off the roof onto the ground,” 
open for consideration the artist’s complex relation-
ship with the site and the project.

In totality, the archive reveals a long process of 
decisio n-making seemingly at odds with the 

improvisational nature of the work and individual 
almost “craft-based” production. Reading the archive 
affords a clear view of the artist’s intentions for the 
work, which some readers may take as being com-
mensurate with its “meaning,” and demonstrates 
how acutely aware Newby was of engaging with 
“context.” The I’m just like a pile of leaves Archive 
offers readers a complicated story of an artist’s vision 
meeting the practical demands of its realisation. 
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Col. pl. 1
Section of concrete saved 
during deinstallaion
Kate Newby’s I’m just like 
a pile of leaves Archive, 
E H McCormick Research 
Library, Auckland Art 
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki

Col. pl. 2
Various colour concrete 
samples from Peter Fell 
and section of rope
Kate Newby’s I’m just like 
a pile of leaves Archive, 
E H McCormick Research 
Library, Auckland Art 
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki
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Col. pl. 3
Terrace
Pencil and watercolour 
sketch
Kate Newby’s I’m just like 
a pile of leaves Archive, 
E H McCormick Research 
Library, Auckland Art 
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki

Col. pl. 4
Research image of terrace 
under construction
Oil stick and collage on 
printed copy of 
photograph
Kate Newby’s I’m just like 
a pile of leaves Archive, 
E H McCormick Research 
Library, Auckland Art 
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki

Col. pl. 5
Research image of terrace 
under construction
Printed copy of 
photograph with Vivid 
marker
Kate Newby’s I’m just like 
a pile of leaves Archive, 
E H McCormick Research 
Library, Auckland Art 
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above
Fig. 7
Cross section drawing 
of concrete floor
Pencil and watercolour 
sketch
Kate Newby’s I’m just like 
a pile of leaves Archive, 
E H McCormick Research 
Library, Auckland Art 
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki

previous spread
Col. pl. 6
Various iterations of 
commission elements
Pencil and watercolour 
sketch
Kate Newby’s I’m just like 
a pile of leaves Archive, 
E H McCormick Research 
Library, Auckland Art 
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki

right
Col. pl. 8
Plan of concrete floor 
and wall
Pencil and watercolour 
sketch
Kate Newby’s I’m just like 
a pile of leaves Archive, 
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Col. pl. 9
Architectural plan
Pencil and watercolour 
sketch
Kate Newby’s I’m just like 
a pile of leaves Archive, 
E H McCormick Research 
Library, Auckland Art 
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki

Col. pl. 10
Research image of terrace 
under construction
Oil stick on printed copy 
of photograph
Kate Newby’s I’m just like 
a pile of leaves Archive, 
E H McCormick Research 
Library, Auckland Art 
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki

208 . 209 Room for Reading: The Foundation  
of the E H McCormick Research Library
Anna Parlane

Auckland Art Gallery’s E H McCormick Research 
Library first opened as a small reading room on 12 
October 1953. An area of a few square metres, con-
taining bookshelves and chairs and doubling as a 
waiting room adjacent to the staff offices, the 
Library’s quiet beginning was somewhat overshad-
owed by the fanfare surrounding the opening of the 
Gallery’s latest renovation and the installation of its 
first artificial gallery lighting system.1

The reconstruction in question was a dramatic 
modernisation by Auckland City Council’s Chief 
Architect, Tibor Donner, of the 1916 neoclassical 
Mackelvie Gallery. Donner carved up the cavernous 
space, splitting it into an upper and lower area, to 
create a sculpture court, workshop, offices and 
library on the ground floor, with a mezzanine pic-
ture gallery above (Fig. 1). Photographs document-
ing the renovation focus on the cutting-edge per-
spex lighting troughs and the gravity-defying 
curved, cantilever staircase that was the centre-
piece of Donner’s design — when the library 

appears in these images it is only ever as incidental 
backdrop (Figs 2 and 3). The opening of the remod-
elled Mackelvie Gallery was the most visible of a 
number of changes associated with the appoint-
ment of Eric Westbrook in 1952 as the Gallery’s first 
dedicated director.2 Westbrook was formerly Chief 
Exhibitions Officer at the Arts Council of Great 
Britain, and British art historian Sir Kenneth Clark 
was horrified by his decision to move to New 
Zealand, writing to him: “You are making the worst 
mistake of your life. I wouldn’t mind so much if you 
were going to Australia.”3 However, Westbrook was 
young, energetic and resourceful, and though his 
tenure as director lasted less than four years he 
transformed the Gallery from a forlorn appendage 
of the Public Library into an exciting centre for 
Auckland’s cultural life.4

While the Gallery’s new library only ever received 
brief mention in 1953’s media reports, it was indica-
tive of a larger shift in the Gallery’s institutional 
identity than is suggested by its diminutive 

Fig. 1
Mackelvie Gallery 1953
Sculpture court with 
entrance to offices and 
library (at rear)
Black and white 
photograph
E H McCormick Research 
Library, Auckland Art 
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki
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